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ABSTRACT
THE TWO TOMBS OF PHILIP THE BOLD
Susie Nash (Courtauld Institute of Art)
This article rewrites the history of the tomb of Philip the Bold made for the Chartreuse de
Champmol in Dijon, through a close reading and re-transcription of the entire archival record,
including some previously unknown documents, paying careful attention to what their
terminology and chronology reveal about time, cost, materials and process; it analyses the
scale of the project, and in particular the acquisition and working of materials: limestone from
Tonnerre, ‘alabaster’ as spolia from Autun, black marble from Dinant, white marble,
presumably from Italy, via Paris, alabaster from Grenoble and a pinkish limestone from
Resne, near Dijon. By reconsidering this record, along with the physical and visual evidence of
the existing monument, it argues that there was not one but two tombs made for Philip the Bold:
the ﬁrst was completed by Jean de Marville and then rejected by Philip, and perhaps also by
the Carthusians; the second, that we have today, was started again from scratch in the early
1390s by Claus Sluter, in collaboration, possibly, with Jacques de Baerze. The story of how
these two tombs were planned, worked on, adapted or restarted, along with what Marville’s
abandoned project may have looked like, and what may have become of its constituent parts, is
woven into the narrative of Philip’s political and religious ambitions, the role of his wife
Margaret of Flanders, and of the construction and decoration of the Chartreuse de Champmol
itself.
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THE TWO TOMBS OF PHILIP THE BOLD*

In 1925, in preparation for his inaugural seminar as a full professor at the
University of Hamburg, Aby Warburg set out in list form the two ‘guiding
mottoes’ (‘Leit-Wahlsprüche’) that governed his research and teaching. The ﬁrst
of these principles was this: ‘We seek out our ignorance and attack it wherever we
ﬁnd it’.1 For Warburg this was in part a rally against connoisseurship, but also a
mode of attacking art historical problems by close looking, choosing not to rely on
perceived truths, nor to be satisﬁed with what we know, or think we know: to
become in his words an ‘empirically oriented art historian’. 2 This article will
attempt to enact Warburg’s call to arms on a canonical monument of European
art, the tomb of Philip the Bold, about which we might think we know a great deal.
Originally erected in the choir of the Carthusian monastery of Champmol, it was
removed from the Chartreuse in 1792, partly destroyed in 1793, then reconstructed
in the 1820s in the salle des Gardes of the Musée des Beaux-Arts in Dijon, where
it sits today (Fig. 1). Its ducal patronage and association with three major sculptors,
its monumental scale, dramatic history, material splendour, rich documentation,
innovative design and remarkable procession of mourning ﬁgures have ensured
intense and longstanding interest in this work. The substantial literature on the
pleurants alone,3 on Claus Sluter,4 and on the Chartreuse de Champmol,5 along
* This article could not have been written without
the generous funding of the Leverhulme Trust. I am
grateful to Sophie Jugie, David Liot and Catherine
Gras at the Musée des Beaux-arts in Dijon, for frequent
occasions over many years when they have given me
privileged access to the tomb, its fragments and related
objects, and for sharing their documen- tation so
generously with me; to the staff at the Archives
départementales in Dijon who have been constantly
welcoming and enabling; to Ann Adams, Jessica
Barker, Douglas Brine, Emma Capron, Sarah Guérin,
Lydia Hansell, Jim Harris, Fabienne Joubert, Sophie
Jugie and Kim Woods, for their advice and thoughtful
comments on the text; and to several of the above
mentioned for practical help and thought- provoking
discussion in front of the tomb in Dijon.
I use the following archival abbreviations:
ADCO = Dijon,Archives départmentales de la Côte
d’Or
BnF = Bibliothèque nationale de France
1. ‘Wir suchen unsere Ignoranz auf und schlagen
sie, wo wir sie ﬁnden’; the other word Warburg used for
these was ‘Leitsätze’. London, Warburg Institute

Archive, GC, Aby Warburg to Johannes Geffcken, 16 Jan.
1926. The audience for this seminar included Ernst
Cassirer and Erwin Panofsky. D. Stimilli, ‘Aby
Warburg’s Pentimento’, Yearbook of Comparative Literature, lvi, 2010, pp. 140–75 (140–41); idem, ‘Aby
Warburg’s Impresa’, in Images re-vues (online journal),
Hors-série 4, 2013 (Survivance d’Aby Warburg), §7 and
nn. 35–36.
2. ‘Wie anders aber wirkt dies zeichen auf den
kunshistoriken empiriker ein’: London, Warburg
Institute Archive, III.57.4.1 (previously III.120.1). This
phrase was written on a piece of paper Warburg glued
over an earlier version of his text about a Renaissance
portrait in Dublin; the ﬁrst phrase had been ‘…den
solideren Kunsthistoriker’. I thank ClaudiaWedepohl,
Archivist, for providing the original German. For the
English translation see Stimilli (as in n. 1), p. 151.
3. The pleurants received a ﬂurry of attention in the
early years of the 20th century, as their correct order was
established and missing ﬁgures identiﬁed in a series of
articles by Ernest Andrieu; see the bibliography in F.
Baron, S. Jugie and B. Lafay, Les tombeaux des ducs de
Bourgogne: création, destruction, restauration, Paris
2009; see also P. Quarré, Les pleurants dans l’art du
Moyen Âge en Europe, exhib. cat., Dijon 1971; and most
recently S. Jugie, The Mourners.Tomb Sculptures from
the Courts of Burgundy, New Haven CT and London
2010.
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with a number of articles on the tomb’s making, antecedents and inﬂuence,6 and
the recent exhaustive monograph on its destruction and reconstruction in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,7 could indeed lead one to suppose there was
little left to discover. However, the complex narrative of the chronology, authorship,
materials and making of the tomb has never been properly unravelled, and its
extraordinarily extensive archival record has a great deal still to reveal. By seeking
out and attacking our ‘ignorance’ through a close, contextualised re-reading of the
documentary and material evidence, the story of this monument can be re-written.
It will be argued here that there was not one, but two tombs made for Philip the
Bold: one rejected with no physical trace remaining; the other extant, if now
reconstructed and relocated. In doing so, this study aims to demonstrate the value
of the second and more famous principle that Warburg listed, inalienable, for him,
from the ﬁrst, that ‘God is in the detail’.8
To date, the tomb of Philip the Bold has been presented in the modern scholarly
literature as a single, continuous, if drawn-out project, begun by Jean de Marville,
taken over by Claus Sluter, then completed after Sluter’s death by Claux deWerve.
A brief recapitulation of the narrative based on the established reading of the ducal
accounts goes like this. In March 1381,9 Marville was charged
4. All the monographs on Claus Sluter deal with the
tomb in some detail. The most substantial are: A.
Liebreich, Claus Sluter, Brussels 1936; G. Troescher,
Claus Sluter und die burgundische Plastik um die Wende
des XIV. Jahrhunderts, Freiburg im Breisgau 1932; H.
David, Claus Sluter, Paris 1951; K. Morand, Claus
Sluter: Artist at the Court of Burgundy, London 1991.
5. Studies on the Chartreuse de Champmol all
include discussion of the tomb: C. Monget, La
Chartreuse de Dijon d’après les documents des archives
de Bourgogne, 3 vols, Montreuil-sur-Mer 1898–1905;
R. Prochno, Die Kartause von Champmol: Grablege der
burgundischen Herzöge 1364–1477, Berlin 2002; S. C. M.
Lindquist, Agency,Visuality and Society at the Chartreuse
de Champmol, Aldershot 2008.
6. H. Drouot, ‘L’atelier de Dijon et l’exécution du
tombeau de Philippe le Hardi’, Revue Belge d’archéologie et d’histoire de l’art, ii, 1932, pp. 11–35; H. David,
‘Claus Sluter, tombier ducal’, Bulletin monumental,
xciii, 1934, pp. 409–33; M. Lieberman, ‘Autour de
l’iconographie gersonienne. Le tombeau de Philippe le
Hardi’, Romania, lxxxv, 1964, pp. 49–100; R. Didier, ‘Le
monument funéraire de Philippe le Hardi, duc de
Bourgogne (1342–1404): Jean de Marville, Claus
Sluter, Claus de Werve’, in Die Parler und der Schöne Stil
1350–1400. Europäische Kunst unter den Luxemburgern,
5 vols, Cologne 1978, iv, pp. 20–24; E. Gaál, ‘Zur
Ikonographie des Grabmals von Philippe le Hardi in
Dijon’, Wiener Jahrbuch für Kunstgeschichte, xliii,
1990, pp. 7–33; A. M. Morganstern, ‘Le tombeau de
Philippe le Hardi et ses antécédents’, in Actes des
journées internationales Claus Sluter: septembre 1990,
Dijon 1992, pp. 175–91; R. Prochno, ‘Das Grabmal
Philipps des Kühnen (1363–1404) für Champmol.

Innovationen und ihre Nachahmung’, in Grabmäler:
Tendenzen der Forschung an Beispielen aus Mittelalter
und früher Neuzeit, ed. W. Maier, W. Schmid and M. V.
Schwarz, Berlin 2000, pp. 75–102; F. Joubert, ‘Le
tombeau de Philippe le Hardi’, in Artistic Exchange /
Künsterlischer Austausch. Akten des XXVIII. Internationalen Kongresses für Kunstgeschichte, ed. T. W.
Gaehtgens, 2 vols, Berlin 1993, ii, pp. 729–39; F.
Joubert, ‘Illusionnisme monumental à la ﬁn du XIVe
siècle: Les recherches d’André Beauneveu à Bourges et
de Claus Sluter à Dijon’, in Pierre, lumière, couleur.
Études d’historie de l’art du Moyen Âge en l’honneur
d’Anne Prache, ed. F. Joubert and D. Sandron, Paris
1999, pp. 367–84; S. Jugie, in L’art à la cour de
Bourgogne. Le mécénat de Philippe le Hardi et Jean
sans Peur, exhib. cat., ed. S. N. Fliegel and S. Jugie,
Cleveland and Dijon 2004, pp. 223–35; F. Joubert, ‘Le
tombeau de Philippe le Hardi, une méditation
monumentale’, in Claus Sluter. Le Puits de Moïse. Le
tombeau de Philippe le Hardi (=Dossier de l’art, cciii),
Dijon 2013, pp. 50–62.
7. Baron, Jugie and Lafay (as in n. 3).
8. ‘Der liebe Gott steckt im Detail’. For this see
Stimilli (as in n. 1); W. Heckscher, ‘Petites perceptions:
An Account of Sortes Warburgianae’, Journal of
Medieval and Renaissance Studies, iv, 1974, pp. 101–34;
E. H. Gombrich, AbyWarburg. An Intellectual Biography,
London 1970, pp. 13–14, 229, 286.
9. In fact, 1380. The order to make the tomb was
dated 29 Mar. 1380, that is, four days after Easter, which
fell early in 1380, on 25 Mar. The document is known
through a copy in Paris, BnF MS Bourgogne 26, fol.
237r; Bernard Prost, who ﬁrst published it, incorrectly
adjusted the year to 1381 and this date
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to start work on the tomb, but only began in late 1384, with the hiring of workshop
assistants and the acquisition of stone from Tonnerre and Dinant; for four and a half
years a large team was then employed, during which time they more or less completed
the arcade around the base, parts of which were assembled in the autumn of 1387. When
Sluter took over on Marville’s death in 1389, work continued, but slowly and
sporadically: alabaster from Grenoble for the angels and pleurants was acquired in
1391, marble for the effigy in Paris in 1392 and more black stone from Dinant in
1395–97, suggesting to some scholars that the design may have been enlarged or
revised at or before that point.10 Payments to Sluter’s team for work on the project
occur in 1391 and again in 1397–99, but little progress appears to have been made, as
when the duke died in 1404 only the arcade had been carved and almost all of the
ﬁgurative imagery (the effigy, the angels holding the helm, the ﬁfty- two small angels
on the arcade, and all but two of the forty-one pleurants) was still to be done. Sluter
died in 1406 and the tomb was ﬁnally completed in 1412 under Claux de Werve. From
start to ﬁnish the whole took over thirty years.11
This narrative has had to wrestle with several problems. The ﬁrst is the
innovative nature of the arcade that encircles the tomb, a structure that clearly
envisaged from the outset a procession of three-dimensional ﬁgures (Fig. 2).This
has, to some, seemed unlikely as an invention of Marville, an artist trained in the
middle of the fourteenth century, whose style is frustratingly elusive.12 The second
problem, for those who posit some level of revision to the plan by Sluter, is the
given in all the subsequent literature; B. Prost,
Inventaire mobiliers et extraits des comptes des ducs de
Bourgogne de la maison deValois 1363–1477, i–ii, Philippe
le Hardi 1378–1390, Paris 1908–13, ii, pp. 101–02. It may
be added that the transcriptions in the Collection de
Bourgogne manuscripts are generally very accurate; see
M.-L. Auger, La collection de Bourgogne à la Bibliothèque nationale (ms. 1–74): une illustration de la méthode
mauriste, Paris 1987.
10. Primarily Joubert, ‘Le tombeau’, 1993 (as in n.
6), p. 732; Joubert, ‘Illusionnisme monumental’ (as in
n. 6), pp. 379, 381, where she suggests that the revisions
were undertaken earlier, in 1390, when Sluter ﬁrst took
over the workshop; see also Joubert, ‘Le tombeau’, 2013
(as in n. 6), p. 54. Morand (as in n. 4), pp. 121–22, 362–
63, ties them to the new supply of black marble in 1395–
97, although she precludes ‘any such drastic revision as
had been imposed on the church portal’.
11. This chronology as such was set out in the early
1930s by Troescher (as in n. 4), pp. 12–17, 108–13; and
Drouot (as in n. 6), pp. 11–25. It was expanded slightly
by Liebreich (as in n. 4), pp. 135–41; David, Sluter (as
in n. 4), pp. 110–15; and Morand (as in n. 4), pp. 360–
64; recent literature such as Prochno, Kartause (as in
n. 5), pp. 95–97, adds little. The only substantial attempt
to address the documents in a new light is Joubert,
‘Illusionnisme monumental’ (as in n. 6).
12. Joubert, ‘Illusionnisme monumental’ (as in n. 6),
pp. 379–81, argues lucidly on this point. Some of

the literature tries to maintain Marville’s involvement
in the design by envisaging other participation. Morand
(as in n. 4), pp. 70–71, puts forward on no evidence
Raymond du Temple. Others such as Drouot (as in n.
6), pp. 13–15; David, ‘Tombier’ (as in n. 6), pp. 416–
17; David, Sluter (as in n. 4), pp. 110–11, argue for
Claux de Haine, who however only appears for 27
weeks in 1387, even if paid at a very high rate. Jugie,
in L’art à la cour de Bourgogne (as in n. 6), p. 225,
postulates that Sluter could have had a major part in the
arcade’s design as a member of the workshop team
under Marville. Yet the design for the tomb must have
been established by 1384, whenworkwas started, that
is before Sluter or Claux de Haine arrived. The majority
of the scholarship gives the design entirely to Marville,
often building other arguments from this assertion;
notably Didier (as in n. 6), pp. 21–23; Morganstern (as
in n. 6), pp. 175–78; G. Schmidt, ‘Jean de Marville.
Artiste suranné ou innovateur?’, in Actes
… 1990 (as in n. 6), pp. 269–98. An article planned by
Françoise Baron† on ‘Jean de Marville, Claus Sluter et
le soubassement du tombeau de Philippe le Hardi’,
arguing strongly in favour of Marville as its designer,
was signalled as forthcoming in 2004 by Jugie in L’art
à la cour de Bourgogne (as in n. 6), p. 225, and again in
2009 in Baron, Jugie and Lafay (as in n. 3), pp. 103,
109 n. 11, 189, but unfortunately was never written;
I thank Sophie Jugie for discussing this and Baron’s
line of argument with me.
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harmonious nature of the tomb’s design and facture: unlike the portal of the church
at Champmol, there is no material or visual evidence of a change or expansion of
plan.13 The third and perhaps most difficult question is what Sluter and his team
actually did during their ﬁfteen years on the project if, as is generally supposed,
Marville had more or less completed the arcade by 1389, and almost nothing
further had been carved by 1404 when Philip the Bold died. Most scholars have
presumed or asserted that the tomb became a low priority in these years, or have
ignored the puzzling apparent lack of progress.14 The exception is Fabienne Joubert,
who has been eloquent in pointing out that considerable workshop time was spent
on the monument under Sluter, but she has remained a lone voice in arguing for a
more major revision to the project during his tenure and the recent literature ﬁrmly
rejects any such scenario.15 There are also other incongruities presented by the
archival record that have gone more or less unnoticed: the extraordinary time
13. No clear suggestion has ever been made for
exactly what a change of plan might have entailed,
beyond increasing the size of the upper tomb slab, as
supposed by Morand (as in n. 4), p. 122. The
conservation of the tomb in 2002 did not reveal any
physical evidence to suggest there had ever been any
expansion or alteration. The examination of the
structure is summarised in the unpublished reports in
the ﬁles of the Musée des Beaux Arts in Dijon; most
relevant here is B. Lafay, ‘Tombeaux des ducs de
Bourgogne. Musée des Beaux Arts de Dijon. Rapport
d’étude 1ère partie: structures, pleurants et architectures’, 2002.

14. Notably Drouot (as in n. 6), pp. 16–17; Liebreich
(as in n. 4), p. 137; David, ‘Tombier’ (as in
n. 6), p. 418; David, Sluter (as in n. 4), p. 112; Schmidt
(as in n. 12), p. 296.
15. Joubert, ‘Illusionnisme monumental’ (as in n.
6), pp. 375–81; Joubert, ‘Le tombeau’, 2013 (as in n.
6), pp. 52–56. Joubert is the only scholar to raise the
implications of this apparent paradox; her arguments
have either been overlooked, notably by Prochno,
Kartause (as in n. 5), or rejected, most recently by
Baron, Jugie and Lafay (as in n. 3), p. 103. Joubert
argues that a careful reading of the accounts ‘suggère,
pour le moins, une réprise important du project
préalablement achevé par Jean de Marville’.
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and cost of the whole project, unusual even for one as ambitious and monumental as
this;16 the odd chronology of the acquisition of certain key materials, like the marble
for the effigy, very late in the day;17 and the indications—completely over- looked—
that when Marville died the tomb was much closer to completion than has been
supposed. One further quandary, rarely if ever voiced, is how unlikely it seems that
Philip, and Sluter, would not have prioritised this project, the central, grandest, most
prestigious part of the whole complex at Champmol.
These conundrums resolve themselves if we consider a completely different
scenario: that Sluter abandoned Marville’s tomb entirely and started again from
scratch. No one has ever really considered this possibility and certainly not
attempted to argue it through.18 Because the notion of a single continuous project
for Philip’s tomb is so entrenched, the record has always been read with that
narrative in mind, and while evidence of a revision to the original plan may have
been looked for, no one has looked for evidence that the original plan was
abandoned, which would present in a rather different manner. However, if we
remove the assumption of a continuous project, the documents take on a new and
different signiﬁcance, which makes the theory of two tombs not just possible but
compelling. Such a scenario raises other questions, of course, that need to be
addressed—notably, what happened to Philip’s ﬁrst tomb made by Marville—but,
as we will see, it makes far more sense of the documentary and visual evidence as
we have it; it also ﬁts more naturally with both the ambition and character of
Sluter’s tenure as ducal sculptor, and with the ambitions and political position of
Philip the Bold himself in the 1390s. Indeed, the tomb that we have today, once it
is understood as a design of the early-mid 1390s, conceived of in response to certain
other major works at Champmol and in tandem with the portal and the Great
Cross, is far more comprehensible and opens up new possibilities for the sources
behind the design of its innovative arcade.
To make the case for this view the archival record demands particularly close
scrutiny, with attentive re-reading of the documents, both as individual entries and
as a larger whole.19 The organisation of the accounts as well as their language must
16. Joubert, ‘Illusionnisme monumental’ (as in n. 6),
p. 379, and F. Scholten, in Johan Maelwael. NijmegenParis-Dijon. Art around 1400, exhib. cat., ed.
P. Roelofs, Amsterdam 2017, p. 111, do raise the issue
of the time and expense devoted to Philip’s tomb; it is
possible that because the tomb of John the Fearless
took so long (28 years), for very different reasons, it
has made the drawn-out nature of Philip’s tomb seem
unexceptional, or at least not worthy of questioning.
For the ‘normal’ expectation, at least, of how long a
tomb of similar materials might take, and cost, see
below and n. 44.
17. Morand (as in n. 4), pp. 69–70, is the only
scholar to remark on this aspect, seeing it as perhaps
indicating incompetence on Marville’s part.
18. D. Goodgal-Salem, in a review of Morand (as in
n. 4), Burlington Magazine, cxxxiv, 1992, pp. 37–40
(38), states that ‘Sluter may have started the whole

project over again’, but on no evidence other than the
stylistic similarity between the canopies of the portal
and the arcade of the tomb. Recently (as this article was
being completed) Scholten (as in n. 16), p. 111, also
suggested Sluter may have discarded his predecessor’s design; in what is a short catalogue entry on
an architectural fragment of the tomb he does not
present any evidence, but notes that this could explain
the slow progress under Sluter. A restart is perhaps
implicit, if not explicit, in the arguments set out by
Joubert, ‘Le tombeau’, 2013 (as in n. 6), pp. 52–55.
19. The documents are kept almost entirely in
Dijon, ADCO; some 18th-century copies of material
now lost from the accounts are in Paris, BnF,
Collection de Bourgogne. My interpretation of the
documentary record makes certain assumptions: that
the language in the ducal accounts is mostly logical,
normally precise, and that variations in phrasing or
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be reconsidered: where, as well as why, and how, certain things were recorded, and
what was not; patterns and breaks in those patterns can reward close observation.
Terminology, and cost, particularly concerning materials, is often key but can only
be properly understood within a wider context than these accounts alone. All this
poses challenges. The tomb is arguably the most extensively documented work
from northern Europe in the late medieval period, and the sheer mass of textual
material, while extraordinary, is also unwieldy, and sometimes opaque: the entries
are spread across seven different types of account, in thirty-four separate volumes,
with no less than 180 payments for work on or related to the monument, made to
seventy-nine different craftsmen and women, merchants and suppliers over thirtyodd years.20 While signiﬁcant extracts have been published, these are relatively
scattered, with omissions and occasional errors; perhaps unsurprisingly, the entire
record has never been fully transcribed or collated, and certainly not properly
exploited or, indeed, understood.21 Here, perhaps, it is the devil that is in the detail.
The various lacunae in this body of documentation are also vexing, but
important. We are missing ten years of relevant accounts kept by the Dijon
Bailliage, where payments to the ducal sculptor and his team were recorded. We do
not have those for 1379/80–1383/84 (the planning period under Marville) and
1385/86 (the fully staffed workshop under Marville), or for 1393/94–96/97 and
terms are usually meaningful or deliberate. These
assumptions are, however, based on longfamiliarity
with these records over many years and an immersion
in their language and rhythm. Analysis of them in
relation to other works for Champmol and elsewhere
appear in S. Nash, ‘Claus Sluter’s “Well of Moses” for
the Chartreuse de Champmol Reconsidered’, part I,
Burlington Magazine, cxlvii, 2005, pp. 798–809, part
II, ibid., cxlviii, 2006, pp. 456–67, and part III, ibid., cl,
pp. 724–41; S. Nash, ‘ “Pour couleurs et autres choses
prise de lui…”:The Supply,Acquisition, Cost and
Employment of Painters’ Materials at the Burgundian
Court, c. 1375–1419’, in Trade in Artists’ Materials.
Markets and Commerce in Europe to 1700, ed. J.
Kirby, S. Nash and J. Cannon, London 2010, pp. 97–
182; and S. Nash, ‘Creation and Meaning: The
Retables of Jacques de Baerze and Melchior
Broderlam. A Reconsideration of the Sources’, in The
Retables of the Charterhouse of Champmol, ed. S. Jugie
and C. Tran-Bourdonneau, Dijon 2014, pp. 26–39.
20. These are, in Dijon, ADCO: the Comptes du
Receveur général des ﬁnances de Mons. le Duc de Bourgogne (13 relevant volumes, 1383–1412); the Comptes
des duché et comté de Bourgogne (3 relevant volumes);
the Comptes du Receveur général du Bailliage de Dijon
(12 relevant volumes, 1384–1401); the Comptes renvoyés
de la Chambre des Comptes de Dijon à Lille (B1463 bis);
the Comptes des ouvrages des Chartreux (B11673); and
the Comptes du Bailliage d’Autun (B2294) and various
loose quittances (Liasse B382). There are also copies of
lost documents in Paris, BnF Bourgogne MSS 26, 58, and
100. A complete listing of documents which

deal with work on the two tombs, together with transcriptions of the relevant parts, is provided below in the
Appendices to this article.
21. Extracts have been published by C. Dehaisnes,
Documents et éxtraits divers concernant l’histoire de l’art
dans la Flandre,l’Artois et le Hainautavant le XVe siècle,
3 vols, Lille 1886, ii, mostly partial transcriptions, only
to 1401; Prost (as in n. 9), more extensive transcriptions, but only to 1390; Monget (as in n. 5) draws on
many of the documents but provides few complete
transcriptions and some errors; Drouot (as in n. 6)
gathers 36 items, most previously published. Many of
the Dijon Bailliage workshop accounts under Marville
and Sluter were published, though still only partially, by
D. Roggen, ‘Hennequin de Marville en zijn atelier te
Dijon’, Gentsche Bijdragen tot de Kunstgeschiedenis, i,
1934, pp. 173–205; idem, ‘De Rekeningen betreffende
het Atelier van Klaas Sluter’, ibid., iv, 1937, pp. 151–71.
Most of the documents pertaining to Claux de Werve’s
role were published by P. Quarré, Claux de Werve et la
sculpture bourguignonne dans la premier tiers du XVe
siècle, exhib. cat., Dijon 1976, pp. 22–25, nos 1–12;
S. Bertrand, ‘Contribution à l’étude de la sculpture au
XVe siècle: l’élaboration des oeuvres dans les
ateliersbourguignons’, Ph.D.thesis, 3 vols, University
of Bourgogne 1997, includes transcriptions of the
workshop and ducal accounts and other documents
relating to sculptural activity in Dijon at the period, but
her work remains unpublished. A large proportion (not
all) of the relevant volume of the Champmol
accounts(B11673) is transcribed in Prochno,Kartause
(as in n. 5).
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1401/02–04 (under Sluter).22 These losses are signiﬁcant, not just in terms of their
timing, which, as we will see, may be crucial, but also in their content, given that
work on the project was recorded predominantly in these accounts: no lessthan
142 of the 180 entries on Philip’s tomb come from the Bailliage records, while
sixteen come from the accounts of the Receiver General of all ﬁnances, which
document payments ordered by the duke as he moved around.23 By contrast only
thirteen entries are found in the extensive and relatively complete accounts reserved
for the construction of the Chartreuse, kept from 1384 to 1412 by Amiot Arnault.24
Indeed, because the tomb was worked on almost entirely in the ducal sculptors’
workshop in Dijon, and not on site, it is not mentioned at all in the Champmol
accounts until 1402, over twenty years after it was begun, and even then only in
an ancillary fashion, because the black marble slab for the top was delivered directly
to the church there rather than to Sluter’s workshop and a hole had to be breached
in the chancel wall to get it inside.25 That the history of the tomb can be followed
though the Champmol accounts, as is sometimes stated, is thus clearly not the
case.
Another unrecognised factor to bear in mind in relation to the nature of the
textual record is that we are mostly blind concerning the work that takes place on
the tomb after the death of Philip the Bold in April 1404. In July of that year, when
John the Fearless had a contract drawn up with Sluter for its completion, renewed
in 1406 with Claux de Werve, the accounting process changed: a single large sum
of 2,960 francs was now allocated for all subsequent expenses concerning
22. The Dijon Bailliage accounts that include the
payments to the ducal sculptor and certiﬁcations for
payments to his assistants normally run from 1 Nov. to
31 Oct. each year.
23. The Receiver General accounts are less patchy
in their preservation, though the timing of their lacunae
is also awkward. Of the relevant period pertaining to
the tomb, we are missing in total ﬁve years: those from
Jul. 1379 to May 1381 (two years); Jun. 1386 to Jan.
1387 (6 months); Feb. 1397 to Jan. 1398 (1 year); Feb.
1399 to Jan. 1400 (1 year); and Jun. 1404 to Nov. 1405
(6 months); entries from some of these are recorded in
partial copies in BnF, Collection Bourgogne MSS 53,
65 and 100.
24. All ADCO, B11673, in the accounting years
1402–04 and 1410, some transcribed in Prochno,
Kartause (as in n. 5), pp. 341–44, but four not included
there: fols 120v–121 r, 129r, 134v and 160v (all relating
to the black slab that arrived in Dec. 1402; see n. 25
below). The only clear lacunae in the Champmol
accounts is in B11671, for 1390, where a quire is
missing between fols 342 and 343, in the section for
payments to masons.
25. Presumably the vast block (12ft × 8ft) was too
big for the atelier in Dijon, or perhaps moving it twice
was deemed too difficult and risky, so it was worked
on in the choir of the church. Its size is given in ADCO,
B1532, fol. 337r; see below, n. 172 and Appx

IV, doc. 3; for the breaching of the chancel wall,
ADCO, B11673, fol. 134r-v (Appx II, doc. 36) and
ADCO B11673, fol. 121r (Appx II, doc. 38). Further
entries in B11673 are all to do with the block’s moving,
working and protection: the purchase of ropes for its
manoeuvring, fol. 134 v (Appx II, doc. 37); ﬁbrous
cloths for its cleaning and straw seats for its polishers
to sit on, fol. 151r (Appx II, doc. 42); a containerfor
their tools, fol. 129r (Appx II, doc. 39); and 28 tanned
sheepskins, covers for the block’s protection, in Oct.
1403, fol. 152 r (Appx II, doc. 43). This last entry has
been interpreted by Johannes Tripps as a cover for the
tomb itself, along the lines of those known to have
been made for many monuments of the period; it is,
however, clear from the wording of the document, its
timing (six years before the tomb was installed) and
the materials and their cost, that the sheepskin cover
was simply to protect the now-polished block from
being spoiled while it sat in the church, notably from
dogs climbing on it (‘laquelle est polie pour ce que
l’en n’y royast neant et aussi pour que les chiens ne
montassent dessus aﬁn qu’il n’y gastassent neant’).
J.Tripps, ‘Enlivening the Tomb: Sepulcher and Performance in Late-Medieval Burgundy and Beyond’,
lecture given at the Minneapolis Institute of Arts in
2011, available online through the Universität
Heidelberg documentary repository).
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the tomb—workshop assistants, materials, equipment—indeed more or less everything.26 Consequently, from this point on the records are virtually silent and the
only glimpses we have of the project are for things outside the main activity on it
(tips to the workshop team when the duke came to see the near complete work in
1409) or that were beyond the sculptor’s remit (payments to Jean Malouel for its
polychromy and to ironmongers for railings set up around it in 1410).27 In effect,
for this vital period that extended to nearly eight years, when all the major
ﬁgurative elements were carved, the various cast and gilded copper elements
produced, and the complex process of its ﬁnal assembly undertaken, we have
virtually no documentary record at all.28
The impact of these lacunae in the records, their pattern and timing has been
subtle but important: the early part of the project, under Marville, has rarely been
scrutinised as it seemed straightforward and was well documented, while the gaps
in the workshop accounts under Sluter have been presumed by most to hide little
of relevance to work on the tomb, and have given the impression that other projects
took precedence, like the portal and the Great Cross, since these have a continuous
presence in the Champmol accounts.29 In addition, the extent of the documentation
before 1401 combined with its relative dearth after that date and then almost
complete absence from 1404 has helped foster a sense of a tomb long in the making
that was nearing completion in the late 1390s, when in fact, at that point, one
monument was long since ﬁnished, and anotherwas barely begun.30

26. The original agreement of 11 July 1404 is lost,
but copied in BnF Bourgogne MS 58, fol. 51r-v (Appx
II, doc. 49).The reiteration of the contract with Claux
de Werve, before 11 Feb. 1406 is ADCO, B1534, fol.
63 r (Appx II, doc. 50). In the end the sum paid to de
Werve was 3,612 francs and it took him six years to
complete; see ADCO, B1569, fols 112 r–113 r (Appx II,
doc. 55).
27. The gratuities are both ADCO, B1558, fol. 47 r
(Monget, as in n. 5, ii, pp. 17–18) and fol. 47 v, May
and Jun. 1409 (Appx II, docs 51 and 52).The payment
to Malouel is in ADCO, B1560, fol. 173v (Appx II, doc.
53); see also a variant of the same payment in B1558,
fol. 153 v, crossed out. The iron posts are in ADCO,
B11673, fol. 201r-v (Appx II, doc. 54).
28. There are only six clear mentions of the tomb in
the years after 1404 and up to its completion in 1412,
all but one of which are in the ducal accounts, including
the three listed in n. 27 above; the other three are
payments to Claux de Werve when he took over,
ﬁnished, and was then sent back from Paris to
(deﬁnitively) ﬁnish the tomb, in ADCO, B1534, fol.
63r (Appx II, doc. 50), B1569, fols 112–113r (Appx II,
doc. 55), and B1570, fol. 192r (Appx II, doc. 57).
Payments in the prior’s accounts for the Chartreuse
in 1408,ADCO,H46, 1405–15, fol. 30v,for‘les grosses
pierres d’Asnieres que Prindale devoit mettre en
oeuvre pour le sepulcre’, are ambiguous and most

likely relate to a lost entombment group for Champmol;
see P. Camp, Les imageurs bourguignons de la ﬁn du
Moyen Âge, Dijon 1990, pp. 62–63; and Lindquist (as in
n. 5), p. 81 n. 248, for a useful summary of opinions on
this. I would argue that the materials, the timing, the use
of the term ‘sepulcre’ rather than ‘sepulture’ (and not
qualiﬁed as ‘de mondit seigneur’, as is the norm), all make
any connection with the ducal tomb highly unlikely.
29. Joubert, ‘Le tombeau’, 2013 (as in n. 6), p. 55,
does point out that the lacunae in the accounts under
Sluter in 1394–97 could hide crucial elements. For the
documentation of the Great Cross see Nash, ‘Well of
Moses’ (as in n. 19), parts I–III. For the portal see
D. Goodgal-Salem, ‘Sluter et la transformation du portail
à Champmol’, Mémoires de la Commission des
antiquitiés de la Côte-d’Or, xxxv, 1987–89, pp. 263–83.
30. The idea of the tomb as nearing a deﬁnitive
stage, at least in its structure, by 1397 has been given
weight in the literature by the assumption that Sluter
was contemplating its removal from his workshop to
the church in that year (cf. Drouot, as in n. 6, p. 17;
Morand, as in n. 4, p. 363) or had actually undertaken
such (cf. Prochno, Kartause, as in n. 5, p. 96; Jugie, in
L’art à la cour de Bourgogne, as in n. 6, p. 224; eadem,
in Les Tombeaux, as in n. 3, p. 30). The document that
has given rise to this is discussed below, n. 199.
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THE FIRST TOMB

Time and cost
Understanding the long history of the project and its narrative as a tale of two
tombs relies ﬁrstly on a clear picture of what was done under Marville.This would
appear to be far more than has been supposed.While it is generally acknowledged
that work on the funerary monument was the main task of the sculptor’s
substantial team of ten-odd stone carvers assembled in 1384–85,31 their focus on
the project was much more single-minded than has been recognised. Indeedthe
workers Marville gathered in Dijon were explicitly and primarily there for the
ducal tomb: every single one of the seventy-three payments made to them states
that their reimbursement is for work on that monument, and no other project is
ever mentioned as part of their duties. All the architectural stonework then in
progress at Champmol (bosses, capitals and canopies, gargoyles, pedestals etc.)
was being hired out to independent carvers, mostly masons, generally as piecework:
none of it was undertaken by the sculptor’s workshop.32 While some other works
(notably a statue of theTrinity) must have concerned Marville himself and probably
his personal‘varlet ouvrier’, his wider team were not, officially at least, involved in
their carving, and such extraneous projects were clearly minimal.33 Indeed, in the

31. In total 14 stone carvers were employed, but only
10 for substantial and consecutive periods of time. These
included Philipot Van Eram (who arrived ﬁrst, in Nov.
1384), followed in the spring of 1385 by Sluter, the
Tailleleus (a father and son team), and two sets of
brothers (the de Haines and the Vauclaires). The
members of Marville’s workshop are discussed most
fully by Roggen, ‘Marville’ (as in n. 21), pp. 179–85.

32. For the accounts for this architectural stonework see below, n. 137. They were signed off by the
clerk of works Regnaudot de Janley and the master
mason Jacques de Neuilly, never by Marville. This is
not to say that there was not some crossover with
craftsmen Marville had employed.
33. The Trinity, now lost, was delivered on 16 May
1388 (the eve of the feast of the Trinity) in preparation
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preambles to the annual payments to the ducal sculptor, setting out his terms and
salary, he is consistently recompensed for one task only: working on the ducal tomb.
The primacy of this project is underlined by the special heading added to two of
the workshop accounts for these years: ‘Ouvrages faiz par Jehan de Marreville pour
la sepulture de mondit seigneur’ (Fig. 3).
The extent of the focus on Philip’s tomb by Marville and his team has not
been previously recognised, in part because a particular and recurring phrasing in
the accounts has been misunderstood: in the period up to the end of 1387, all the
payments to the workshop members state that they are for the time they have ‘ouvré
en la sepulture et besoingne de mondit seigneur’.This has been taken to mean that
they were working on the tomb as well as unrelated things, generic sculptural needs
(‘besoingne’) of the duke.34 However, the phrase ‘et besoingne’ in this context clearly
refers to other things pertaining to the tomb, the ‘besoingne’ (singular) being part
of and qualifying the ‘sepulture’, not the needs (plural) of ‘mondit seigneur’.This
is evident when exactly the same wording is used for payments for precise, itemised
tomb-related supplies or activities. For example, when boxes were made in
December 1385 to protect the unworked alabaster for the tomb, they were described
as ‘pour mectre et garder les pierres d’alebastre de la sepulture et besoingne qu’il
fait’ (‘to put in and protect the stones of alabaster of the tomb and its necessary
parts that he is making’);35 when plaster was delivered in 1387, it was ‘pour sceller
et faire tenir sur les grans pieces de pierre l’alebastre que ledit Marville et ses
ouvriers ouvrent et taillent pour la sepulture et besoingne de mondit seigneur’ (‘to
seal and hold fast the large pieces of alabaster stone that Marville and his workers
work and carve for my lord’s tomb and its necessary parts’);36 and again in 1387,
when more boxes were made to protect the now-worked architectural elements of
the tomb, they were ‘pour mectre et garder la maçonnerie de la sepulture et
besoingne de mondit seigneur’ (‘to put in and protect the maconnerie of my lord’s
tomb and its necessary parts’).37 These are all too speciﬁc in their materials and
for the consecration of the church the next day. We
have no evidence however of when this was carved and
it is possible it had been in Marville’s workshop
for some time, awaiting the consecration ceremony:
ADCO, B11671, fols 173v–174r; Prochno, Kartause (as
in n. 5), p. 292.The same entry refers to stone delivered
to Marville for the tabernacles and pedestals for the
portal, ‘ou seront les ymaiges de monseigneur et de
madame’, but it is unclear whether the ﬁguresthemselves were ever actually made: there is no record of
the material for them being provided, nor of work
undertaken on them, and their existence is only
mentioned this once, and in the future tense. Nor is
there evidence of any other ﬁgurative work done by
Marville during this period, and the sculptor’s apparent
lack of productivity has often been mused on, notably
by Roggen, ‘Marville’ (as in n. 21), pp. 193–95,
Morand (as in n. 4), pp. 60–64, and Schmidt (as in n.
12), pp. 269–98. Although Marville also visited
Germolles in 1385–86, this was part of a delegation of
craftsmen sent to ‘veoir et visiter’ and there is no

evidence he undertook any work there; see E. Picard, ‘Le
chateau de Germolles et Marguerite de Flandres’,
Mémoires de la société Éduenne, xl, 1912, pp. 147–218
(159).
34. Morand (as in n. 4), p. 361: ‘all payments for
sculptors on the tomb allow for time spent otherwise on
the duke’s behalf’.
35. ADCO, B4426, fol. 53v (Appx I, doc. 19).
Similar wording also used for the payment for locks for
these boxes from Henry de Langres, serrurier, in ADCO,
B4426, fol. 42r (Appx I, doc. 17). It is worth noting too
that in this and the following instances relating to the
tomb the word ‘besoingne’ is again in the singular.
36. ADCO, B4429, fol. 25r (Appx I, doc. 53).
37. ADCO, B4429, fol. 25v (Appx I, doc. 59). The
term maconnerie can refer to simple masonry work but
depending on context it often means microarchitecture, as seems to be the case here.This is clear
from its repeated and extensive use in this sense in
inventories and payment accounts: it is the term used
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purpose to encompass or refer to anything else other than the tomb and its related
elements.
The further signiﬁcance of this phrasing and its timing in the accounts will be
explored below, but it means, in the ﬁrst instance, that we can add up the time spent on
the tomb by Marville’s team with some conﬁdence. Doing so is instructive and reveals
the extraordinary level of work on the monument during these years: between the
formation of Marville’s shop and its dissolution four-odd years later,
no less than 8,082 days—1,347 working weeks38—were undertaken on the tomb by
his workshop members which included ninety-three weeks by an independent ouvrier
de bras, Guillaume le Galoiz, for cutting and polishing ‘alabastre et pierre’,39 and 108
weeks by two specialist polishers brought in from Paris.40 Many more weeks could
be added to this tally given the year of Marville’s accounts missing between
November 1385 and October 1386, either side of which the workshop staff remained
almost unchanged, with ten people on the books in the autumn of 1385 and all but
one of the same people still there a year later on 1 November 1386:41 since 600
working weeks were spent on the tomb in 1386–87, one might then add at least 500odd weeks to the tally for the missing year directly preceding it. Potentially, then, as
much as 1,850 weeks—equivalent to thirty-ﬁve and a half working years—were
allocated by the accountants on Marville’s authority to the tomb between 1384 and
1389 at a cost of as much as 2,740 francs.42 And this excludes entirely Marville’s own
time and that of his ‘varlet ouvrier’: both were paid for a full 365 days each year,
adding, potentially, a further 484 weeks and 1,156 francs to the labour bill.43 Even if
we imagine the unlikely scenario that work
to describe all the elaborate micro-architecture of the
metalwork in Louis of Anjou’s inventory of the late
1370s, and in many other inventories of the period,
including Charles V’s, Jean de Berry’s and Philip the
Bold’s; for these and further discussion of the term see
my forthcoming study on the inventories of the French
courts c. 1360–1420. It is also the term used to describe
the micro-architecture on the retables of Jacques de
Baerze in the documents recording their facture and
delivery: ‘deux tables d’autels ouvrées de bois à
ymaiges et tabernacles de maconnerie’, ADCO,
B1501, fol. 90r; transcribed in M. Comblen-Sonkes
and N. Veronee-Verhaegen, Le Musée des Beaux-Arts
de Dijon. Les primitifs ﬂamands, I. Corpus de la peinture
des anciens Pays-Bas méridionaux au XVe siècle, 2 vols,
Brussels 1986, i, pp. 138–39.
38. Some workers were paid by the week, some by
the day; the working week was six days as is clear from
calculations made from the per diem rates. The totals
given above exclude Marville’s own wage, for which
see below at n. 43.
39. For details of these payments see n. 45 below;
since le Galoiz was on the books either side of the
period of the missing accounts for 1385/86, it is likely
he undertook much more than this recorded 92 weeks
cutting and polishing the stone for the tomb.

40. They were a man and a woman employed from
Apr. 1388 to May 1389: Guillaume le Clerc, ‘polisseur’
and Jacqueline d’Orleans ‘polisseresse’, both paid at
the same rate, 15 gros (1¼ francs) per week. ADCO,
B4431, fol. 27r-v (Appx I, docs 83–84, 88–90, 102–03,
106–07).
41. Gilles Tailleleu and his son Tassin Tailleleu left
a few weeks before the accounting period ended on 31
Oct. 1385; both are on the books on the ﬁrst day of the
next surviving accounting period, 1 Nov. 1387, and
work for that entire year; the only sculptor from the
1384/85 accounts who does not reappear on the ﬁrst
day of the 1387 accounts is Leiﬁn de Haine, brother of
Mant.
42. A detailed breakdown of costs and working time
for the ﬁrst tomb is provided below in Appx I; for a brief
summary see Appx III (a). The ﬁgure of 2,740 francs
given above includes an estimate of 800 francs for
labour for the missing year of accounts.The total actual
recorded cost for labour, not including Marville’s
wages, is 1,940 francs 9 gros 10 derniers, if a payment
for 100 francs for labour in 1383 on a ‘tabernacle de
boiz’ (interpreted here as a model, see pp. 25–26) is also
included.
43. Based on 4 years 9 months from Oct. 1384 to
July 1389; this comprises 242 weeks spent by Marville
and 242 by his ‘varlet ouvrier’, who was probably
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suddenly halted for the entire year when the accounts are missing, and postulate
the equally unlikely scenario that Marville and his varlet spent no time on the tomb
at all themselves (despite frequent statements to the contrary in the accounts), this
would still represent considerable expense and, at the very least, twenty-ﬁve years
of working weeks.
It is inconceivable that this concentration of time and money, even at its most
conservative estimate, did not bring at least the main structure of a tomb, with its
non-ﬁgurative architectural decoration, to completion under Marville. Indeed, the
literature is more or less unanimous that it did, even without the calculations set
out above. But the question the numbers begs is this: is it plausible, as is also
unanimously assumed, that the architectural structure was all that Marville’s team
had achieved with this many man and women-hours, over a period of at least four
and a half years—a timespan that was widely acknowledged by patrons and
craftsmen of the period as sufficient for an entire, grand tomb of similar materials
and imagery from start to ﬁnish?44 This question matters because if Marville had got
further than this, it casts a different light on all the subsequent documentation on the
tomb under Sluter.To answer it we need to consider the materials Marville’s team
were working with: their supply, cost, quantities and treatment. This will require
some digression to delve more deeply into terminology concerning those materials,
their properties, and their use on other related tombs of the period, all of which will
be important for what follows.
Materials
We have records of three types of stone being acquired by or for Marville, or present
in his workshop.The ﬁrst, ‘alabaster’, is the most elusive, as no documents appear
to exist for its procurement, yet members of Marville’s extended team were paid for
working it, for its assembly and for its polishing.45 To complicate matters,
Marville’s brother, Mahiet, mentioned in documents
relating to Marville’s estate (ADCO, B4434, fol. 37 r;
for this see Camp, as in n. 28, p. 30). It does not allow
for any time spent by his other servant, termed simply
a ‘varlet’, who was also paid for 365 days a year; he
may have been a more general servant given the
distinction made between their titles.
44. It was seen as plausible, at least, to contract for a
period of between three and ﬁve years, or even
somewhat less, for similar tombs, including that of John
the Fearless which directly followed Philip’s: Jean de la
Huerta’s contract of 1443 with Philip the Good for that
tomb speciﬁed four years for its creation, at a cost of
4,000 livres tournois, not including the alabaster or the
Dinant marble; for the document see P. Quarré, Jean de
la Huerta et la sculpture Bourguignonne au mileau du XVe
siècle, exhib. cat., Dijon 1972, pp. 27–30. The tomb of
Charles de Bourbon and Agnes of Burgundy at
Souvigny, also intended to follow the form of Philip’s,
was contracted for with Jacques Morel for a period of
ﬁve years and 3,500 livres in 1448 (including the
alabaster, but not the Dinant marble); see C.

Guigue, ‘Jacques Morel, sculpteur de Montpellier’,
Archives de l’art français, 1851, pp. 313–19. That for
René of Anjou was contracted for four years at a cost
of 2,500 livres, without any of the materials included in
that price; documents in A. Lecoy de la Marche,
Extraits des comptes et mémoriaux du Roi René, Paris
1873, pp. 45–60. The four tombs contracted for with
André Beauneveu by Charles V in 1364 envisaged
4,700 francs and a period of two years; see S. Nash, ‘No
Equal in Any Land’.André Beauneveu.Artistto the
Courts of France and Flanders, London 2007, pp. 32–
36. Louis d’Orleans’s lost tomb at the Celestines in
Paris, which sounds like an elaborate affair of similar
materials to Philip’s, was contracted for in 1409 at only
1,500 livres and was to be completed, optimisti- cally,
within a year; for the document see A. ErlandeBrandenburg, ‘Jean de Thoiry, sculpteur de Charles V’,
Journal des savants, iii, 1972, pp. 210–27 (226–27).
Obviously, some of these ended up taking longer and
costing more.
45. Initially to the ouvrier de bras Guillaume le
Galoiz, who was paid in total between Nov. 1385 and
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we cannot assume it was actually alabaster and not marble: in documentary sources
of the period, the term ‘alabastre’ was used for both white marble (imported from
Italy) and alabaster proper (quarried in certain regions in France but also sometimes
imported).46 The term ‘marbre’ was reserved for the dense, black, marble-like
limestone from Dinant and the surrounding area, discussed further below.47 This
nomenclature is attested to by many examples: there are extant effigies produced
by Jean Pépin de Huy, Jean de Liège, and Jean de Cambrai, among others, that are
referred to as ‘alabastre’ in the documents but are actually made of marble,48 while
the 1409 contract for the tomb of Louis of Orleans sets ‘ﬁn alebastre de Pise’, clearly
marble, against ‘marbre noir de Dinant’.49 This is not simply a case of occasional
slips, mistakes or ignorance on behalf of those compiling the accounts. It is too
consistent across too many types of documentary source, and toomany languages,
by those well versed in the nature of materials, for this to be the case, from the
specialist assessors of Jean de Liège’s workshop to Albrecht Dürer,50 and from the
Grandes Chroniques de France to Albertus Magnus.51 Margaret of
May 1389 for 561 days: 487 for his own time and 74
for an assistant varlet to ‘sier ledit alebastre et pierre’,
‘soyer aulebastre et autre pierre’, ‘gresser et polir ledit
alebastre’, ‘polir l’alebastre ouvré’ and ‘polir les pierres
d’alabastreouvrées’(Appx I, docs 20, 52, 91–93, 108–
09); then between Apr. 1388 and May 1398 the two
Parisian polishers were paid for 108 weeks ‘a polir les
pierres d’alebastre ouvrées’ (Appx I, docs 83–84, 89–
90, 102–03, 106–07). These payments are where we
have the clearest sense of the materials being worked
on, which are never, unfortunately, speciﬁed for the
activity of the sculptors proper in Marville’s team.
46. The reasons for this are complex but not
inexplicable. For a full discussion of the terminology of
alabaster and the conﬂation of the two materials see the
insightful study by K. W. Woods, Cut in Alabaster: A
Material of Sculpture and its European Traditions
1350–1530, Turnhout 2018; also A. Lipińska, Moving
Sculptures. Southern Netherlandish Alabasters from the
16th to 17th Centuries in Central and Northern Europe,
Leiden 2015, though more concerned with a later
period, when terminology was more in ﬂux.
47. When the term ‘marbre’ is used it can be safely
assumed that it is black stone of this type that is being
referred to. It was also used in English documents for
Purbeck marble, the dark stone used for similar effects
to contrast with alabaster, copper gilt or freestone; see,
e.g., the will of the Black Prince ( J. Nichols, A
Collection of all thewills now known to be extant of the
Kings and Queens of England, London 1780, pp. 66–
76) and contracts of the period (S. Badham and S.
Oosterwijk, ‘“Cest endenture fait parentre”: English
Tomb Contracts of the Long Fourteenth Century’, in
Monumental Industry.The Production of Tomb Monuments
in England and Wales in the Long Fourteenth Century,
ed. eadem, Donington 2010, pp. 187–236 (193–94 and
229–31).

48. For those by Pépin de Huy see L’art au temps des
rois maudits.Philippe le Bel et ses ﬁls 1285–1328, exhib. cat.,
ed. D. Gaborit-Chopin, Paris 1998, pp. 96–98, nos 46–
48; for those by Jean de Liège see Les fastes du
gothique, le siècle de CharlesV, exhib. cat., ed. F. Baron,
Paris 1981, pp. 121–22, no. 70; for the description of
Jean de Berry’s effigy by Jean de Cambrai as of
‘alebastre’ see A. Champeaux and P. Gauchery, Les
travaux d’art exécutés pour Jean de France, duc de Berry,
Paris 1894, p. 35. These examples could be easily
multiplied and include the effigy eventually made for
Philip’s extant tomb; see below, pp. 41–42. For further
examples and the results of recent testing of a range of
14th-century ‘alabaster’ ﬁgures see W. Kloppmann, P.Y. Le Pogam and L. Leroux, ‘La sculpture sur albâtre en
France du XIVe au XVIe siècle: enjeux, méthodes et
résultats d’un programme de recherche’, Revue de l’art,
cc, 2018, pp. 9–19.
49. For the contract, Erlande-Brandenburg (as in n.
44), p. 226.
50. For Jean de Liège’s inventory see A. Vidier, ‘Un
tombier liégeois à Paris au XIVe siècle. Inventaire de la
succession de Hennequin de Liège (1382–1383)’,
Mémoires de la société de l’histoire de Paris et de l’Îlede-France, 1903, pp. 281–308. For Albrecht Dürer’s
description of Michelangelo’s marble Madonna and
Child as alabaster see Lipińska (as in n. 46), p. 24; and
Woods (as in n. 46), p. 7.
51. The Grandes Chroniques describes ‘…Philippe
et ysabiau … en belle tumbe de marbre bis en beaux
ymages dalebastre richement et mueilleusement ouvrez de
tres noble et gentil euvre’: BnF MS fr. 2813 (copy made
for Charles V), ch. XLV, fols 316v–317r; these effigies
of Philip III and Isabella of Aragon are it would seem of
both white marble and alabaster. For this tomb and its
materials see most recently M. Grandmontagne, ‘In
glänzender Erinnerung. Über- legungen zum grabmal der
Isabella von Aragón in
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Austria, in a mandement of 1510, articulates the completeness of the elision of the
nomenclature, writing of alabaster from St Lothain near Poligny as ‘marbre blanc
qu’on dit alabastre’.52 Indeed, it seems likely that the term ‘alabaster’ was used for
white marble precisely to distinguish it from the black ‘marble’; and also, possibly,
to associate it with a particular and meaningful biblical etymology.53 Given all this,
the recent discovery that the original sections of the arcade on Philip the Bold’s
tomb are of marble does not help rule it in or out of contention as the ‘alabastre’
structure Marville and his team created.54
Whatever the mineral composition of Marville’s ‘alabastre’ it must have been
delivered before August 1385 when it is ﬁrst recorded, being roughed out in the
workshop by Guillaume le Galoiz.55 It may have been purchased some time prior to
this, since in major funerary projects of the period a pattern emerges of sourcing
‘alabaster’ by or for the patron, before work started and a team was assembled; this
was a practical way to proceed, as employing a sculptor and gathering a team who
might then kick their heels waiting for difficult-to-ﬁnd materials like a large enough
block of high quality white marble was not desirable.56 We can see this practice of
sourcing in advance in action through the documents for the tombs of Clement VI at
Chaise-Dieu in the 1340s,57 Louis de Mâle at Courtrai in the 1370s,58 John the
Fearless at Champmol in the 1430s (by Philip the Good),59 Michelle of France at
Saint-Denis’, in Skulptur um 1300 zwischen Paris und
Köln, ed. idem and T. Kunz, Berlin 2016, pp. 72–97.
Albertus Magnus (c. 1260) writes, in the chapter on
marble of his Mineralium: ‘In generibus autem
marmorum album quod vocatur alabastrum’; see
Albertus Magnus, Opera Omnia, v, Mineralium, ed. A.
Borgnet, Paris 1890, tractatus II, caput III, p. 18. For a
useful discussion of Albertus Magnus on alabaster
seeWoods (as in n. 46), p. 146.
52. See M.-L. Poiret, ‘Marbres et alabâtres dans
l’eglise de Brou (Bourg-en-Bresse)’, in Marbres en
Franche-Comté, ed. L. Poupard and A. Richard,
Besançon 2003, pp. 85–104 (89).
53. That of the biblical jar that held the precious oil
with which Christ’s body was anointed by the
Magdalen, and its concomitant associations with
resurrection, preservation and salvation; for some
associations of the term ‘alabaster’ with these ideas see
Lipińska (as in n. 46), pp. 26–27.
54. While commentators in the early 19th century
had often assumed the arcade was of marble, once the
workshop documents were published in the 1890s their
terminology lead to the universal assumption they were
of alabaster. In 1999 Jean Delivrépointed out that they
were in fact of marble and subsequently chemical
testing by Annie Blanc conﬁrmed this; see Baron,
Jugie and Lafay (as in n. 3), p. 93; theresults were ﬁrst
published by Jugie, in L’art à la cour de Bourgogne (as
in n. 6),pp. 227–28.
55. ADCO, B4426, fol. 53v (Appx I, doc. 20); see
n. 45 above.
56. The coincidence of the arrival of materials and
the commencement of a tomb project is spelled out in

Jean de la Huerta’s contract, that says his four-year
period will start from the day the marble from Dinant
is delivered to him in Dijon; contract in Quarré, Jean
de la Huerta (as in n. 44), pp. 28–29. In the event, the
blocks from Dinant for John’s tomb did not arrive for
25 years, sitting at Mézières-sur-Meuse from Dec.
1435 until Apr. 1461. This long delay is evident from
the payments regarding its quarrying and shipment:
Brussels, Archives générales du Royaume, registre no.
3232, fol. 25v, and no. 290, fol. 14r; see J. Pinchart,
Archives des arts, sciences et lettres, publiés et annotés, i,
Ghent 1860, pp. 260–61.
57. The marble for this was purchased in 1346, then
work started on the tomb in 1349; M. Faucon,
‘Documents inedits sur l’église de la Chaise-Dieu’,
Bulletin archéologique du Comité des travaux historiques
et scientiﬁques, 1884, pp. 383–443 (426); also J. Gardner,
The Tomb and the Tiara, Curial Tomb Sculpture in Rome
and Avignon in the Later Middle Ages, Oxford 1992, pp.
144–46.
58. Philip the Bold made a gift to his father-in- law
Louis de Mâle of a ‘pierre d’alebastre’ in 1372, that he
had carted from Dijon to Paris: ADCO, B4419, fol. 39r;
transcribed in Prost (as in n. 9), i,
p. 283. This would seem to have been inpreparation for
the tomb project at Courtrai which was begun in 1374,
for which see Nash, Beauneveu (as in n. 44), pp. 37–
43.
59. This project had never got off the ground while
John the Fearless was alive, but Philip turned his
attention to it immediately following the treaty of Arras
in 1435, acquiring the black marble from Dinant in
1435, and in 1436 sending Claux de Werve to
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Ghent also in the 1430s (and also by Philip the Good),60 through to Margaret of Austria
at Brou in the 1510s, where a series of letters between her and her advisors allows us to
track the process in some detail.61
Philip the Bold did in fact follow the same logical sequence for his tomb at
Champmol, but by a somewhat unconventional route: he acquired a large piece of
Roman spolia. The evidence for this, initially, comes from the antiquarian scholar
and priest Claude Courtépée, whose Description générale et particulière du duché de
Bourgogne published in 1774–85 includes an account of Champmol and the tombs
there. Courtépée was a serious historian who clearly consulted documents kept in
the Chambre des Comptes in Dijon.62 Discussing the materials that were purchased
for the tomb, he adds in a footnote:
One reads in the registers of the Chambre des Comptes that in 1384 a large block of alabaster
[albâtre] was found, hidden in the earth near Autun, purchased for 40 livres and brought to Dijon
to be used in the tomb of the duke.63

No one in the scholarship has picked up on Courtépée’s remark, but it is worth
pursuing: it is clear that it is too speciﬁc and too authentic in its terminology
(including the use of the term ‘albâtre’, rather than ‘marbre’), to be an invention:
he gives the cost and the date; that this occurred in 1384, just at the moment when
such stone for the tomb was most likely to have been acquired, is also too prescient
to be a fabrication. Indeed, the original document he saw does still exist, in the
unpublished accounts of the Autun Bailliage for November 1383 to October 1384:
it was in fact a payment to Marville himself:
To Jean Menreville, worker and valet de chambre of monseigneur the duke of Burgundy, for
acquiring a large stone of alabaster good and ﬁne that they say is to be taken with care to Autun,
that we can have at a good price; that my Lord has the intention to have and have carried and
taken to Dijon to make his tomb …
40 francs64

Directly following this is a related entry to several workers under Marville’s orders:
Item for several labourers working for the said Menreville and for the worker Boisserant his
representative in this on several and previous days for digging up the earth to search for and
Grenoble to ﬁnd alabaster: ADCO, B1659, fols 145v–
146r; partially transcribed in Quarré, Claux de Werve (as
in n. 21), pp. 28–29, no. 20. De Werve’s trip was
unsuccessful, and Philip ordered more alabaster from
sculptors in the Netherlands, Guilaume Anns, Jean de
Cornicke and Anthoine Clerembault, in 1441–42, just
prior to contracting Jean de la Huerta to start the tomb
in 1443. For these documents see L. de Laborde, Les
ducs de Bourgogne. Études sur les lettres, les arts et
l’industrie pendant le XVe siècle, 3 vols, Paris 1849, i, pp.
383–85.
60. Philip purchased six large pieces of alabaster for
this tomb for his ﬁrst wife in 1434 from the ‘marchant
corretier’ Loys de Backere, who lived in Bruges, for the
sum of 77 livres 18 sols. A sculptor was not engaged on
the project until 1436; documents in
E. E. Lowinsky, Music in the Culture of the Renaissance

and Other Essays, ed. B. J. Blackburn, 2 vols, London
1989, i, pp. 355–58; for a discussion of the de Bakeres see
Woods (as in n. 46), pp. 120–22, 221.
61. Poiret (as in n. 52), pp. 85–104. Margaret’s
advisers even undertook research at Dijon in the
Chambre des Comptes to ﬁnd out which ‘alabaster’
was used in the ducal tombs at Champmol and what it
cost.
62. Claude Courtépée, Description historique et topographique du duché de Bourgogne, 7 vols, Dijon 1774–85,
ii, Description particulière du duché de Bourgogne, 1777.
63. ‘On lit dans les registres de la Chambre des
Comptes, qu’on trouva en 1384 une grande pierre
d’albâtre, cachée en terre proche Autun, achetée 40
livres, & menée à Dijon pour l’employer à la sépulture
du Duc’. Ibid., p. 249.
64. ADCO, B2294, fol. 30v (Appx IV, doc. 1a).
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ﬁnd the said stone, the names, the parts the days and the weeks when these have been done written
in a roll of parchment veriﬁed and certiﬁed by the said Menreville... 45 francs 3½ gros65

Boisserant and these workers were paid the considerable sum of 45 francs 3½ gros,
not for quarrying the stone but for ﬁnding it ‘cachée en terre’ (as Courtépée phrases
it), which makes it clear that this must have been spolia: indeed, it couldhardly
have been anything else as there were no deposits of marble or alabaster in or
around Autun, but the area did have extensive Roman remains, with considerable
quantities of Carrara marble that was re-used throughout the medieval period and
beyond.66 Given this, the ‘alabastre’ Marville acquired could only have been true
marble; and considering its large size, high quality and the potential resonance of
such a block, it is most likely to have been intended for the effigy. Finding and
obtaining it must have been something of a coup: the entry in the accounts claims
it was potentially a bargain although its ﬁnal cost is not recorded;67 another ‘grande
pierre d’alebastre’, presumably in that case newly quarried, purchased from a
Genoese merchant in Paris, would nine years later cost the duke 300 francs.68
Other evidence indicates that this large piece of spolia was not the only marble
acquired by Marville, as it is clear he had more than one block of ‘alabastre’ in the
workshop by the summer of 1385. In June of that year, and before the cutting and
roughing out of the stone began, a delivery of ﬁfty aunes of cloth was made to cover
the ‘pierres d’alebastre’ to protect them from ﬂies.69 This cloth came in two pieces,
one of thirty and one of twenty aunes, so around forty-one metres in all, certainly
more than enough to cover an effigy-sized block, or two, and several smaller ones
besides;70 by comparison, only twenty-two aunes of oiled cloth was needed to wrap
Jacques de Baerze’s two large retables, that each measured over 2·5 × 1·5 × 0·3
metres when closed, on their trip back to Dijon.71 More durable and perhaps more
secure storagewasrequired for Marville’s stone the following winter, and ﬁvelarge
wooden chests (‘arches’) were supplied in December 1385 designed to contain and
protect them.72 By this point, then, the marble was in at least ﬁve pieces, in part
65. Ibid. (Appx IV, doc. 1b).
66. For the reputation of Autun in this respect see
R. Cooper, Roman Antiquities in Renaissance France,
1515–65, London 2013, pp. 360–62. Recent testing on
marble spolia remains from Autun has shown that most of
them were from Carrara; see Le lapidaire architectonique et decorative d’Augustodunum (Autun), ed. V.
Brunet-Gaston, Dijon 2006, pp. 230–49. Spolia was also
used in parts of the tomb of St Lazare; see A. Blanc and
P. Blanc, ‘Les différentes roches du tombeau de Saint
Lazare’, in Eve ou le folle tentation, exhib. cat., Autun
2017, pp. 218–20. For spolia more generally in medieval
Europe see M. Greenhalgh, The Survival of Roman
Antiquities in the Middle Ages, London 1989.
67. In the marginal annotation to the payment to
Marville he is asked to quote a price for the stone,
suggesting that the 40 francs was a fee for ﬁnding or
the costs of sourcing it, rather than actually purchasing
it; see Appx IV, doc. 1a.
68. For this block see below and n. 166.

69. ADCO, B4426, fols 53v–54r, 29 June 1385
(Appx I, doc. 21).
70. The Dijon alune measured 2½ Dijon feet, so
33·12 × 2·5 = 82·8 cm; Antoine Grangier, Coustumes
générales du pays et duché de Bourgogne, Dijon 1642, p.
17; for the Dijon foot see R. E. Zupko, French Weights
and Measures before the Revolution. A Dictionary of
Provincial and Local Units, Bloomington and London
1978, p. 135.
71. This was for their second trip back to Dijon in
1399; ADCO, B11673, fol. 43r; for the documents for
these retables see Nash, ‘Retables’ (as in n. 19); and
Comblen-Sonkes andVeronee-Verhaegen (as in n. 37),
pp. 140–41.
72. ‘… pour mectre et garder les pierres d’alabatre’:
ADCO, B4426, fol. 53v (Appx I, doc. 19). The cost in
total of both measures to protect this stone was nearly
12 francs, a substantial amount which again speaks to
the value of the material itself.
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perhaps as a result of Guillaume le Galoiz’s work in the late summer cutting the blocks.
What is crucial here is that by 1385, contrary to what has previously been assumed,73
the ducal sculptor had all the material necessary to carve a marble effigy, and its
appendages as well.
In the autumn of 1384 Marville had also taken delivery of a considerable
quantity of a second type of stone, called ‘pierre de Tonnerre’, sourced near that
town in the Yonne, midway between Paris and Dijon (see map, Fig. 4). It was
quarried by a mason from Troyes and his team, and consisted of six large blocks,
each 7ft × 2–3ft, along with seven smaller pieces of undeﬁned dimensions.74 Each
73. For example by Morand (as in n. 4), pp. 70,
361.
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of the large blocks cost between just 1·3 and 1·5 francs, but their transport was
expensive, 30 francs 2 gros for the men, six carts (one for each large block) and
thirty horses involved: Tonnerre was some seventy miles away, and the blocks
were large.75 It has been asserted or assumed in all of the literature on the tomb
that this was the ‘alabaster’ Marville’s team was working on, but this cannot be the
case.76 There is, and was, no alabaster, nor marble, anywhere near Tonnerre, and
the relatively low cost of these blocks rules out such expensive material, especially
given their considerable size.77 The Tonnerre stone must instead have been the
ﬁne, very white limestone for which the region was well known.78 It is also highly
unlikely that these blocks, that are never referred to as alabaster in the documents
relating to their supply, were then later confused in the accounts with the ‘alabaster’
worked, polished and assembled by Marville’s team: the two materials were too
distinct in appearance, function, origin and cost for such (repeated) misnaming.
The presumption that the accountants, or Marville in certifying payments, might
easily mistake materials in this way seems unfounded, not least because such errors
in the quittances they were submitting or transcribing might, at worst, be viewed
as fraudulent.79
If the Tonnerre stone for the tomb was not ‘alabaster’, but a high quality
limestone, what was its purpose? An important clue comes in the payment for the
transport of the whole consignment, where it is stated that it was for ‘ymaiges ou
autres choses et besoingnes que Jehan de Marville … doit faire’.80 This seems to
74. No depth is given for the blocks; three were 7ft
× 2–3ft and a further three were 7ft × 3ft. ADCO,
B4426, fol. 54r (Appx I, doc. 22).
75. The cost comprised of 9 francs 8 gros for the
men needed to quarry and manoeuvre the stones and
for expenses for their journey, and another 20 francs 6
gros for the carter, his carts and horses. ADCO, B4426,
fol. 54 r-v (Appx I, docs 22, 24).
76. It is frequently referred to incorrectly as such in
the literature, for example by Drouot (as in n. 6), ‘albâtre
de Tonnerre’, pp. 13, 17; Morand (as in n. 4), ‘large
quantities of alabaster from Tonnerre’, p. 360; Prochno,
Kartause (as in n. 5), ‘alabaster aus Tonnerre’,
p. 95. Although Joubert, ‘Le tombeau’, 2013 (as in n.
6), p. 53, recognises that ‘pierre de Tonnerre’ cannot be
the marble used for the eventual arcade of the tomb as
we have it, nor an actual alabaster, she does continue to
assume that the stone that was acquired from Tonnerre
was the same as the ‘alabaster’ worked on in
Marville’s workshop, presuming there to have been an
error or lack of precision in the terminology of the
accounts.
77. Only limestone was quarried at Tonnerre and its
vicinity, as conﬁrmed by the geologist Annie Blanc
and noted in B. Lafay, ‘Tombeaux des ducs de
Bourgogne, 2e partie:lesgisants.Essais de nettoyage’,
unpublished conservation report, Musée des BeauxArts Dijon 2003, p. 6; Lafay’s conclusion from this is,
however, that the documents are‘trompeuses’.

78. For the location of these quarries and the
extraction of the stone in the late medieval period see
C. Roms, ‘Extraction de la pierre de Tonnerre (Yonne):
l’exemple de la Cave Noire’, in Pierres du patrimoine
européen.Économie de la pierre de l’Antiquité à la ﬁn des
temps modernes, ed. F. Blary, J.-P. Gély and J. Lorenz,
Château-Thierry 2008, pp. 49–54.
79. In the Champmol accounts over 30 years, for all
the limestone acquired from the quarries at Asnières,
Resne, Is-sur-Tille and Tonnerre, not once is a slip
made that calls limestone alabaster, nor have I found
evidence of any such slip in other accounts and
contracts of the period in France and Burgundy; and
while the black stone from Dinant might occasionally
be called ‘pierre’, as a generic term for all stone, the
application of such a particular denomination as
alabaster to limestone would be as unlikely as it being
misnamed ivory or wood. Even if, conceivably, an
accountant did happen to make one slip of this kind, we
would have to imagine the same thing occurring 18
times in the accounts pertaining to the tomb, at every
pointthe‘alabaster’ is mentioned in Marville’s atelier,
in payments to six different craftsmen and suppliers, so
drawn up from a range of differentquittances.
80. ADCO, B4426, fol. 54r-v (Appx I, doc. 24).
Although this payment for the transport does not
specify that the stone is for the tomb, the entry directly
before it relating to its quarrying does, and the number
of carts tallies precisely with the number of large
blocks quarried; there is no doubt that the
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rule out the possibility, occasionally voiced, that these blocks were simply to form
the inner core of the tomb chest, which would then be hidden by the black marble
facing.81 There were surely too many blocks for such a purpose, anyway, and they
would not need to be sourced in advance like this; such elements would only be
required at a later phase, when the tomb was being assembled and installed.
Moreover, if they were not to be carved, or indeed seen, it seems odd that Marville
went to the trouble and expense of having them quarried in Tonnerre, around
seventy miles away, when plenty of suitable limestone was available locally at
Resne and Asnières just outside Dijon.82 Tonnerre stone was used very rarely at
Champmol.There are only two other recorded deliveries of it in the accounts of the
Chartreuse and both were for highly prominent parts of major sculptural projects
combining ﬁgurative and architectural elements, that required particular structural
integrity along with good carving quality: the monumental Cruciﬁx and its corpus
on the Great Cross in the large cloister;83 and the elaborate tabernacle intended for
the tympanum above the Virgin on the church portal, probably incorporating angels,
of which no trace now remains.84 The clear implication is that Marville envisaged a
tomb that needed the whiteness, strength and carving quality of a substantial
quantity of this limestone, and that he needed it at the start.
The question of how this ﬁne white limestone might have been employed in
Marville’s project may be answered by another tomb, commissioned in 1358 for the
Ste Chapelle in Dijon by Queen Jeanne de Boulogne, mother of the last Capetian
duke of Burgundy, for herself and her ﬁrst husband, Philippe de Bourgogne (d.
1346). Jeanne had been regent for her young son Philip de Rouvres until her death
in 1360, and she was also Philip the Bold’s stepmother: her second marriage to
Philip’s father, Jean II, was the route through which that king had laid claim to
Burgundy for his youngest son in 1361.85 A tomb commemorating Jeanne,
effectively the last Capetian ruler of the duchy, set in the ancestral chapel of the
stone being transported is the same as that mentioned
in the previous entry and therefore for the tomb.
81. This was proposed by Liebreich (as in n. 4), p.
136; and David, Sluter (as in n. 4), p. 110. None of the
rest of the literature has ever considered the question of
what the stone from Tonnerre was used for, because it
was assumed to have been alabaster, used for the
arcade that we see today.
82. In 1403 six large limestone blocks from Asnières
were acquired from the perrier Hugenin le Gosset,
described as ‘tant pour faire ymaiges pour le piller et
terrasse de la croix … comme pour la sepulture dudit
monseigneur’: ADCO, B11673, fol. 117r (Appx II, doc.
40). The marginal notation indicates that in fact all were
used for elements on the Great Cross; see Nash, ‘Well
of Moses’ (as in n. 19), part I, p. 803.
83. For the stone used on the Great Cross see Nash,
‘Well of Moses’ (as in n. 19), part II, pp. 456–
57. For that on the portal, ADCO, B11672, fol. 6 v
(paid for in Dec. 1391) and fol. 162 v (paid for in Oct.
1396); transcribed in Prochno, Kartause (as in n. 5), pp.
313, 325. I am in agreement with Lindquist (as in

n. 5), p. 68 n. 100, that the structure planned for the
tympanum above the Virgin probably had ﬁgures of
angels, for reasons she sets out convincingly.
84. The quarry at Asnières was less than three miles
from Dijon. Resne was even closer, on the cliff near the
Chartreuse itself; see P. Rat, ‘Les plus anciens carrières
avec lesquelles on a bâti Dijon’, Mémoires de la
Commission des Antiquities de la Côte-d’Or, xxxvii,
1993–96, pp. 197–216. Resne was used for stone where
the yellow or pinkish hue was valued, and carving
quality less important (see further discussion below);
Asnières stone was of course the choice for most of the
ﬁgurative work carved at Champmol by Sluter; both
quarries were being actively exploited in the 1380s.
85. On the death of Philip de Rouvres, Jeanne’s son,
in that year. For Jean II’s claim to the duchy of
Burgundy through his marriage to Jeanne see the
documents in Dom Plancher, Histoire générale et
particulaire de Bourgogne, avec des notes, des dissertations
et les preuves justiﬁcatives, ii, Dijon 1748, no. 312, where
he calls Philip de Rouvres ‘charissimi ﬁlii nostri’.
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dukes, must have held dynastic and political signiﬁcance for Philip, the ﬁrst Valois
ruler of Burgundy, and could certainly have presented a potent and resonant model
for his own monument.86
Long since lost, we know this project through documents alone, but they are
thankfully fairly loquacious.87 The contract with the Parisian sculptor Jean de
86. The Ste Chapelle at Dijon was also where
Philip, in his will of Sep. 1386, had requested his own
body to rest if he died before the Chartreuse was
complete; the document is ADCO, B309; transcribed
partially in Monget (as in n. 5), i, pp. 89–93; and
Prochno, Kartause (as in n. 5), pp. 348–49. The Ste

Chapelle tomb is discussed in relation to Philip the
Bold’s monument by David, ‘Tombier’ (as in n. 6), pp.
414–15; see also Quarré, Pleurants (as in n. 3), p. 14;
and Morand (as in n. 4), p. 68.
87. These consist of a contract with de Soignolles
(ADCO, B11255, fol. 23r) and a contract with an
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Soignelles speciﬁes that the tomb was to be of black Dinant marble, including its sides
and base, while the effigies, their pillows, three angels, two tabernacles, a lion and two
dogs, and its ‘archaz et ymaiges’ (pleurants?) were to be ‘tout d’alebastre’.88
apprentice who will work with him in Dijon on it (ibid.,
fol. 25 r) both published by David, ‘Tombier’ (as in n.
6), pp. 430–32; see also Camp (as in n. 28), pp. 25–27.
There are also four unpublished entries in the accounts:
ADCO, B1407, fol. 38r-v and ADCO, B1408, fol.
55 r.Two of these are to the sculptor, one to the mason
for the tabernacle and the other is for the transport of
the 13 tonnes of ‘alabastre’ from Crevant (the place
where, if it was coming from Paris, transport would
have had to move from water to land). It is not entirely
clear if the tomb was ever ﬁnished; even if its full
completion was interrupted by Jeanne’s death in 1360,
however, the above payments make clear that

over half the full sum owed to both Gui de Florey and
Soignelles had been paid by 1360, for a period
extending over at least two years.
88. ‘… la tombe sera de marbre noir de Dinant,
ensemble les apondez et les subassemenz d’ycelle, sur
laquelle tombe il fera deus ymaiges, ii orillierz, iii
angelez et deux tabernacles, un lion et deux xhienez de
pierre d’alabastre, et à la environ de ladicte tombe fera
archaz et ymaiges dedanz de telx grant comme elles y
pourront estre bonnement et tout d’alebastre’: ADCO,
B11255, fol. 25 r; David, ‘Tombier’ (as in n. 6), pp.
430–31.
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So far its form sounds not dissimilar to royal tombs in St Denis, of black stone with
white marble effigies and baldachins (‘tabernacles’) set at their heads, of a type
exempliﬁed by that for Charles V and Jeanne de Bourbon begun in the 1360s (Fig.
5). But the monument in the Ste Chapelle was also to include another, much larger
superstructure, described as a ‘grant tabernacle en estant d’environ la dicte sepulture’,
made of limestone from Asnières, and set with ten images made of the same stone.89
This freestanding canopy was contracted for separately from a mason, Gui de Fleury,
which indicates its scale and architectural form.90 It may have been
89. ADCO, B11255, fol. 23 r. As Camp (as in n. 28),
p. 26, points out, the phrasing of these documents all
suggest a freestanding monument, not an architectural
surround for a wall niche.

90. ADCO, B1407, fol. 38r-v: ‘A maitre Gui le
macon de ﬂorey demourant a Dijon pour deus a lui
paiez du command de madite dame par ses lettres
donnees le xxiiii e jour d’oct l’an milccclvii en deducion
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something like the vertical structures, several metres high, around a number of
papal tombs in Avignon, such as those of John XXII (d. 1334) at Notre-Dame des
Doms (Fig. 6), and Innocent VI (d. 1362) at the Chartreuse of Villeneuve-lèsAvignon, executed in the early 1360s (Fig. 7).91 Philip would have certainly known
these since he had led delegations to Avignon in 1371 and 1376.92 He would also
have been aware of similar tombs in England, having spent four years in captivity
there with his father between 1356–60: notably that of Edward II’s son John of
Eltham at Westminster, of c. 1339, and possibly Edward II’s own tomb at
Gloucester, of c. 1330.93 Moreover, there was an important and pertinent example
of such a tomb, combining black marble, a white marble effigy and a tall, vaulted,
limestone structure surmounting it, then in progress at St Denis—for none other
than Philip’s grandmother-in-law, Margaret I of Flanders (d. 1382), daughter of
Philip V of France and Joan II of Burgundy (d. 1330). Margaret was Palatine
countess of Burgundy and countess of Artois, Flanders, Nevers and Rethel, and it
was through her that Philip and Margaret would inherit those territories.The effigy
from her tomb survives along with the extraordinary architectural superstructure;
the latter, brieﬂy used by Alexandre Lenoir to surmount Charles V’s tomb in his
Musée des Monuments français, is now repurposed as a canopy over the relics on
the high altar at St Denis (Figs 8–9).94
It seems plausible then that Marville’s acquisition of so much high quality
stone from Tonnerre was for a structure similar to those at St Denis and the Ste
Chapelle, both of which combined black and white marble with a tall limestone
architectural canopy. If that was the case, then Philip’s ﬁrst tomb followed a model
familiar from grand papal tombs in Avignon and royal tombs in England, but
based more closely perhaps on recent, ancestral examples in Paris and in his own
de iic l estuz quil doit avoir pour la facon d’une
tabernacle qui sera mis environ la sepulture de feu
mons philipe de bourgogne que dieux absoille’. This is
cited (but not transcribed) by Camp (as in n. 28), pp.
25–26.
91. For the Avignon tombs see Gardner (as in n. 57),
pp. 138–50; and most recently D. Vingtain and
P. Bromblet, ‘Tombeaux de papes et de cardinaux
avignonnais du XIVe siècle’, Revue de l’art, cc, 2018,
pp. 21–29.There are some precedents too in northern
France for such monuments, cited by Gardner, p. 139,
but not free-standing as the examples at Avignon.
92. For the Avignon delegations see R. Vaughan,
Philip the Bold, London 1962, pp. 11–14.
93. For John II’s captivity and his itinerary in
England accompanied by Philip, which certainly
encompassed Winchester and Bristol, see N. Murphy,
The Captivity of John II, 1356–60.The Royal Image in
Later Medieval England and France, New York 2016.
For the English tombs see M. Duffy, Royal Tombs of
Medieval England, Stroud 2003, pp.118–28.The tomb
of Edward II combined a limestone canopy with an
alabastereffigy,set on Purbeckmarble,giving asimilar
type of material and chromatic contrast as would

have been found on the Ste Chapelle tomb, and on
Marville’s design. For the materials and their use in
England see K.Woods, ‘Plantagenets in Alabaster’, in
The Plantagenet Empire, 1259–1453 (Harlaxton Medieval
Studies, xxvi), ed. P. Crooks, D. Green and W. M.
Ormrod, Donington 2016, pp. 87–106 (88–90).
94. No other tombs of the period in St Denis appear
to have had such. This monument could have been
begun as early as 1363, when the king granted
permission to Margaret for ‘avons elevé, ordenée et fait
faire nostre sepulture pour y gestir et estre enterrée’ in
the chapel of St Michel; see E. Leistenschneider, Die
französische Königsgrablege Saint-Denis von 1223 bis
1461. Strategien herrschaftlicher Repräsentation, Weimar
2008, pp. 161–64.The tomb was described in the early
17th century by Jacques Doublet in his Histoire de
l’abbaye de S. Denys en france. Contenant les antiquitez
d’icelle, les fondations etc., Paris 1625, p. 1325: ‘Le
sepulcre est entourné de trellis de fer, et couvert au
dessus d’une couverture et voulte de pierre de liaiz, si
artistement et tant delicatement mis en oeuvre que
plusieurs personnes iugent que c’est plustost du du bois
que de la pierre’. It was also described by Félibien in
1706; see n. 235 below.
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chapel in Dijon.95 The proximity of the Ste Chapelle model, in particular, would
have proved helpful to his sculptor (who was not an experienced tombier), and
might also have appealed to Philip who understood, and exploited, the practical as
well as symbolic advantages of specifying that works be made using an extant object
as a guide.96
One further, somewhat ambiguous, document may support this theory
regarding the form of Marville’s tomb. In February 1384 (new style), Marville
received the substantial sum of 100 francs as part-payment for the salary of several
assistants, for their work on ‘… une tabernacle de boiz, ymaigez et estoffez’ (a
tabernacle of wood, set with images and polychromed), that he had made for the
duke.97 No destination or purpose for the work is speciﬁed and there has been
some debate over what this mysterious, painted wooden object might have been,
though no-one has ever suggested a connection with the ducal tomb.98 ‘Tabernacle’
is a term used in documents either for architectural canopies set over statues and
tomb effigies, and indeed entire tombs, as in the Ste Chapelle documents discussed
above, or for (mostly small scale) metalwork objects, which could be set with
images.99 Neither of these seems to ﬁt the description of Marville’s tabernacle,
95. Even if the tomb of Philippe and Jeanne in the
Ste Chapelle was never ﬁnished, given the work done
on it up to 1360 (see above, n. 87), there must have
been a design at the least available to follow.
96. As he did for example for the retables by Jacques
de Baerze; see Nash, ‘Retables’ (as in n. 19), pp. 27, 32.
Other examples are a chimney at Creil that he wanted
copied at Argilly, and certain works at Corbeil to be
copied for Germolles; documents in Prost (as in n. 9), ii,
p. 158. Perhaps signiﬁcantly in relation to Marville’s
experience and expertise (or lack of it), he was referred
to as the duke’s ‘tailleur de menus euvres’ in a payment
of Jan. 1377 (new style), where 26 livres of ivory was
supplied to him from a tabletier in Paris; Prost (as in n.
9), i, p. 568. ADCO,
B1451, fol. 47r.
97. ADCO, B1461, fol. 160r (Appx I, doc. 4).
Accounts for Marville’s workshop had not been set up
at this point; they only began in Oct. 1384, when the
stone from Tonnerre and Autun had arrived and work
on its carving commenced.
98. Troescher (as in n. 4), p. 14, presumes a
baldachin over a statue, which does not account for
the‘ymaigez’, nor its cost (see for example the costs of
such objects cited below, p. 34). Roggen,‘Marville’ (as
in n. 21), p. 178, proposes a precious tabernacle of the
type described in inventories (see n. 99 below); this is
possible but these are not normally of wood, and tend
to be small. Camp (as in n. 28), p. 30, suggests that it
formed a structure set above the famous clock that the
duke of Burgundy brought from Courtrai to Dijon in
Dec. 1382 that was to be placed, in 1383, on top of one
of the towers of the church of Notre-Dame. This seems
unlikely on several counts: the repair, decoration and
installation of the clock was entirely under the control
of the mayor of Dijon and done at

the city’s expense, with special accounts kept for it by
Amiot Arnaut, listing contributions from its citizens, even
if the duke (and the duchess, and John the Fear- less) did
make gifts towards it. The accounts show that there was a
great deal of wood involved but mostly for crates,
scaffolding and a structure on which it sat, all undertaken
by carpenters; if Marville had been involved in making
any element of it, he would have been paid in these
accounts (which survive in their entirety), as was Jean de
Beaumetz, who gilded and painted some metal heraldic
elements. Marville’s name only appears in relation to a
carter who delivered ‘la ﬂoiche du cloiche’ (so something
already made) to his workshop from the Jacobins; it would
seem that his workshop, near Notre Dame, was used as a
convenient storage point. Never in the extensive accounts
for the installation of the clock is a tabernacle mentioned,
or anything like it. The documents are in Dijon, Archives
Municipales, L 347, fols 1–37, summarised in M. de
Gouvenain and P. Vallée, Inventaire-sommaire des
archives communales antérieures à 1790. Ville de Dijon,
iii, Dijon 1892, p. 99.
99. Roggen, ‘Marville’ (as in n. 21), p. 177, notes
rightly that the term is never used for retables.
‘Tabernacle’ is ubiquitous in the Champmol and ducal
accounts for stone canopies; it is used for entire
metalwork objects most notably in the inventories of
Louis of Anjou and Jean de Berry, but also in those of
Charles V and Philip the Bold, among others; see
M. Tomasi, ‘Luxe et dévotion au XXIVe siécle: autour du
tabernacle de Thomas Basin’, Comptes rendus de
l’Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres (2012), pp.
999–1026; for a discussion of the term in relation to
ivories see S. M. Guérin, ‘Meaningful Spectacle: Gothic
Ivories Staging the Divine’, Art Bulletin, xcv, 2013, pp.
53–77 (58–62).
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made of wood, not stone or metal, incorporating images rather than crowning a
statue, and involving a team of assistants, at some considerable cost and on the
speciﬁc orders of the duke. Given the timing of the payment and the materials
involved, however, it seems possible that what his assistants had helped him make
was in fact a model for the tomb, or at least for its architectural elements—a
tabernacle and associated imagery. Scale models could be relatively large and
expensive and were often made of wood.100 Moreover, they could also be polychromed, as here (‘estoffez’) to mimic the ﬁnal black and white materials of the
tomb, as well as any touches of other colour and gilding.101 That the paintingof
Marville’s ‘tabernacle de boiz’was done under the sculptor’s aegis further supports
this reading of it as a sculptural or architectural model, rather than an independent object.
We will return to the possible form of Marville’s monument below, but for now
it is worth emphasising that the tomb of Philip the Bold as we have it today, and
as erected in Champmol in 1408–10, does not have, nor did it ever have, any visible
elements made of white limestone, a fundamental disjuncture between the object
and its documentation that has never been recognised, let aloneexplained.
Some months after the large limestone blocks from Tonnerre had arrived, in
the spring of 1385, Marville was reimbursed by the duke for a trip to Dinant to
acquire the third and most expensive of the materials used on the tomb: the black
marble. In the payment to the sculptor this was called simply ‘pierre dudit lieu de
Dinant’, but what he had been sent to purchase can only have been the dense, black
carboniferous limestone quarried in that region, usually referred to as ‘marbre noir’
or simply ‘marbre’.102 Dinant stone turns from a dull deep grey to a mirror- like
black when polished; its striking visual potential had been exploited on royal
tombs at St Denis and elsewhere since the late thirteenth century.103 The qualities
that made it so desirable and suitable for funerary monuments—its hardness and
100. Wooden models were used elsewhere at
Champmol: a more modest example was made by the
carpenter Jean Baudet in Nov. 1391 for Sluter to ‘…
faire les tabernacles du portal de l’église’; see GoodgalSalem, ‘Transformation du portail’ (as in n. 29), p. 276.
For the use of models, of wood and other- wise, at this
period more generally, see P. Plagnieux, ‘Une si longue
absence: la maquette en question dans la architecture
gothique français’, in Les maquettes d’architecture:
function et évolution d’un instrument de conception et
de réalisation, ed. S. Frommel and R. Tassin, Paris and
Rome 2015, pp. 47–54; I thank Tom Nickson for this
reference.
101. A later example of a model for the tomb for
Margaret of Austria’s husband Philibert of Savoy at
Brou provides a good comparison as far as the colouring is concerned: this model, proposed by Michel
Colombe in 1511, was to be ‘estoffez de paincture
blanche et noire, selon que la nature du marbre le
requieret’. Colombe was paid 128 livres 13 sous for this
small-scale model, which also included the envisaged

coats of arms and the ﬂesh tones of the faces and hands
indicated in colour; letter in P. Vitry, Michel Colombe,
Paris 1953, pp. 487–90.
102. ADCO, B1463, fol. 32r (Appx II, doc. 5). For
‘marbre noir de Dinant’ see E. Groessens, ‘L’exploitation et l’emploi du marbre noir de Dinant sous
l’Ancien Régime’, in Carrières et constructions en France
et dans les pays limitrophes, iii, ed. J. Lorenz, Paris
1996, pp. 71–85. The terminology, cost, character and
meaning of this material have been explored in S. Nash,
‘Time, Dust and Polish: Dinant Marble in Tombs for the
Courts of France and Burgundy’, paper given at the
conference ‘Souls of Stone: Funerary Sculpture: From
Creation to Musealization’ / ‘Almas de Pedra. Escultura
Tumular: da Criação à Museal- ização’, Lisbon 2017 (to
be published as part of a forthcoming study on this
material).
103. For the tombs at St Denis see E. Brandenburg, Le
Roi est Mort: étude sur les funérailles les séputures et les
tombeaux des rois de France jusqu’à la ﬁn du XIIIe siècle,
Geneva 1975; and Leistenschneider (as in n. 94).
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ability to take a very high sheen—also made it difficult and time-consuming to
carve; indeed, Albertus Magnus claimed that black marble could not be cut at all,
only polished, and in 1452, the sculptor working on René of Anjou’s tomb estimated
that just to cut the single very large slab he had in half would take him three
months.104 Its working demanded extremely sharp and strong steel tools as well as
specialist skill, and could take longer, and cost more, than carving alabaster: in 1462,
when the black marble had ﬁnally arrived in Dijon for John the Fearless’s tomb, the
duke’s accountants estimated that it would cost 450 ecus to work and ﬁnish, while
they thought that the two effigies of alabaster still to be started by Antoine Moiturier
would cost together just 200 ecus to produce; in the end it took two masons, one
brought in from Namur, four years to carve and polish the Dinant blocks of Jean’s
tomb.105
While a knowledge of the properties of black marble is important for understanding the labour requirements for the tomb, under both Marville and Sluter, the
question that concerns us here, as it will have a bearing on the wider narrative, is
whether Marville, at this point in 1385, had acquired sufficient quantities of
Dinant stone for an entire tomb. The description of the blocks and their cost
certainly suggests that this was so: we have no dimensions, but the document says
‘une grant et plusieurs petites tombes’, which would have been the right disposition
for a free-standing tomb, where a single large slab (expensive and difficult to quarry,
tricky to transport and risky to work and manoeuvre) was used for the more visible
top section alone on which the effigy was set, while smaller, if still substantial, pieces
were combined to construct the base, where joins were less visible or perhaps less
undesirable. This arrangement of blocks is evident in many extant tombs of the
period, including the ﬁnal version of Philip’s as installed at Champmol,106 that of
Mary of Burgundy in Bruges and the three tombs ordered by Margaret of Austria
at Brou.107 It is also evident from the inventory of Jean de Liège’s workshop in
1383 and from documentation concerning other now-lost tomb projects, such as
104. ‘Propter quod etiam ut frequenter lapides nigri
durissimi sunt, et magis polibles quam secabiles sunt’.
Albertus Magnus, Mineralium (as in n. 51), tractus II,
caput II, p. 16. For the documents concerning the
working of the huge black marble stone used for René
of Anjou’s tomb see Lecoy de la Marche (as in n. 44),
pp. 55–57. It was clearly seen as exceptional, both for
its sizeand quality,sincehis gens de comptescouldclaim
that it was the most beautiful in the whole of France:
‘Chascun dit que c’est la plus belle tombe [i.e., block]
de marbre de ce royaume’; ibid., p. 59.
105. The work on this part was undertaken between
the summer of 1462 and late 1466; payments for it
appear in ADCO, B1750, B1751, B1754 and B1757;
some of these are published by H. Chabeuf, ‘Jean de la
Huerta, Antoine le Moiturier et le tombeau de Jean sans
Peur’, Mémoires de l’Académie de Dijon, ii, 1890– 91,
pp. 141–271 (261–68); the documents are most fully
transcribed by Bertrand (as in n. 21), vol. iii. There was,
however, considerably more black marble on Jean’s
tomb than on Philip’s, since the lower base

was also of Dinant stone (see below, in the section ‘The
Second Tomb’, subsection Materials, again).
106. For the disposition of the original blocks of
black marble on Philip’s second tomb see B. Lafay,
‘Tombeaux des ducs de Bourgogne.Rapport d’intervention’, unpublished conservation report, Musée des
Beaux-Arts, Dijon 2005, p. 6; Lafay’s 2002 report (as
in n. 13), pp. 10–11; and below, Fig. 16, with my related
discussion.
107. As is evident from a close visual inspection; this
aspect of tomb construction is rarely if ever
commented on. More generally for the materials at
Brou see Poiret (as in n. 52); for that of Mary of
Burgundy in Bruges see A. Roberts, ‘The Chronology
and Political Signiﬁcance of the Tomb of Mary of
Burgundy’, Art Bulletin, lxxi, 1989, pp. 376–400; and
a forthcoming study by Emily Pegues. I am grateful to
Magali Briat-Philippe at Brou and Kristel van
Audenaeren and Till-Holger Borchert at Bruges for
exceptional access to these monuments.
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Louis of Orleans’s at the Celestines in Paris, René of Anjou’s at Angers, and Louis
de Mâle’s at Lille.108
The cost of the Dinant stone acquired by Marville, which was 340 francs
including transport, is also instructive. This suggests a substantial quantity, taking
into account both the knowns and unknowns: the distance the stone had to travel
(at least 200 miles), its likely quality (unknown, but presumably high), and the size
of the large block (unknown but normally at least 7ft× 3ft, to support a single effigy
and related elements).109 Comparisons concerning the cost of similar supplies are
tricky, but in 1382–83 in Jean de Liège’s workshop three large (6ft × 2ft) and ﬁve
smaller pieces of Dinant marble were valued together at just 40 francs, while eight
large ‘tombes’ (dimensions not given) of both Dinant and Antoing marble were
valued at 300 francs the lot.110 When transport was factored in and distances were
considerable, the cost could rocket: a pertinent comparison here might be with the
black marble for Clement VI’s tomb at Chaise-Dieu, being made in Avignon in
1346–49, which cost 300 ﬂorins, the same price as the white ‘alabastro’, in fact
Carrara marble, supplied at the same time; this converts to between 157 and 420
francs.111 As far as we can tell, then, the cost, quantity and relative sizes of the
blocks Marville had acquired give no reason to suppose that he had purchased an
incomplete or partial supply. By the mid 1380s he seems to have had all the
materials at hand, and in sufficient quantities, for an entire, substantial and fairly
elaborate tomb, if not one that would have looked like the monument we have
today.
Process and Progress
Now, with all this in mind, we can return to an analysis of the activity in Marville’s
workshop. This falls into two phases. The ﬁrst runs for three years from autumn
1384 to the autumn of 1387. During this period the team was assembled, reaching
full strength by the autumn of 1386;112 the workshop space was ﬁtted out;113 steel
108. For Jean de Liège see Vidier (as in n. 50), p.
297; for Louis of Orleans’s tomb see the contract in
Erlande-Brandenburg (as in n. 44), p. 226; for René of
Anjou’s see Lecoy de la Marche (as in n. 44), pp. 50–
51; for the contract for Louis de Mâle’s tomb see
R.Vaughan,Philipthe Good, London 1970, p.154.The
latterspeciﬁed Antoingstone (a blacklimestonewhich
came from a quarry much closer to Lille), and foresaw
the potential problem of ﬁnding a large enough single
block for the top, allowing that it might have to be in
two pieces.
109. Single-effigy tombs where the black marbletop
survives have sizes between 5·5ft and 8ft long × 1·5ft
and 3·5ft wide: Isabella of Aragon’s at St Denis, about
7·5ft × 3·2ft; Peter of Luisignan’s at St Denis, 5·5ft
× 1·8ft; Margaret of Austria’s at Brou 7·3ft × 3·8ft;
Isabella of Bourbon’s at Antwerp, 9·5ft × 5·2ft but
supplied in two pieces; Philibert II’s also at Brou is
9·3ft × 4·5ft but is a 19th-century replacement, so it is
not clear if it was originally a single piece.The blocks

clearly designated for the tops of tombs in Jean de
Liège’s workshop in 1383 were 6ft long × 2ft wide,
equivalent to 6·4ft × 2·1ft with the Parisian foot of
32·4cm; for these see Vidier (as in n. 50), p. 297.
110. Vidier (as in n. 50), pp. 297–98. The larger
blocks had a depth of between 1ft and ¼ft; no
dimensions are given for the smallerblocks.
111. The ﬂorin ﬂuctuated widely in the 1340s and
’50s following the outbreak of the Hundred Years War,
making any translation of this amount only possible
within a wide spectrum; even within the same year,
1349, a ﬂorin might be worth between 10·5 sous and
28 sous; see P. Spufford, Handbook of Medieval
Exchange, London 1986, pp. 176–77; forthepayments
for the tomb see Faucon (as in n. 57), p. 426.
112. Between mid-May 1385 and Oct. 1387 there
were 8–14 men employed at any one time on the tomb;
the ‘peak’ period was Nov. 1386 to Feb. 1387, when
there were consistently 13–14 workers on the tomb at
the same time, not including Marville and his ‘varlet
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and iron tools were forged;114 roughing out the ‘alabastre et aultre pierre’ (the
spolia?, and the stone from Tonnerre and Dinant?) was ongoing, including some
polishing of the ‘alabaster’, for a total of ﬁfty-two weeks;115 and at least 803 weeks
of labour on top of this was speciﬁed as for ‘la sepulture et besoingne’, that is, as
we have seen, for the tomb and its associated elements.116 The highest paid
sculptors in Marville’s team at this time were PhilipotVan Eram (always listed ﬁrst
in the workshop accounts), Sluter, Gilles Tailleleu, and Claux de Haine; the latter
was brought in for around six months as an experienced, independent master,
given his wage level and the direct manner in which he was recruited and paid by
the duke.117
By the autumn of 1387, a nexus of payments indicates a landmark had been
reached in the tomb’s production. A trial assembly of the maconnerie (in this context,
again, the micro-architectural elements) was underway, for which a table on trestles,
along with a box the same size as the tomb chest and two cart-loads of plaster to join
the various pieces together was delivered.118 This process coincided in September
of that year with a temporary extension of the workshop space into the stables
opposite, presumably to allow for the structure’s erection,119 followed in October
by a visit to the workshop by the duke himself, to inspect the work.120 The various
sections of the maconnerie were then put away with the addition of three more large,
specially made oak boxes paid for in December of the same year.121 It would seem
very clear from all this that by now the architectural elements were more or less
ouvrier’. Most of the team arrived in the spring and
early summer of 1385, just after the marble from
Dinant was delivered in April that year; the timing of
the two is not a coincidence.
113. ADCO, B4426, fol. 42 r: ‘…pour faire ouvreurs
pour les ouvriers dudit Jehan qui ouvrent en la dite
sepulture et besoigne’ (Appx I, doc. 17).
114. Jean de Gray, coutellier, was paid for 21 days of
work in Aug.-Oct. 1385, for steel and iron points and
chisels, but no quantities are speciﬁed: ADCO,B4426,
fol. 53 r-v (Appx I, doc. 18).
115. For details of the payments to Guillaume le
Galoiz for 313 days’ work by him and his varlet see
n. 45 above.
116. This ﬁgure of 803 weeks is compiled from two
accounting years: Nov. 1384 to Oct. 1385 in ADCO,
B4426, fols 28v–29v, and Nov. 1386 to Oct. 1387 in
B4429, fols 23r–25r (see Appx I, docs 7–16 and 27–51).
The accounts for Nov. 1385 to Oct. 1386 are missing,
as discussed above. For the phrase ‘la sepulture et
besoingne’ see above, p. 11.
117. The order in which the assistants are listed
seems to have signiﬁcance. Claux de Haine, paid more
than Marville, is entered separately from the workshop
team; he was not under Marville’s authority, and the use
of the term ‘vacque’ further indicates a more
independent working relationship with the duke; he
had also been given a gift in Aug. 1386, for coming
from Ghent to Dijon and for making‘certaines images
de pierre’ for the duke; ADCO, B1465, fol. 105v. The

role of de Haine has been much discussed, most notably
by Roggen,‘Marville’(as in n. 21), pp. 183–85; Drouot
(as in n. 6), pp. 13–15; Morand (as in n. 4), pp. 61–63,
361; see also n. 12 above.
118. ADCO, B4429, fol. 25r-v (Appx I, docs 53,
57). Unfortunately, a precise size is not given for the
box, which is just speciﬁed as ‘en la maniere et du grant
que la dicte sepulture’; this and the table ‘pour
assembler et joindresurycelle la maconnier’wasmade
by the archier Estienne Guibert and his journeyman
and it took 23 days of work. The plaster supplied by
Jehan Bourgois was ‘pour sceller et faire tenir sur les
grans pieces de pierre l’alebastre’.
119. For the rooﬁng, ADCO, B4429, fol. 32 r (Appx
I, doc. 61). The need for this extra exterior space and the
amount of plaster delivered gives an indication of the
scale of the structure to be joined. Related to this
procedure of assembly is likely to be a payment of 17 Dec.
1387 for stone to create a tracing ﬂoor in the room above
Marville’s workshop, ‘pour faire les traix dudit Jehan et
autres choses necessaires pour la besoigne qu’il fait pour
monseigneur’; ADCO, B4429
fol. 25v (Appx I, doc. 58).
120. ADCO, B1467, fol. 65 r (Appx I, doc. 63), 17
Oct., when the duke tipped the workers 30 francs.
121. ADCO, B4429, fol. 25v (Appx I, docs 54, 59).
They were also made by Estienne Guibert and cost 8
francs in total: 4 for the chests and 4 for the metal
ﬁxings and locks.
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ﬁnished, and they were then stored in readiness for when the rest of the tomb was
complete.
The second phase of activity on the tomb under Marville ran from November
1387 to the close of the workshop on his death in the early summer of 1389,
encompassing a year and a half more of intense activity, totalling 491 weeks by
ten sculptors, two polishers and the labourer Guillaume le Galoiz.122 This is surely
implausible as yet more work on the completed architectural elements: what,
then, was this team now doing? Their activity from this point on is also described
differently in the accounts. No longer is the term ‘sepulture et besoingne’ used, the
phrase ‘et besoingne’ having been dropped at the very moment the architectural
components were complete and boxed away.The team are paid instead simply for
work on ‘la sepulture’. This change in phrasing, in accounts kept by the same
receiver, Jehan d’Auxonne, might intimate that the project had moved onto its
more ‘central’ elements—that is, its imagery—as opposed to the architectural
appendages, the ‘et besoingne’. The team was also reduced somewhat, with a
concentration of members who, like Sluter and the Tailleleus, were ymagiers.123
Van Eram, previously Marville’s chief associate, who, it appears, was a specialist
in architectural carving, had left at precisely the moment the maconnerie was
completed.124 Presumably, with the difficult and time-consuming job of the black
marble having been cut and carved, and the architectural structure completed, a
smaller team was necessary. There is an additional reason to think that the team
had moved onto a different phase: Guillaume le Galoiz and his assistant were back
to roughing out more ‘alabaster’ for 248 days between November 1387 and May
1389, which indicates that new elements were being readied for carving throughout
this period.125 These payments cannot relate to the already assembled and stored
away sections of maconnerie; the only other plausible purpose for more‘alabaster’
blocks being prepared on a project of this sort would seem to be for the carving of
ﬁgurative imagery—the effigy and its appendages.
Signiﬁcantly, too, it was during this period that the two Parisian polishers were
drafted in: they were paid for working, initially, for seventy-four weeks from April
1388 on what are simply called ‘pierres ouvrées’, which must have been either the
black or white marble/alabaster (limestone would not require specialist polishing;
but the black marble did); and then for thirty-four weeks following this on what
122. ADCO, B4431, fols 26r–28r and B4433, fols
29r–30r (Appx I, docs 69–93).
123. Frustratingly, in the accounts kept by Jehan
d’Auxonneduring Marville’stenure, none of theducal
sculptor’s main team of workers are given titles that
might mark them out as specialists in carving a type of
stone or working on ‘maconnerie’or‘ymaiges’, as they
are later in the accounts kept by Jean de Fontenes
during Sluter’s tenure; we can, however, often deduce
their specialisations from other sources or later
contexts in which they appear.
124. When Van Eram appears later in the Champmol
accounts he is called a ‘tailleur de pierre’,

not a ‘tailleur d’ymaiges’ and is carving architectural
elements (see below, n. 138); he is also paid by Sluter
for some architectural piecework parts for the tomb in
1390, discussed below at pp. 33–36.
125. From Nov. 1387 to Apr. 1388 Guillaume was
paid for roughing out ‘alabastre et autre pierre’, while
from April 1388 on he was paid for roughing out
alabaster only, though now he was also helping with the
polishing of the alabaster too. ADCO, B4431, fols 27v–
28r, and B4433, fols 29v–30r (Appx I, docs 91–93, 108–
09).
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are speciﬁcally referred to as carved ‘alabaster’ elements (‘les pierres d’alebastre
ouvrée’), aided by Guillaume le Galoiz.126 While it is perhaps not impossible that
this involved the ‘alabaster’ maconnerie, taken out of the boxes they had been
packed away in, that seems highly unlikely: time had already been spent on the
surface ﬁnish of these elements prior to their assemblage in 1386–87.127 Moreover,
architectural elements on such monuments were not usually subject to a high level
of surface polish, even those of marble rather than limestone; if we take the arcade
on Philip’s extant tomb as a guide, the surface there is distinctly matt (Fig. 10). An
effigy, by contrast, was often worked to a gleaming lustre, as evident on those made
for Philip’s brothers, Jean de Berry and Charles V (Fig. 11): such a ﬁnish also
required specialist skill to produce, so hiring polishers from Paris for this part of
the work makes sense, in a way it does not for the sections of architecture.128
Mistakes in polishing the delicate surface stage of an effigywerecostly; experience
and precision were vital as overworking could ruin an entire ﬁgure—and with it a
rare, and resonant, block of Carrara stone.129
126. ADCO, B4431, fol. 27r-v, and B4433, fol. 29r-v
(see Appx I, docs 83–84, 89–90, 102–03, 106–08).
127. See above, n. 45. It seems likely too that
Marville would have ensured that these parts were
ﬁnished to a high standard for the duke’s visit in Oct.
1388.
128. Effigies could be re-polished at a later period, so
their shine levels may not always be original, but those
from c. 1360 to 1420 made in Paris and its
environshave a consistentlyhighlevel of sheen.Along
with bringing in the polishers from Paris, at the same
time Marville also acquired certain ‘couleurs’ for
polishing: ‘…pour emploier et convertir en certennes
couleurs pour polir une tombe que monseigneur fait
faire pour lui en sa ville de Dijon, et pour faire aler
certains ouvriers pollisseurs de Paris audit Dijon’.

ADCO, B1475, fol. 81v and B4434, fol. 20r (see for both
versions Appx I, doc. 94). What exactly these ‘couleurs’
might have been is unclear; the term is consistently used
for pigments and related painters materials in the ducal
accounts; see Nash, ‘Pour couleurs …’ (as in n. 19). It
certainly indicates again that a ﬁnal phase of work on
areas such as the effigy or the black marble had been
reached: both might have required some sort of pigmented
material to emphasise or unify the whiteness, or
blackness, of their surfaces. However I have not been able
to ﬁnd any evidence of the practice of using pigments at
this stage in polishing either type of stone.
129. For the risks at the polishing stage see J. C. Rich,
The Materials and Methods of Sculpture, Oxford 1947,
pp. 278–80.
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If Marville’s effigy of the duke and other ﬁgurative elements for the tomb were
approaching completion in 1388–89, it would certainly explain the level of activity
on the project under his tenure, along with the nature of that activity and the
materials being worked. It would also explain why, when Sluter took over, he was
not charged, in his long letter of appointment, to complete the tomb.130 The reason
the scholarship has never considered this, nor what was going on in Marville’s
workshop in the last eighteen months after the maconnerie was completed—let alone
entertained the possibility that he had more or less ﬁnished the project—is in large
part because subsequent records appeared to show that the ‘alabaster’ for the effigy
and other ﬁgurative elements was only acquired after Marville died, and so it has
been assumed that Marville and his team never reached that stage. Moreover, when
a contract was drawn up for the tomb’s completion between Sluter and John the
Fearless in 1404, it made clear that the effigy, the vast majority of the pleurants and
all the angels remained to be carved.131 If, however, Sluter started on a new tomb
after Marville’s death, what these documents in fact tell us is only that in 1404 the
effigy and these other elements had not yet been begun on Sluter’s version; it does
not follow that they had not been done on Marville’s. This all becomes less
speculative if we step back to the documentary record at the point when Sluter
takes over and chart the narrative of his workshop’s activity on the project. Here
we can begin to unravel the evidence that has previously supported the idea of one
continuous project, and pick up the threads of other clues that indicate the start of
an entirely new enterprise under Sluter—the second tomb of Philip the Bold.
‘Chappiteaulx pendens’ and ‘alabastre et grenoble’
In 1389–90, the ﬁrst year of Sluter’s tenure as head of the ducal workshop, the team
ﬁnishing off Marville’s project were disbanded and activity on the tomb
undoubtedly stalled.The two polishers from Paris are now no longer on the books,
nor are the last three remaining sculptors from Marville’s workshop, and nor is
Guillaume le Galoiz, the mainstay in cutting and polishing the ‘alabaster’ under
Marville.132 None of the ﬁve new workshop members hired by Sluter are paid for
any work on the tomb in 1389–90.133 Nevertheless, Sluter seems to have been
mopping up some outstanding parts on the project since there are two payments
130. ADCO, B4434, fols 20r–21 r (Appx I, docs 110,
116); he is ‘retenu par Monseingneur et par ses lettres
son ouvrier d’imaigerie à exercer ledit ouvraige d’imagerie … a ouvrer ou fait dessus dit es besoignes de
mon dit seigneur’
131. For the contract see n. 26 above.
132. None of Marville’s team went on to be employed
by Sluter, with the possible exception of Hennequin de
Brussels: a sculptor of the same name appears in Apr.
1390 for a period of 29 weeks and for a further 124 days
in the period 1390–91, but he may not be the same
person, given the ubiquity of the name and that he is
paid considerably more under Sluter (1½ francs per
week) than under Marville (1 franc per week).

133. Although a certain Maclart, who never appears
in the workshop books before or after, did undertake
nine weeks ‘en la sepulture’ between April and June
1390; see ADCO, B4434, fols 21 v –22 r (Appx I, doc.
113). Maclart’s work, given the coincidence in its
timing to the delivery of the ‘chappiteaulx pendens’ by
Van Eram (which are discussed in detail in the
remainder of this section), may have been connected
with the integration of these last elements and/or
further ﬁnal touches to the architectural parts of the
tomb. There was also payment in Oct. 1389 to the
coutellier Jean de Grayfortwosteelﬁlesand a hammer
‘pour ouvrer en la sepulture et besoignes’: ADCO,
B4434, fol. 22r (Appx I, doc. 115).
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in March and July 1390 for piecework that had been outsourced to Philipot Van
Eram, who was paid three francs apiece for sixteen ‘chappiteaulx’ for the tomb,
carved in ‘pierre d’alebastre’ (i.e., alabaster or white marble), that he had ‘carved
and ﬁnished and delivered to the said Claux [Sluter]’.134 It seems probable that these
parts had been contracted to or left with Van Eram under Marville, given Van
Eram’s role as ﬁrst-named assistant during the period when the maconnerie
structure was being carved, and the fact that he is never again employed under
Sluter; or perhaps he was chosen by Sluter to undertake these remaining elements
as he was familiar with the tomb, and he would be well placed to match the style of
its architectural parts. Whatever the case, these objects have been the lynchpin for
the assumption that Marville’s structure is the one we see today, since their
number—sixteen—and their description in the accounts as ‘pendens’ has been
presumed to match the small pendentive ‘capitals’ found on the arcade of the present
tomb, which are, indeed carved separately (Figs 2, 12).135
These elements must delay us for a moment: on them hangs a great deal. The
coincidence in number initially seems signiﬁcant; but it could be just coincidence.
Looking more closely at the documentary record, the correlation between the text and
the objects on the present tomb is less clear-cut than might ﬁrst seem the case; at the
least, it raises questions that bear consideration in the light of the other evidence
presented here concerning Marville’s tomb.To begin with, the payments for these
‘chappiteaulx’ appear in two consecutive and almost identical entries, written in the
same hand: while the ﬁrst, for a batch of thirteen, does describe them as ‘chappiteaulx
pendens’; the second, for a further three, lists them simply as ‘chappiteaulx’.136 Since
all sixteen cost exactly the same amount per item, ithas
134. ‘… qu’il a taillés et assovys et yceulx delivrez
audit Claux’: ADCO, B4434, fol. 21r (see Appx I, docs
111–12).

135. David, Sluter (as in n. 4), pp. 112–13; Morand (as
in n. 4), p. 362; Jugie, in L’art à la cour de Bourgogne (as
in n. 6), pp. 223–24, 229.
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been assumed that these were identical objects, and while this is plausible, it is not
necessarily so.
The cost of the ‘chappiteaulx’, at three francs apiece, is also of note: they were
remarkably expensive if they are indeed the small foliage forms we see on the tomb
today, which measure between ﬁve and seven centimetres in diameter (Fig. 12); three
francs represents a week and half of solid work for each one, or six months in total
for all sixteen, if we convert it to the (high) rate of two francs per week paid to Van
Eram when he was employed by Marville in 1385–87. If we compare their cost to
similar but larger-scale architectural piecework for the church at Champmol in 1386–
87, the disparity is even more striking: bosses (‘clef des voltes’) carved with foliage
and the ducal coats of arms measuring 2·5 feet across were also three francs apiece;
gargoyles in the form of lions, 5ft × 2ft, were one and a half francs each; fourteen
capitals (‘chapiteaux’) topping pilasters on the portal cost just four francs eight gros
the lot; while the carving of an entire canopy (‘tabernacle’) for the trumeau of the
portal cost only ﬁve francs.137 This work was all given to masons rather than specialist
sculptors; but Philipot Van Eram himself, employed at Champmol as a ‘tailleur de
pierre’ in December 1387 after he had left Marville’s workshop, was paid three and
a half francs apiece for the major task of carving and polishing the
large stone bases for the brass columns around the high altar.138 While cost and size
might not correlate directly or very neatly, and working in marble would be a longer
process than working in limestone, the ‘chappiteaulx’ Van Eram supplied still seem
expensive for the modest elements as we see on the present tomb.139 Given this, the
suspicion must arise that here we have a case where the term (‘chappiteaulx pendens’)
has been mapped to an object (the carved bosses/ rosettes on the existing
tomb), and the (assumed) object has then deﬁned the term. We need to untangle any
such assumption by looking across other documents to ask what ‘chappiteaulx’, in a
hanging form, might actually be, free of this particular, and it would seem, misleading
association.
The term ‘chappiteau/lx’ can certainly simply mean a carved capital, in the
conventional sense of something that tops a column, and it is used widely in the
ducal accounts and elsewhere in this manner, as we have seen.140 That is clearly
136. ADCO, B4434, fol. 21r (Appx I, docs 111–12).
Note that the term ‘chappiteaulx’ is spelt four different
ways in these entries alone.
137. ADCO, B11670, fol. 292v; B11671, fols 82v, 97v,
99 r. For transcriptions of the documents see Prochno,
Kartause (as in n. 5), pp. 286, 289, 290. All of these
items are lost, with the possible exception of two of the
capitals on the pilasters on the portal;most of the 14
were obliterated by the remodelling under Sluter, but
those on the inner jambs of the doors above the heads
of Philip and Margaret are still just visible behind the
canopies; see Goodgal-Salem, ‘Transformation du
portail’ (as in n. 29), p. 273.
138. ‘… pour la taille de iiii basses de pierre de Resne
par lui taillees et polies a net’: ADCO, B11671, fol.
100v, signed off by the master mason Neuilly, the brass
founder Colart Joseph and the clerk of works

Regnaudot; transcribed in Prochno, Kartause (as in n.
5), p. 290. The polishing of limestone is very unusual
in the accounts: none of the tabernacles, capitals or
bosses were polished, only carved; these stone bases
may have been treated in the same manner as was the
Resne stone for the base of Philip’s tomb some years
later (see below, p. 44).
139. Comparable work in the same medium, marble,
is however also revealing: for the tomb of Bertrand du
Guesclin at St Denis,Thomas Privé and Robert Loisel
werepaid 4 livresparisii in 1397 (equivalent to 5 francs)
for a whole ‘alabastre’column, 5ft long, running down
the side of the effigy, workedwith decorative elements
like capitals and tabernacles; document in L. Courajod
and F. Marcou, Musée du sculpture comparée, Paris 1892,
p. 64.
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not what we are dealing with here, however, as we have to factor in their pendent nature,
at least for thirteen of them. And while ‘chappiteaulx’ are ubiquitous in payment
accounts, inventories and contracts of the period, there appear to be no other cases where
they are qualiﬁed as ‘pendens’. The reason why might lie in the second meaning of the
term, evident also in these sources: ‘chappiteaulx’ could be canopy-like structures, their
form implicit in their description or from their context; they are often qualiﬁed with
phrases like ‘de maconnerie’, and are set—or hung— over ﬁgures. Thus Charles V’s
inventory of 1380 lists ‘ungs tableaulx d’ybenus, garny d’or par dedens, esquelz sont
l’Annonciacion et le Cruciﬁement, et les
chappiteaulx par dessus’;141 Jean de Berry owned a cross ‘ou il avoit assis tout autour
en chapiteaulx pluseurs ymages’, and censers decorated with ‘chappitauxde
maconnerie’;142 but their nature as three-dimensional vaulted structures of potentially complex form is perhaps most clearly revealed in the loquacious inventory of
Louis of Anjou, where a silver gilt tabernacle had ‘dessous autres chapi- teaus à
voutes l’annunciation en estant et l’angle aussi’ and another has ‘chapiteaux à
fenestrages’.143 Surviving metalwork from the period can evoke something of these
descriptions (Fig. 13), but it is clear the term could also be used for larger scale
objects: Jean Jouvenal des Ursins described as a ‘chapi- teau de cuivre’ the canopy
donated in 1392 by Charles VI to hang over the tomb of St Louis at St Denis.144 In
these sources either the object being described was present, or the context
140. For more examples see Goodgal-Salem, ‘Transformation du portail’ (as in n. 29), pp. 270–73, 275.
141. BnF MS fr. 2705, fol. 254r; inventory of
1380, copy made c. 1480; incorrectly transcribed in
J. Labarte, Inventaire du mobilier de Charles V, roi de
France, Paris 1879, p. 308.

142. J. Guiffrey, Inventaires de Jean duc de Berry
(1401–16), 2 vols, Paris 1894–96, ii, pp. 60, 341.
143. H. Moranvillé, Inventaire de l’orfèverie et des
joyaux de Louis I duc d’Anjou, Paris 1905, pp. 123, 127.
144. Denys Godefroy, Histoire de Charles VI Roy de
France… par Jean Juvenal des Ursins, Paris 1653, p.
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in which the term was used made its nature evident. By contrast, in Sluter’s
workshop accounts, the supplying of such elements independently—and at such a
high rate—required some precision as to what they were, and the scribe may have
added ‘pendens’ to distinguish between a hanging canopy and the crowning element
of a column.
We might envisage the objectsVan Eram actually supplied by comparison with
other related monuments, notably those that might have provided models for
Marville’s type of design in Avignon (Figs 6, 7). Here running around the sides of
the tombs are a series of canopies, that might easily qualify as ‘chappitaulx pendens’
(Fig. 14). Alternatively, they may have been something like the canopies often found
on the tomb chest itself, set over the individual pleurants, as seen on the tomb of
Charles III of Navarre at Pamplona, made in 1413–19 in direct imitation of Parisian
monuments (Fig. 15).145 Either way, both forms would be more aptly termed
‘chappiteaulx’ and more worthy of the three francs piece rate than the small
pendent foliage forms on the tomb arcade that we see today. The contemporary
terminology for those small and particular objects is difficult to establish, but
(intriguingly, given Sluter’s name and the parlant keys on his seal) probably some
sort of boss, or ‘clef’.146
While Sluter had more or less ignored Marville’s nearly-complete tomb in the
ﬁrst year of his tenure, he had not, it seems, yet abandoned his predecessor’s project,
as work on it restarted again in 1391. In early January that year he authorised two
payments: one to his assistant Perrin Beauneveu for some ‘alabastre et grenoble’
for making ‘angelez et plourans pour la sepulture’; and another to the spice
merchant Guiot Poisonnier, for two dogﬁsh skins for working on the tomb.147 The
stone in this case was likely to have been true alabaster, at least in part, since
quarries at Vizelle near Grenoble certainly supplied that material, though the
phrasing, which is odd, suggests that it may have been both marble and alabaster:
‘alebastre et Grenoble’ (i.e., white marble, and alabaster proper, from Grenoble?).148
93. The term continued to be used for structures of this
sort into the 19th century: the canopy sections of the
arcade around both tombs at Champmol were termed
‘chappitaux’ for example by Baudot in his description
of their dismantling between 1789 and 1808;
documents in Baron, Jugie and Lafay (as in n. 3), pp.
175–76 (MS 1602, fol. 100v) and p. 185 (MS 2081,
fols 342–43).
145. For this tomb see most recently Woods, Cut in
Alabaster (as in n. 46), pp. 193–222, whoconvincingly
argues that it follows Parisian, rather than Burgundian
models.
146. For the parlant form of Sluter’s seal with two
keys, suggesting both his ﬁrst name and surname, see
Monget (as in n. 5), i, p. 181. For an example of bosses
referred to as ‘clefs’ see above, n. 137.
147. Both certiﬁed on the same day, 3 Jan. 1391 (new
style). For the alabaster, ADCO, B4435, fol. 29 r (Appx
I, doc. 128). For the dogﬁsh skin, ADCO,

B4435, fol. 29v (Appx I, doc. 128). Dogﬁsh skin was
used elsewhere at Champmol by the painters, for
smoothing down chalk grounds, which suggests it was
suitable for ﬁne level polishing, on soft materials or
intricate detail; see Nash, ‘Pour couleurs’ (as in n. 19),
p. 159. When the black marble blocks were being polished
by Sluter’s team in 1399, what was required was
something rather more heavy-duty: emery dust and a
sanding stone; see below, n. 198.
148. For the quarries at Vizelle see Woods (as in n.
46), p. 19.The use of the word ‘et’ (which is very clear)
rather than ‘de’ seems unlikely as a scribal slip: this
type of mistake is not the sort one sees in the meticulously transcribed ducal accounts, since it is not an
unfamiliar term or name. If not an error, the phrasing
requires explanation; it would seem to suggest that two
types of stone were procured: a type called ‘alabastre’
and a type called ‘grenoble’. Given what has been set
out above about the use of the term ‘alabastre’ for both
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There is no mention of how many pieces there were, or their size, nor of any
payment for transport. The price, fourteen francs, is relatively low, at least for
blocks of any substance: on the basis of the values given to the large slabs of
‘alabaster blanc’ inventoried in Jean de Liège’s workshop in 1382–83, fourteen
francs would have bought just over one foot square of that stone; and smaller blocks
would have been considerably cheaper per foot than the pieces assessed there.149
Since Marville’s workshop, as we have seen, had sourced considerable quantities of
‘alabastre’, beyond what was used for the architectural elements of the tomb, the
stone purchased by Sluter at this point is likely to have been a supplementary
amount, and certainly not the ﬁrst, nor an overtly signiﬁcantsupply.
This acquisition of more alabaster and the means to polish it coincides directly
with a new push on the tomb.This might have been aimed at ﬁnishing it completely,
but it seems plausible that a plan was in place at this point to add elements to
Marville’s design, which would explain why more stone was required at such a late
stage; initially, perhaps, Philip and Sluter were considering revising or adapting
Marville’s monument, not restarting; why this might have been so is explored
below.150 One way or another, for just over a year from November 1390 to December
1391 the accounts show that Sluter himself, along with the four highest paid of
his assistants—Prindale, Semoust, Marate and the erstwhile alabaster supplier
Beauneveu—spent in total 964 days (154 weeks) working ‘continuellement en la
sepulture et autres besoignes’.151 The timing of this activity, and the fact that all
the assistants were ymagiers, rather than specialists in architectural work, implies
that their work on the tomb was focused on the ‘angelez et plourans’ that the newly
arrived alabaster had been allocated for, and did not constitute yet more work on
the maconnerie parts, the ﬁnishing touches for which had been applied, as we have
seen, some months earlier. We must also assume that some progress was made on
these ﬁgurative elements during this time, given this was a highly paid, expert
team of carvers, working the equivalent of three years of man-hours, even if not
all of that time was necessarily devoted to the tomb.Yet, twelve years later in 1404,
and despite even more workshop time on the project in the intervening period, as
we will see, only two pleurants and not one of the angels had been carved.152 This
seems baffling, but, again, only if we assume that the angels and pleurants that
were carved in 1391 were for the same tomb whose completion was contracted for
in 1404; if they were instead for the tomb Marville had started ten years earlier, it
becomes perfectly explicable.Angels and pleurantswere, after all, common features
white marble and alabaster, this would make sense as a
way of distinguishing in this case between the two.
149. Vidier (as in n. 50), p. 297; see the calculations
made by Woods, Cut in Alabaster (as in n. 46), p. 29.
150. These questions are examined in the ﬁnal
subsection ofthisarticle,Repurposing andre-imagining.
151. This phrasing and the term ‘autres besoignes’
does allow for their time to have encompassed things
other than the tomb, so we cannot be certain that all the
recorded time was spent on them (see Appx I, docs
116–27, 129–31). The accounts specify that 274 of

Sluter’s days from 1 Apr. to 31 Dec. 1391 were to be
spent‘ouvre et vacque continuellement en la sepulture
et autres besoignes’. Sluter’s time prior to this is not
mentioned as being spent on the tomb but just on
‘ymages et autres besoignes’.The assistants were paid
for ‘ouvre continuellement avec ledit Claux en la
sepulture, ymaiges et autres besoignes’, or simply ‘en
la sepulture et autres besoignes’.
152. As is clear from the contract of 1404; for this see
n. 26 above.
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on tombs of the period, in various forms, and they could easily have been included in
Marville’s design, or introduced as part of a remodelling of it.153
THE SECOND TOMB

Materials, again
By the end of 1391 work on the tomb appears to have come to a complete halt. For
nearly three years between January 1392 and November 1394 there are no payments to
any members of Sluter’s workshop for time spent on the monument; instead, his team
worked solely on the remaining portal ﬁgures and the images for the ducal oratory,
mostly installed in 1393–94.154 If Philip made a decision to abandon Marville’s
project and start again, this is the likely point when it happened. The timing suggested
by this reading of the documents coincides with a tantalising nexus of events and
activities: a visit by the duke to Dijon in December 1391, just as work on the ﬁrst tomb
stopped;155 a particular focus by the duke in 1391–92 both on revising major elements
at Champmol and on personally sourcing materials and objects for the church, most
notably his purchase of two ivory (Embriachi?) tableaux in Paris for the very high sum
of 500 francs;156 the alterations to the upper ducal oratory,157 and the complete
redesign of the portal.158 Tantalising too are the visits of both Sluter and the prior Jean
de Vaulx to the duke in Paris in the autumn of 1392, the prior to discuss ‘les besoignes
touchans ladite église’,159 while the sculptor seems to have been scouting for blocks
of alabaster in the workshop of the Parisian tombier Robert Loisel, before certifying
in December the block eventually procured from a different source.160 This coincided
with a gratuity from
153. They appear in several of the tombs that are
posited here as models for Marville’s design. In the Ste
Chapelle tomb the angels were to be set at the heads of
the ﬁgures holding their pillows, as they are, or were,
in some of the Avignon papal and English royal tombs,
like those of Innocent VI and Edward II; the presence
of pleurants on the Ste Chapelle tomb is implied, not
enumerated, but seems highly likely.
154. The workshop accounts for these years are
ADCO, B4437 and B4438 (1391–92), B4440 (1392– 93)
and B4441 (1393–94); see Roggen, ‘Rekeningen’ (as in
n. 21), pp. 158–62; for the documents cited here
speciﬁcally see Appx I, docs 132–37, and Appx II, docs
1–2. For the oratory see Morand (as in n. 4), pp. 321–
30; Prochno (as in n. 5), pp. 137–66.
155. E. Petit, Itinéraires de Philippe le Hardi et Jean
sans Peur, ducs de Bourgogne (1363–1419), Paris 1888,
p. 226. Philip was in Burgundy, and in Dijon, with
some frequency in 1391.
156. The tableaux were purchased on 29 June 1392,
from Berthelot Heliot: ADCO, B11672, fol. 90v; transcribed in Prochno, Kartause (as in n. 5), p. 322.These
are possibly the Embriachi retables which survive in
part in the Musée du Cluny; if so, following Michele
Tomasi’s arguments, they were for the high altar: M.
Tomasi, ‘Matériaux, techniques, commanditaires et
espaces. Le système des retables à la chartreuse de

Champmol’, Netherlandish Yearbook for History of Art,
lxii, 2012, pp. 28–55 (35–37).
157. For the revisions to the oratory in progress
through 1392 see the long payment to the mason Belin
de Comblanchien in ADCO, B11672, fol. 50 r-v;
document in Prochno, Kartause (as in n. 5), pp. 317–
18; see also the discussion by Monget (as in n. 5), i, pp.
233–34; Goodgal-Salem, ‘Transformation du portail’
(as in n. 29), p. 183; and Lindquist (as in n. 5), pp. 98–
99.
158. On these revisions see Goodgal-Salem, ‘Transformation du portail’ (as in n. 29).
159. Jean de Vaulx spent 51 days in Paris in Oct. and
Nov. 1392; ADCO, B1499, fol. 46r; document in
Monget (as in n. 5), i, p. 239, there incorrectly given as
fol. 62r. Morand (as in n. 4), pp. 82, 378.
160. For Sluter certifying the block of alabaster in
Paris: ADCO, Liasse B382, 27 Dec. 1392 (Appx II,
doc. 4); see also n. 166 below; and Morand (as in n. 4),
pp. 82, 378. Evidence for him visiting the workshop of
Robert Loisel can be drawn from a payment to Loisel’s
varlet, Poncelet Carne, made in Nov. 1392; ADCO,
B4440, fol. 31 r (Appx II, doc. 2), ‘… pour avoir poli vi
pierres d’allebastre et pour avoir tourner ii cartiers de
laditealbastre’.Thisentryhaspreviously beenthought
to relate to activity undertaken by Carne in Dijon (F.
Baron, ‘Les tombeaux des Ducs de Bourgogne’, in
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the duke to Sluter in the same month, in which he is for the ﬁrst time named valet
dechambre.161 Finally,sometimebefore November 1393, Sluterwasfamouslysent by
the duke to Jean de Berry’s chateau of Mehun-sur-Yèvre, ‘pour visiter certaines
ouvraiges de paintures, d’ymaiges et d’entailleure’ in the company of the painter
Jean de Beaumetz.162 Some, or none of these activities may be connected to or have
a bearing on the decision to abandon Marville’s tomb and start again from scratch.
But what is clear from the documentary record is that there are just two references
to the tomb during this period, and both support the narrative that a new project was
underway.
The ﬁrst relates to a purchase of tools: in an overlooked but signiﬁcant entry in
the accounts, two iron compasses were delivered to Sluter ‘pour ouvrer en la
sepulture’ by March 1392.163 Compasses would have been of great use in the planning stages of a project to design complicated micro-architecture, but it is hard to see
why they would have been required now for the tomb if these elements had long been
completed, and when no carving at all was to be carried out on the monument for the
next two and a half years at the very least.164 The second comes in the accounts of the
receiver general, and involves the acquisition by the duke in December 1392 of ‘une
grande pierre d’alebastre’—certainly marble, given the fragments that remain165—
‘pour faire un ymaige pour sa sepulture’. It was purchased by him in Paris for 300
francs from the Genoese merchant and courtier Christoﬂe de la Mer, certiﬁed there
by Sluter, and then carted to Dijon in April
Claus Sluter en Bourgogne. Mythe et représentations,
exhib. cat., Dijon 1990, pp. 44–46, at 44; Prochno,
Kartause, as in n. 5, p. 40; Camp, as in n. 28, p. 36), but
this is highly unlikely when the full text of the entry is
examined in context. Carne is paid (exceptionally) in
Parisian money of account, and a very small amount, 8
sous, equivalent to just two to three days work at the
most, comparing it to the rate paid to Sluter’s own
varlet. It is clear from this that what Carne did was a
minor task, and it was done in Paris, at the behest of
Loisel, for Sluter, who we know was also in Paris at this
period, and it involved some moving and polish- ing of
six blocks (not carved elements) of ‘allebastre’. This
payment to a varlet working on behalf of Loisel can
probably, then, best be interpreted as an assistant
showing stock of white marble to Sluter, presumably for
the tomb as no other projects required this mate- rial,
and polishing small areas of the surface of six of them
as examples of what they would look like when worked
up. Any substantive carving or polishing on this number
of blocks would have been impossible in such a short
time, nor would it have been done in Paris since
polishing is the last stage of any process; moreover, if it
had been for direct work on carving or ﬁnishing
elements for the tomb that would likely have been
mentioned. If Loisel’s workshop was anything like his
master Jean de Liège’s, as inventoried in 1382, it would
have been full of blocks of alabaster and other stone, of
various sizes, many unworked, and just the place you
might go to ﬁnd such. Indeed Loisel clearly

dealt in blocks of alabaster and marble as well as making
tombs; see M. Beaulieu and V. Beyer, Diction- naire des
sculptures français du Moyen Âge, Paris 1992,
p. 74. I am grateful to Jim Harris for his help with
interpreting this payment to Carne.
161. ADCO, B1495, fol. 51r, 19 Dec. 1392 (Appx II,
doc. 3).
162. ADCO, B1500, fol. 45v; the quittance is 15 Nov.
1393 but when the journey took place is unclear;
document in Dehaisnes (as in n. 21), ii, p. 707. It has
been much discussed; for a nuanced reading of its
implications see Joubert, ‘Illusionnisme monumental’
(as in n. 6); for a summary of the various views on its
purpose and analysis of the terminology see Lindquist
(as in n. 5), pp. 89–90.
163. By Jean de Gray, coutellier: ADCO, B4437, fol.
16v (Appx II, doc. 1).
164. The ﬁrst reference after this point to any carving
on the tomb is not in fact until June 1397, over ﬁve
years later: ADCO, B4446, fols 22 v–23 r (Appx II, docs
12–14). The workshop accounts are missing between
Nov. 1394 and Oct. 1397, but some payments in the
1397–98 accounting year date back into 1396–97 (see
n. 194 below).
165. These are the tip of one foot, the hands, and as
recently demonstrated the sections of the duke’s cloak
affixed to the black marble base that were carved
separately from the rest of the effigy; Jugie, in L’art à
la cour de Bourgogne (as in n. 6), pp. 225–26; Baron,
Jugie and Lafay (as in n. 3), pp.98–100.
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1393.166 This has always been assumed to be the next stage in the seamless
continuation by Sluter of Marville’s project, as he moved from the arcade to the
effigy. No one has questioned why the marble for such an important element was
acquired such a very long time—twelve years—after the project was initiated. As
we have seen, sourcing such fundamental materials tended to be the ﬁrst thing one
did when planning a tomb, not an afterthought over a decade into the project.
Moreover, it is clear now, with the new documentation of the marble spolia acquired
in Autun by Marville, that a block suitable for the effigy had in fact already been
sourced prior to work beginning in 1384:167 so what we have in 1392 is not the ﬁrst
supply of material for this purpose, but the second.
Projects do not always go to plan of course, and by itself a repeat and extremely
late purchase of the material for the effigy could be explained away: the ﬁrst block
from Autun could have proved unsuitable, or been ruined, as was the case with the
alabaster for the effigies on John the Fearless’s tomb some years later.168 However,
what the duke did next is crucial in this respect: in August of 1395 he sent Sluter
to Dinant to source a large amount of black marble for the tomb—a foray that,
again, clearly duplicated a purchase made ten years earlier by Marville. That one lot
of material might need replacing or supplementing on a project in train is plausible:
that both the black and the white marble required entirely new, and substantial repeat
supplies, at around the same time, is not.
There are no less than seven documents for the acquisition and transport of
this new stone from Dinant. From Sluter’s initial visit to the quarry to the
subsequent deliveries of the marble, they run over eight years, the cost and time
involved revealing the scale of the order.169 Of signiﬁcance here is that Sluter
acquired not just a single large slab for the top—as often assumed or stated, and
166. There are four documents that record this
purchase and transport: ADCO, B1501, fol. 66 v (Appx
II, doc. 5), payment to Christoﬂe de la Mer on 22 Jan.
1393 (new style) of 300 francs; ADCO, B1500, fol.
148 v (Appx II, doc. 6), payment to Guiot de Bois
‘voiturier par terre’ for the transport of the block from
Paris to Dijon, Apr. 1393, 31 francs; and two quittances,
both ADCO, Liasse B382, the ﬁrst (Appx II, doc. 4)
from Sluter certifying the safe delivery of the block by
Christoﬂe to him in Paris on 27 Dec., in the presence
of the treasurer Josset de Halle, and the second (Appx
II, doc. 7) from Sluter certifying the safe arrival of the
block in Dijon in May 1393. The duke’s own
involvement in ordering its acquisition is made clear in
several of these documents with the phrase: ‘que
mondit seigneur a fait prendre et achater’.
167. See above, pp. 16–17.
168. In 1462 Jean de la Huerta had already carved
three effigies for this tomb, one of the duke and two of
the duchess, all three of which were unusable since
they were ‘tous rompuz du travers’: ADCO, Liasse
B310; see Quarré, Jean de la Huerta (as in n. 44), pp.
37–39. Large blocks of alabaster proper, like the one
de la Huerta was carving, were tricky to ﬁnd and more

likely to be ﬂawed and veined, and so more liable to
break when carved than marble; for a discussion of the
problems of acquisition of alabaster for this tomb see
Woods, Cut in Alabaster (as in n. 46), pp. 21–23.
169. It is not entirely clear if Sluter went once, or
twice; a gift of 100 francs made in Aug. 1397 (B1515,
fol. 56 v; Appx II, doc. 11) states that it was for his
‘voyage de dignant ou il a naguere este faire’, suggesting that he had made another trip in 1397, subsequent
to that in 1395. The record is made more complicated
by the fact that Sluter was clearly also negotiating for
stained glass in Malines at the same time. The
documents are: ADCO, B1503, fol. 29 v, 1 Sep. 1395
(Appx II, doc. 8); B1463 bis, fol. 159 v, 7 Aug 1395
(Appx II, doc. 9); B1514, fol. 64 v, 31 Aug. 1397 to 10
Sep. 1398 (Appx II, doc. 10); B1515, fol. 56 v, 31 Aug
1397 (Appx II, doc. 11); B1532, fol. 337 r, 9 Aug. 1403
(Appx II, doc. 34; Appx IV, doc. 3); B1534, fol. 63 v,
28 Aug 1402 (Appx II, doc. 35); and B11673, fol. 159 v,
30 Nov. 1403 (Appx II, doc. 47), this last
mistranscribed as 1404 in Prochno, Kartause (as in n.
5), p. 344, where she also mistakes the quantity of glass
acquired, ‘huit vins et huit pieces de voirre’ (that is 8 ×
20 + 8 = 168), for an order of wine.
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as might be the case if the need was to rectify a deﬁcient supply or enlarge an earlier
design—but also a number of other large blocks, a ‘certainne quantitie de grans pierres
de marbre noir’.170 Some of these had arrived in Dijon by the summer of 1397, when
Sluter was paid 682 francs for their purchase, transport and related expenses,171 but the
12ft × 8ft monolith for the top took ﬁve more years to reach the town and was ﬁnally
carted in July 1402 from Virey-sous-Bar (see map, Fig.
4) directly to the church at Champmol, at a transport cost for this leg of the
journey alone of 276 francs.172 In total, the expense of these new blocks add up to
an exorbitant 1,138 francs, more than three times the high sum of 340 francs spent
already by Marville in 1385 on black marble.173
To understand properly the relationship of this second lot of Dinant marble
acquired by Sluter to the ﬁrst acquired by Marville, and to any pre-existing project
under Marville, we need to address some rather deceptive elements of the appearance of the tomb as we have it today. The expanse of black stone that forms its base
as it now sits in the salle des Gardes has three clear layers (Fig. 16); but the bottom
two of these, including the highly polished black parts with the white marble insets,
that suggest a cross sitting under the whole, are nineteenth-century additions—
indeed they are fabrications, giving the impression that much more
black marble was used than was actually the case.174 In fact, only the upper section
170. ADCO, B1515, fol. 56v (Appx II, doc. 11).
Indeed, the documents refer repeatedly to them in the
plural: ‘des p [ier]res de marbre’; ‘c[er]tainnes pierres
de marbre’ and ‘plus[ieur]s p [ier]res de marbre’.
171. ADCO, B1514, fol. 64v (Appx II, doc. 10); the
gift made by the duke to Sluter in Aug. 1397 (n. 169
above) was for ‘querir et f[air]e amener à Dijon’ the
blocks; they must have arrived by July 1397 when they
were being worked on in Sluter’s workshop, discussed
below.
172. The size of the block and the cost of its transport comes from a previously unpublished document,
ADCO, B1532, fol. 337r (see Appx IV, doc. 3). Using
the foot of Dijon (33·12 cm; see n. 70 above), 12ft
× 8ft translates to a block 3·97m × 2·65m; the slab as
carved is 3·16m × 1·98m × 0·19m deep. The risks
involved with transporting such a block, let alone
carving it, are made evident in the payment to the
carters, who were to move it at their own risk, and by
the clause in Sluter’s contract of 1404, where he is
freed of liability for damage to it in the course of its
working and installation. It survived intact through the
Revolution until 1823 when it was broken into three
pieces in the course of its installation in the salle des
Gardes; see Baron, Jugie and Lafay (as in n. 3), pp.
181–82.
173. This 1,138 francs is the sum of: (i) 180 francs, to
Sluter for the trip in 1395; (ii) 682 francs, to Sluter for
the large blocks when they had arrived in Dijon in 1397;
and (iii) 276 francs, to the carters for the transport of the
large slab for the top in 1402 from Virey-sous-Bar.
Sluter also received at least two gifts relating to his
activity acquiring the stone; see Appx

II, docs 8, 10–11, 34–35. For Marville’s purchase see
above, p. 26 and Appx I, doc. 5.
174. It has been universally supposed that layer 2,
with the white cross, is original, or at the least a
restoration of the original, and its effect has been
considered as part of the intended design and meaning
by several authors; see, e.g., Morand (as in n. 4), p. 351;
Prochno, ‘Grabmal’ (as in n. 6), p. 80; Prochno,
Kartause (as in n. 5), pp. 93, 96. Its status is not
considered in the reports on the tomb’s conservation
undertaken in 2002 and 2005, with the exception of a
mention that part of it was restored when the tombs
were placed in St Bénigne; see Lafay, ‘Tombeaux …
Rapport d’étude 1ère partie’ (as in n. 13), p. 35; Baron,
Jugie and Lafay (as in n. 3), p. 103, note that the lowest
section of a grey marble (that is, layer 3 in Fig. 16) dates
from the period of the installation in the museum, but
maintain that the black marble section with the white
cross ‘appartiennent au montage d’origine’, and that
the architect, Gustave-Eugène Saintpère, replaced just
the white insets with new pieces. Saintpère certainly
did replace the white sections, but the black sections he
used were from the tomb of John the Fearless; see
below. The new white insets might possibly have been
coloured red at some point in the 19th century, because
a painting of the tombs set in the salle des Gardes of
1847 by Auguste Mathieu shows them thus (see Baron,
Jugie and Lafay, as in n. 3, p. 68); however there is no
other evidence that these insets were ever red,
originally or in their restored state, and this sole image
cannot be taken as reliable in every respect; moreover,
given that it represents the tombs post-restoration, it
sheds
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of the base (layer 1 in Fig. 16), on which the arcade directly sits, is original. It is
made up of three unusually deep pieces of Dinant stone, carved with a virtuoso
undulating proﬁle: one single block forms the whole length of what would have been
the south side of the tomb facing the ducal oratory, while two make up the north
side, meaning there are only three visible joins in the entire layer (Figs 16, 17).175
Originally, in the church at Champmol, this base sat on a structure made of four
slabs of pinkish-red limestone, separated by four small sections of black, rather than
white stone, creating a very different effect and chromatic contrast than we see
today: a red surface set with a black cross (reconstructed in Fig. 17).
no light on the question of the original bases at
Champmol.
175. The overall size of this base (layer 1 in Fig. 16)
is 306·5 × 197·2 × 306 × 199 cm and 30·2 cm deep;

the slight variations in the size of each side result from
the damage and re-ﬁxing of the blocks during their
removal and repair at the Revolution and beyond; see
Lafay, ‘Tombeaux’, 2005 report (as in n. 106), p. 6.
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The evidence for this red stone base, until now entirely ignored, is extensive, and
both visual and documentary. The colour is evident in all the pre-Revolutionary
drawings (Figs 18, 19);176 it is verbalised by Louis Baudot in a marginal comment in
one of his notebooks concerning the appearance of the monuments at the Revolution,
when he states that ‘the ﬁrst step of the tomb of Philip is of red stone’;177 and its
material is alluded to in the procès-verbale made on the state of the tombs when they
were moved from the Chartreuse to St Bénigne in 1792, where it is described as ‘pierre
poli de Dijon’.178 What this stone was, and how it was intended to look, is clear from
the Champmol accounts. In April 1404 two masons were paid, on Sluter’s orders,
sixteen francs for ‘the working, polishing and marbling (mabreure) of four large
blocks from the quarry of Resne’, each around ﬁve feet long and three and a half feet
wide, to make the lower base (soubsbasse), that was to be set under the black marble
sections forming the base.179 These blocks had been supplied a few months earlier at
a cost of just eight francs in total.180 The quarry at Resne, just up the hill from the
Chartreuse, most certainly did not produce a Dinant- like marble, but rather a
limestone that could have a distinctly pink, mottled appearance, as is visible in the
base of the Great Cross, where it was also used (below, Fig. 27).181 This quality was
obviously to be enhanced in some manner by it being polished and marbled (‘poliés
et marbrés’), presumably to create an effect of shiny, veined red stone. This lower
base along with its black marble insets, the material for which had been supplied in
1403 from a local merchant for twenty francs,182 was too damaged to transport from
the Chartreuse
176. Although the colour is very muted in Gilquin’s
drawing, it is still clearly not black set with white.The
drawings are catalogued in Baron, Jugie and Lafay (as
in n. 3), pp. 126–29.
177. ‘… la premier marche du Tombeau Philippe est
de pierre rouge’: handwritten note in the margin of
Baudot’s copy of Jacques-Philippe Gilquin, Explication des tombeaux des ducs de Bourgogne qui sont à la
Chartreuse de Dijon, Nuits 1736, bound into Dijon,
Bibliothèque municipale MS 2081, foliated as p. 148.
(The next part of Baudot’s note is cited below, n. 185.)
178. For the document see Baron, Jugie and Lafay (as
in n. 3), p. 146. The term ‘pierre de Dijon’ was used to
encompass stone from the quarry at Resne (discussed
below); see P. Rat, ‘Les pierre de Dijon: variétés,
emplois, carrières’, in Carrières et constructions en
France et dans les pays limitrophes, iii, dir. J. Lorenz,
Paris 1996, pp. 445–65.
179. ‘… la taille, polisseure et mabreure de IIII grans
pierres de la pierriere de Resne’: ADCO, B11673, fol.
157 v (Appx II, doc. 46); document in Prochno,
Kartause (as in n. 5), p. 343, but with ‘seront’ mistranscribed as ‘sont’.The soubsbasse and the basse are
referred to as plural here as the document is about the
several blocks that compose it; elsewhere it is usually
singular.
180. ADCO, B11673, fol. 140r (Appx II, doc. 44).
181. Rat, ‘Plus anciens carrières’ (as in n. 84).The
red colour is due to ferrous deposits, and the same

block could have both a red and a yellow colour; see
Rat, ‘Les pierre de Dijon’ (as in n. 178), p. 451.
Scholars have rather inexplicably presumed thatthis
Resne stone was the black marble seen in the tomb’s
base, e.g., Morand (as in n. 4), p. 350; Prochno,
Kartause (as in n. 5), pp. 93, 96, ‘schwarzem stein aus
Resne’. The delivery of stone from Resne for the
foundations of the Great Cross is recorded in ADCO,
B11672, fol. 158r; document in Prochno, ibid., pp.
324–25.The pinkish tone of Resne stone is ubiquitous
in Dijon, and evident elsewhere at Champmol, for
example in some of the blocks used for the portal (Fig
22).
182. From Jacquet le Roy, 28 Jan. 1403 (new style),
for ‘une table de marbre noir, par lui vendue et delivree
pour faire une soubzbasse pour la sepulture’: ADCO,
B11673, fol. 139r (Appx II, doc. 41); document in
Prochno, Kartause (as in n. 5), p. 341. Either for some
reason only one section was needed at this point (the
earlier delivery having provided enough offcuts?)
or this ‘table’ was then cut into four. The term ‘table’
is unusual for stone deliveries of any sort, and suggests
that this might have been something re-purposed,
being sold on by le Roy, who was not a perrier (the
normal profession of stone suppliers to Champmol)
but a general merchant, who provided a variety of
goods more widely to the workshops in Dijon, including the emery powder to polish the black marble
blocks in 1399 (ADCO, B4447, fol. 24 r; Appx II, doc.
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in the 1790s.183 By the time the tombs were restored in the 1820s, the original
appearance of this section may have been forgotten or ignored, and the coloured
drawings were not then known.184 The long-held assumption that Philip’s base is
original is explicable however since it is in fact made up of pieces of black marble
from a tomb at Champmol—just not this tomb. A similar array of evidencethat
allows us to reconstruct the appearance of this layer on Philip’s monument
demonstrates that the tomb of John the Fearless was indeed set on a black marble
base with a white alabaster cross: the pieces used for this entire layer on his tomb
are, however, clearly nineteenth-century.185 It would seem, then, that on the
reconstruction of the tombs after the Revolution, the base of Jean’s was used for
Philip’s, either intentionally or by accident, and new pieces were created for
Jean’s.186 In both of the tombs, the whole was then placed on an extra, foot-high
base of a different (and more obviously modern) dark grey stone, designed to raise
their height and increase the visibility of the pleurants (Fig. 16, layer 3).187
The implications of all this for the original appearance, experience and meaning of
Philip’s tomb are signiﬁcant, but cannot detain us here.188 With regard to the current
argument about its making, however, what is key is that we can be sure that in the
monument as set up at Champmol, only four large blocks of black marble were used:
the single vast slab for the top and three for the base (see Fig. 17); the
26). Whatever, the cost of this ‘table’ shows it cannot
have been a substantial block, and it entailed no special
transport costs. The insets certainly only required small
parts; in 1792 they were described as ‘quatre petites
parties de dix polce’, ADCO, Q832, procès-verbale,
document in Baron, Jugie and Lafay (as in n. 3), p. 146;
a pouce was equivalent to 2·7cm, so each inset was
around 27cm wide.
183. ADCO Q832, procès-verbale, May 1792; document in Baron, Jugie and Lafay (as in n. 3), p. 146. The
softer Resne stone must have proved less durable than
the extremely hard Dinant marble, which may be why
it was not used like this for the base of the tomb of John
the Fearless.
184. The only images of the tombs before their
destruction available to the restorers were engravings;
Gilquin’s 1736 publication (as in n. 177) was not
illustrated and his coloured drawings (Paris, BnF MS
nouv. acq. fr. 5916) were published by H. Chabeuf,
‘Lesdessins de Gilquin’, Mémoiresde la Commissiondes
Antiquitiés de la Côte-d’Or, xii, 1892; the drawings by
Lesage Muet (of 1750) and Joannès Lesage (late 18th
century) came to scholarly attention in the 1920s; for
these see Baron, Jugie and Lafay (as in n. 3), pp. 75– 86,
126–29.
185. The evidence is as follows. The documents
recording the supply of the material for John’s tomb
only record black marble for its structure; these are not
fully published, but for extracts see Chabeuf, ‘Tombeau
de Jean sans Peur’ (as in n. 105).The pre-Revolutionary
drawings by Gilquin and Lesage show it as black inset
with white (although those by Lesage-Muet show it red,
these are outweighed by the other evidence to the

contrary). Baudot, in the same marginal note where he
records Philip’s base as red (see n. 177 above), goes on
to say that the ﬁrst step is of the same stone and colour
as the other parts: ‘dans le tombeau de Jean elle est
ainsi que les autres des deux tombeaux, en marbre
noir’. Finally in the procès-verbale of May 1792, it is
described as composed of 11 pieces of black marble and
four pieces of alabaster; ADCO Q832; document in
Baron, Jugie and Lafay (as in n. 3), p. 147.
186. The confusion between the two monuments in
the 1820s during their restoration is well docu- mented.
Initially just one monument, not two, was to be
reconstructed. Philip’s was the ﬁrst to be set up in the
museum, so the use of what original pieces there were
for its base makes sense.The records themselves
arealsoconfused,with Jean’s tombfrequently referred
to as Philip’s, and vice versa, so it is not possible to
track this with any clarity in the accounts kept by
Claude Saintpère of the restoration. For the reconstruction history and the documents see Baron, Jugie
and Lafay (as in n. 3), pp. 53–73.
187. The creation of these bases in the 19th century
wasﬁrstproposed by Attiret to improve theirvisibility;
see Monget (as in n. 5), iii, pp. 138–39. Payments for
them are in the accounts of Claude Saintpère;
documents in Baron, Jugie and Lafay (as in n. 3), pp.
156–71.
188. They will be considered in a forthcoming study
on the ﬁnal realisation of the tomb under John the
Fearless and Claux de Werve, its placement in the choir
at Champmol and its material, visual and symbolic
impact there.
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sides, behind the arcade, used thin facing sections made of a series of small plaques,
creating a veneer around the tomb chest.189 Given this, then, the black marble that
we see on the tomb as completed in 1410 can only be from Sluter’s order of this
stone: there is simply no place for any of Marville’s (also substantial) order
of black marble to have been used, except, just possibly, as a re-purposing on the
thin facings of the outer core of the chest.This is another piece of strong evidence
that Sluter started again from scratch: there is nothing of an earlier version by
Marville in any part of the black marble structure as eventuallybuilt.
Finally, it may also be signiﬁcant that there is no indication in the language of the
numerous documents concerning the purchase or supply of any of these materials that
they were for ongoing work to expand, revise or complete a long- standing project,
begun by one ducal sculptor and now continued by another. The entries state simply
that they are ‘pour faire et entaillier sa sepulture’ and ‘pour faire sa sepulture’, not to
‘parfaire’, ‘achever’ or ‘assouvir’.190 By contrast, documents from a later stage of the
project, when there is no doubt that what is referred to is the continuing of work on
a tomb already started, employ phrases that express this situation: Sluter in 1404 was
to ‘achever la sepulture’; Claux de Werve in 1406 was contracted to ‘bien et tout
loialment parfaire et assouvir la sepulture’, and in 1412 was paid ‘pour achever et
parfaire la sepulture’.191 If the alabaster for the effigy or the Dinant marble Sluter
acquired had been for the completion of a tomb already in progress, it would seem
plausible that this might be alluded to somewhere in the phrasing of at least one of
the many entries regarding them.
Square one
That Sluter was indeed beginning a new tomb project becomes more explicit still
when, following a three-year lacuna in the accounts, we can pick up the workshop’s
activity again in the summer of 1397.192 When the record restarts, a completely
189. The nature of these small plaques, perhaps
offcuts from the larger whole, is discussed by Lafay in
Baron, Jugie and Lafay (as in n. 3), p. 113; many are
replacements (from the St Anne quarry near Dinant,
obvious from their speckled-white character) but some
are apparently original. It is more unclear how the layer
directly underneath the upper slab, around which the
inscription in copper gilt letters was set, was
constructed, or of what; if of black marble there was not
enough of value in it, at least, to be retained, or recorded,
at the Revolution. This section today is replaced with a
wooden plinth painted black; it is likely it was originally
also constructed of some material other than Dinant
marble, similarly disguised; setting the metal of the
inscription into hard black marble would have been
tricky. On other tombs where numer- ous individual
metal elements had to be ﬁxed into black marble, a
solution to ‘fake’ the material rather than attempt to
attach metal to it was often chosen, for example in the
tomb of Mary of Burgundy, where,

as close inspection shows, the sides are metal painted
black and the enamelled coats of arms around the top
edge are not set into the marble but into a metal band
painted black; for this tomb see n. 107 above.
190. ADCO, B1503, fol. 29v; B1514, fol. 64v (Appx
II, docs 8, 10).
191. Paris, BnF, Collection de Bourgogne MS 58, fol.
51r; ADCO, B1534, fol. 63r; B1570, fol. 192r (Appx II,
docs 49, 35, 57). It is true that the language of these
entries contracting with sculptors might have required
more need for precision, but we can usefully compare
other payments where materials were acquired to
complete works: pigments purchased in 1416 for Henri
Bellchose were to ‘parfaire un tableau de la vie de St
Denis’ which had been started by Jean Malouel some
years before, while Jean de Beaumetz acquired more gold
leaf in 1395, six years after the ﬁrst supply in 1389, to
‘convertir et employer en l’accomplisment’ of the panels
for the monks cells; for these see Nash, ‘Pour couleurs’
(as in n. 19), pp. 111, 135–36.
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new team is working on the tomb, busy with the black marble and white ‘alabastre’
maconnerie elements: in effect, they are back to square one, or at least to where
Marville’s team had been in 1385–87. This is perhaps the least explicable part of the
whole story if we are to persist with a narrative of a single monument, so it is worth
examining closely what we can garner of this activity: what parts of the tomb it related
to, and how much time was expended.
The team working on the tomb in 1397–98 were clearly concerned primarily, but
not solely, with the black marble, which had arrived that summer. They consisted of
three specialist carvers from Namur, not far from Dinant; Sluter may have recruited
them on his trip there to get the stone in 1395 or ’97. Two of them, Lambillon Humbert
de Namur and Giles de Senef, carvers of ‘pierre de marbre’, worked together for
forty-nine weeks each from June 1397 to June 1398 on the ‘basses de marbre de la
dicte sepulture’, which were clearly the three massive, black
marble blocks forming the base of the tomb mentioned above (Figs 1, 16, 17).193 The
third sculptor, Antoine de Cotelle de Namur, was an ‘ouvrier de maconnerie’ who
worked at the same period for thirty-three weeks and ﬁve days, but in his case carving
bases both ‘de marbre et d’alebastre’.194 This, and his title as a carver of maconnerie,
indicates that he must have been occupied at least in part on carving the arcade, since
that is the only non-ﬁgurative part of the base of the tomb made of white marble,
‘alebastre’; yet these elements on Marville’s tomb were long since done and
dusted.195
The work recorded from 1397 to early 1400 on the black marble and white
‘alabastre’ elements of the tomb totalled 172 weeks; it also involved the purchase
or sharpening of no less than 2,000 chisels, rasps, punches and hammer points, a
need that must relate to the demands of working the very hard black marble.196
Although the time recorded here on these architectural elements is considerably
less than was spent under Marville on the comparable sections of his monument,
it is not negligible.197 Moreover, the gap in the accounts from November 1394 until
summer 1397 potentially hides both the start of work on the ‘alabastre’ arcades,
and the acquisition of the white marble for them, which is nowhere else recorded.
These 172 weeks also do not encompass any of the time yet to be spent on working
the huge block for the top, and only a relatively short period of time on polishing
the blocks for the base: Sluter had bought emery powder and a grinding stone
(meule) for this purpose in 1399, but only ﬁve weeks in June-July of that year was
devoted to the task by a tailleur de pierre, Jean Arviet.198 It wouldseem thatthe bulk
192. ADCO,B4446,the Bailliageaccountsfor 1397,
include some payments that go back into the previous
year, and suggest that salaries for some workers in
several ﬁelds (not just the sculptor’s workshop) had
been delayed. Perhaps this was a result of the ﬁnancial
turmoil after the disaster at Nicopolis in Sep. 1396; in
any case, a delay in payment of wages does not mean
that there was a temporary lull or disbanding of the
workshop, as some have suggested.
193. ADCO, B4446, fols 22v–23r (Appx II, docs 13–
14).

194. From June 1397 to Feb. 1398: ADCO, B4446,
fol. 22 v (Appx II, doc. 12).
195. Joubert, ‘Illusionnisme monumental’ (as in n.
6), p. 378, makes a similar point concerning the time
spent here on architectural elements for a structure
apparently already completed.
196. For the time spent see Appx II, docs 1–15, 17,
21–23, and the summaries in Appx III(b); for the tools
see Appx II, docs 16, 18–19.
197. See Appx II and the summaries in Appx III (a)
and (b).
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of the labour-intensive work creating the brilliant black, mirror-like ﬁnish (Figs 1,
2) was still ahead, even on the blocks that had arrived in 1397, and may have been
undertaken in the years when we lose sight of the work on the project after 1401,
when the Bailliage accounts are once more missing. We have no details of the
workshop team during that period, and this second gap in the records under Sluter
may well also hide considerable further work on the white marble arcades.199 We
get just a glimpse of the continuing activity through payments in the Champmol
accounts: following the eventual and dramatic arrival of the huge black marble
block for the top there in the autumn of 1402, straw seats were delivered for the
‘ouvriers qui frotte et mis en point ycelle’ of the ‘tombe de monseigneur’, and
locked storage was provided for their chisels.200
Could this team working on the architectural structure of the tomb in 1397–99
and beyond simply have been enlarging or altering Marville’s earlier design? This
seems impossible to imagine: on the tomb as we see it today, the black slabs of the
base form three precise and logically proportioned interlocking sections (Fig. 17),
with no indication that smaller blocks intended for another plan might have been
brought into service, added to or expanded, as we have seen. It is even harder to
imagine a revision or alteration to the white marble arcade, where the rhythm of
the cloister-like spaces is constructed on a carefully conceived ground plan and
made up of no less than ninety-two pieces that dovetail perfectly (Figs 17, 20).201
This, too, shows no trace on its surviving parts or in its overall form of any changes
or adaptation, either in its materials or structure; nor is it possible to see how such
an intricate, interlocking and precisely planned design might have been enlarged
from something else, presumed to have been less three-dimensional or at least
simpler (as seen, for example, in Fig. 5). Moreover, if we imagine that the work
198. Between 15 June and 21 July 1399: ‘a gresser et
poli es basses de marbre de la sepulture’; ADCO,
B4447, fol. 23v (Appx II, doc. 24).
199. It is often assumed that at this point elements of
the tomb were in an advanced enough stage for parts to
be moved to the church at Champmol, because in the
1397/98 accounts (no date) Sluter purchased some
‘clouhes [or ‘cloiches’?] d’acier’, from Henri Perrot,
bourgois of Malines, that ‘il a vendues audit Claux au
proffit de mon dit seigneur pour mettre ses tombes et
sepultures en leglise dudit Champmol’for 3 francs 4½
gros: ADCO, B4446, fol. 23v (Appx II, doc. 20). In
fact, the entry records an opportune purchase of
material, since the phrase ‘au proffit de Monseigneur’
indicates that it is something being re-sold, that the
duke had already paid for. The same phrase is used for
example for the re-sale of materials to pack and cover
the retables by Jacques de Baerze on their second
journey to Dijon in 1398–99: ADCO, B11673, fol. 34 v ;
see Comblen-Sonkes and Veronee-Verhaegen (as in
n. 37), pp. 140–41. The 168ft of stained glass sourced
by Sluter in Malines from (the same?) Henri of Malines
had arrived at Champmol in Sep. 1398 (ADCO,
B1514, fol. 65r), and this re-sale of steel

might be related to that delivery in some manner.
Indeed, the marginal annotation to this entry suggests
that the material was kept by Sluter and was still in his
possession in June 1401. In sum, then, it would seem
that this purchase represents Sluter thinking ahead to
moving the ‘tumbes’ into the church andto how that
might be achieved given their great weight: if the steel
(in a form that could be melted down?) was acquired
for that purpose, presumably it was usedto make an
element of machinery such as a pulley or winch to lift
the weight of theseblocks.
200. ADCO, B11673, fols 129r, 151r (Appx II, docs
39, 42). For a discussion of the working of this block in
the church and its implications see Nash, ‘Seeing God
and Seeing the Duke’, lecture given at the Frick, Dec.
2018, available online at www.frick.org.
201. The vaulted canopies are made in 24 individual
units; they are set on 40 separate columns and 28
pilasters. Their construction is made clear from the
sections that were separated from the tomb at the
Revolution and from the observations of the team
restoring the tomb in 2002–05; see Lafay, ‘Tombeaux
… Rapport d’étude 1ère partie’ (as in n. 13), pp. 8, 14–
17; and Baron, Jugie and Lafay (as in n. 3), pp. 133–36.
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on the maconnerie in 1397–98 was some sort of remaking of an earlier architectural
structure, we would have to consider how a revamping would be achieved while still
keeping the sixteen ‘chappiteaulx’ supplied by Van Eram in 1390: we cannot
comfortably retain that document as evidence that the arcade, as we have it, is the one
completed under Marville and still allow that the whole structure was in some way
altered afterwards, yet without losing or adding to these elements. We are left with
the conclusion that the activity in 1397–98 on the black marble and alabaster must
have been for something new, and not a revision of something pre-existing.
‘Ymaiges ducelles’
In the accounts for 1398–99, work on the tomb was in abeyance, coinciding with
the installation of the Great Cross and a long period of illness for the ducal
sculptor.202 The specialists from Namur had left and the architectural work seems
202. Sluter was gravely ill between April and Sep.
1399; see Morand (as in n. 4), p. 380. The only work
done on the tomb in these months was by a tailleur de
pierre, Jean Arviet,who polishedthebases of thetomb

for ﬁve weeks in June-July 1399; ADCO, B4447, fol.
23 v (Appx II, doc. 24). On his recovery, in the autumn
of 1399 Sluter was fully occupied with the installation
of the cruciﬁx on the Great Cross; for the chronology
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to have been on hold. In the following accounting year, however, it is clear that
Sluter had turned his attention back to the tomb, hiring a sculptor from Brussels to
work on the black marble ‘espondes’ (the sides of the tomb, that is the facing behind
the white arcade) for nine weeks from the end of January to the end of March 1400,
along with an ouvrier de bras who worked for two weeks roughing out the stone.203
Sluter’s focus now turned to the ﬁgurative elements of the project. This is
indicated in an unpublished entry concerning his duties for 1400–01, the last of
his extant workshop accounts. Here, for the ﬁrst time since 1391, Sluter’s own
working time, speciﬁcally, is stated as devoted to the tomb: he is paid for ‘avoir
vacque continuelement au fait et besoigne de la sepulture et ymaiges ducelles pour
mondit Seigneur’, that is, on the tomb (presumably including further work on the
white marble arcade) and, importantly, the images pertaining to it, the ‘ymaiges
ducelles’.204 The entry has been overlooked because it was crossed out (Fig. 34).
This was done, however, because there was an error in the amount to be paid and
its relationship to the previous year’s accounts: the whole was erased in order to
correct that error and, rather than write the entry back, in full, the scribe just
corrected the accountancy ﬁgures; one has to assume, then, that the initial statement concerning the nature of Sluter’s activity still stood.
That he was, indeed, personally working on the tomb at this time is given further
support in the same accounts from a payment for delivery of steel to forge tools
‘necessaires pour le fait et sepulture de mondit seigneur’.205 These must have been
for use by Sluter himself or his varlet ouvrier, since none of the specialists in marble
carving or maconnerie were still on the books: Sluter’s team now consisted of just
three tailleurs d’ymages, all of whom were working independently from
him, either on the angels around the Great Cross or the tabernacles of the church
portal.206 Sluter’s own work on the Great Cross seems to have been stalled, as the
stone for the next stage—the prophets—did not arrive until at least 1402.207 This
would then seem to have been the moment Sluter began work on the pleurants—
the ‘ymaiges ducelles’—two of which, we know,were the only ﬁgurative parts of the
tomb carved by 1404 when the duke died.
If we now set this new evidence of Sluter’s activity on the pleurants for the
tomb in 1400–01 against the substantial activity by his team in 1391 on ‘angelez et
of that monument see Nash, ‘Well of Moses’ (as in n.
19), part I.
203. ADCO, B4449, fol. 20r (Appx II, docs 28–29);
these espondes were a smaller task as their regular,
piecemeal form required far less technical skill than
necessary for the rounded and perfectly aligned proﬁles
of the blocks for the base.
204. ADCO, B4450, fol. 28v (Appx IV, doc. 2).The
entry directly following this, pertaining to the period
Nov. 1400–01, then says it is for ‘vacque continuellement es ouvrages dessusdis’, i.e., those written above,
whichare,then, forthe tomb and its ‘ymaigesducelles’
(Appx II, doc. 32).

205. Undated, but in the accounts relating to 1400–
01: ADCO, B4450, fol. 29v (Appx II, doc. 33).
206. For the interpretation of these documents see
Nash, ‘Well of Moses’ (as in n. 19), part I, p. 802; for
their transcriptions see Roggen, ‘Rekeningen’(as in n.
21), pp. 170–71. The work on the portal was relatively
minor: Pierre Aplemain was paid for seven weeks and
one day on the canopies of the portal of the church
between 12 Sep. and 31 Oct. 1401.
207. Nash, ‘Well of Moses’ (as in n. 19), part I, p. 803.
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plourans’, it gives added weight to the theory that the work undertaken ten years
previously was for a since abandoned project—Marville’s ﬁrst tomb for Philip the Bold.
Otherwise, the time and its results are just too far from adding up.
A tale of two tombs
In the end, the record simply makes more sense as a narrative of two tombs: one
designed in the early 1380s by Marville, the other in the early 1390s by Sluter. In
both projects, there was a period of three to four years during which the planning
and the acquisition of the white marble for the effigy took place, presumably
instigated or controlled by the duke: this occurred in 1380–84 for Marville’s tomb,
with the purchase of the spolia from Autun in 1383, and in 1392–93 for Sluter’s,
with the purchase in Paris of the block from Christoﬂe de la Mer.Work only began
in earnest on each project however once the Dinant marble had been sourced and
parts of it at least had arrived: in spring of 1385 into Marville’s workshop when a
team was rapidly assembled; and by the summer of 1397 for the ﬁrst blocks into
Sluter’s, when his specialists from Namur were in place. In both cases the ﬁrst
parts to be completed were the structural and architectural elements. Marville’s
effigy and other ﬁgurative work must have been carved and polished before he
died, but he may have left some of the pleurants and the angels (whatever form
these might have taken) unﬁnished, as they were worked on or more likely replaced
by Sluter and his team of four tailleurs d’images in what may have been revisions
to the tomb in 1390–91. Sluter followed a similar pattern of work, moving from
micro-architecture to ﬁgurative elements: in his case, he had clearly not begun on
the effigy, and only just started on the pleurants, when Philip died in 1404.
Under Sluter fewer man hours than under Marville were dedicated to the
tomb (even given the missing account years), which makes sense of the level of
completion the project was at in 1404. This also makes sense of just how much
time, and expense, was still envisaged to complete it on the duke’s death: four years
and 2,960 francs was agreed by Sluter with John the Fearless; in the end it took
seven years and cost 3,612 francs.208 This is an extraordinary amount, even for
such an extraordinary tomb, when we factor in that twenty-four years and 6,441
francs at least had already been spent in materials and labour prior to 1404, giving
a total recorded cost of 10,276 francs—much more if we could factor in the missing
years of workshop accounts. Other grand funerary monuments, of similar materials,
cost nothing close to this.209 Considered as one monument, it is astronomical; as
two, it is plausible.

208. This is the sum recorded in 1411 as the total
paid to Sluter and de Werve for the tomb’s completion
since July 1404.The actual cost of completing it in this
period was more (3,835 francs 2 gros) if the payments
for polychromy, the railings around the tomb, and tips
to de Werve and his assistants are included; see Appx

III (b). The ﬁgure of 6,441 francs given above is the
sum of the totals given in Appx III (a) and (b) prior to
the duke’s death in 1404.
209. For costs of comparable projects see n. 44
above.
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The tomb, the portal and the Great Cross
This re-reading of the documentary evidence, substantial in its totality, is not
unambiguous in its parts: each element, individually, could potentially be explained
away, as sculptural projects of this magnitude rarely went entirely to plan, and the
fact remains that there is no clear statement anywhere in the archival record that
Sluter was ordered to abandon Marville’s project and begin again on an entirely
new tomb. The argument does not rest on the documents alone, however: the
visual evidence of the tomb and its relationship to other works by Sluter, and to
other works made for Champmol in the early 1390s, provide further support, and
introduce an unexpected additional player into the mix.
In 1390, not long after Sluter took over from Marville, he redesigned the portal
(Fig. 21). In a situation directly parallel to what is posited here for the tomb, having
initially continued working on the elements begun by Marville for some months
after he took over, Sluter then started again, removing the canopies carved under
his predecessor and, in November 1391, paid a carpenter for new models in wood;
work on their stone iterations was ongoing or restarted in 1397–1401.210 This places
both their initial design stage and their carving stage in tandem with the design and
carving of the maconnerie on the tomb in our new timeline. The formal similarity
between the canopies and the arcade, noted by Goodgal-Salem but not addressed
by other scholars, seems then of some signiﬁcance, and is worth interrogating
more closely.211
The relationship is most apparent in the rows of pierced lancets that create a fully
carved-out, au jour triforium-like space over the top of the vaults of the canopies,
interrupted by the tip of the ogee arches that intersect these lancets at exactly the same
point in both designs (Figs 21–25). It is also evident in the clusters of pinnacles,
similar in form and arrangement, set in groups of three with the same sloping rooftype bases, and in the foliage decoration of the cornice, where single or paired leaves
alternate with triple clusters at the corners, the central of which is turned over. In
addition, both the canopies and the arcade display a comparable moulding proﬁle
with three squared-off sections at the front for the pinnacles, and a more irregular
form at the back from where the ribs of the vaults spring (Figs 22– 23). The parallels
are not however just in the architectural details: the whole conception of the form of
the canopies, that rejects a simple, regularly-shaped structure in favour of one with
many sides that jut out and invert at unexpected angles (each double canopy has seven
sides, ﬁfteen ribs and three bosses), is in keeping with the equally unconventional
geometry of the tomb, with its series of inverted and projecting points (Figs 20a, 24,
25). There, the design of the arcade has no less than eighty sides, for a colonnade that
could, potentially, have been created with just four ﬂat planes, one for each face of
the tomb.
210. For Sluter’s redesign of the portal see the
detailed analyses in Goodgal-Salem, ‘Transformation
du portail’ (as in n. 29); and M. Grandmontagne, Claus
Sluter und die Lesbarkeit mittelalterlicher Skulptur.

Das Portal der Kartause von Champmol, Worms 2015,
pp. 51–84.
211. Goodgal-Salem, review of Morand (as in n.
18), p. 38.
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The micro-architecture on the tomb also sets up a particular arrangement,
physically and psychologically, for the ﬁgures placed in it that is directly paralleled
on the Great Cross, a project that was in its planning stages in 1394–95. On the
tomb, single, isolated pleurants set behind columns in closed structures of triangular form alternate with pairs of (mostly) interacting ﬁgures that are open to view
in angled, inverted double bays (Fig. 2). On the Great Cross, the arrangement of
the prophets inverts this form, using the hexagonal shape of the pillar rather than
the framing architecture to group the ﬁgures in a similar pattern, with sets of
related or interacting pairs set on the point of the hexagon alternating with single,
contemplative and psychologically insular ﬁgures: David and Jeremiah on the
point below the front of the cross; Zachariah on the face below the left arm; Daniel
and Isaiah on the point at the back (Fig. 26); Moses on the face below the right
arm. This rhythm of 2:1:2:1 is thus fundamental to the way both the Great Cross
and the tomb are conceived, drawing them much closer together than was evident
before the alignment of the cross on that monument was understood, and the
arrangement of ﬁgures around its base apparent.212 Moreover the plan of the arcade
on the tomb, with its broken, zig-zagging line, creating multiple points (Fig. 20),
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reveals a similar tendency to set ﬁgures on or within angles as seen on the Cross, where
points of the hexagon, rather than ﬂat sides, mark its primary viewpoints (Fig. 27).
The design of both monuments, then, can be seen to eschew a simple linear
arrangement and rectangular form to create more dynamic, complex shapes and rythm
and as such they make sense as works conceived in close proximity.
Jacques de Baerze
Sluter may have had help with the design of the arcade, however, or at the least
signiﬁcant inspiration from an unexpected but not unlikely source: the wood carver
Jacques de Baerze, who arrived, along with his as yet unpolychromed retables, at
Champmol in August 1391 (Fig. 28).213 Such dramatic, large-scale and innovative
objects imported from the Netherlands, the work of a ‘rival’ sculptor, must have
made an impact, and might be expected to have piqued a competitive reaction in
Sluter, even if their ﬁgurative carvings seem, on the whole, irrelevant to his style.214
Thevirtuosicand extraordinarilycomplexgildedwooden maconnerie thattakes up
over half of their surface is a different matter, but the impact of this on the design
of the tomb arcade has never been considered: the retables, of course, were thought
to post-date its conception, and besides, sources for the tomb’s design have always
been looked for in other, stone tomb monuments alone, rather than across media
and genus.215 Once brought into evidence, it becomes clear that these novel objects
provide intriguing possibilities for some of the most important elements of Sluter’s
design: the way the micro-architecture on the Cruciﬁxion retable, in particular, is
conceived, as a set of dynamic, zig-zag forms, exploiting the potential of a triforium
carved au jour (Figs 28, 29), presents direct parallels to the way the arcades of the
tomb are constructed. Details such as the ground plan of the columns, made up of
clusters of square pillars, the small sloping ‘roofs’ of the pilasters, the rows of
pierced lancet windows interrupted by pointed arches that jut upwards into them,
and even the idea of small angels set on piers between the ﬁgures at just above head
212. This alignment of the Great Cross, and the
2:1:2:1 arrangement of the ﬁgures, was demonstrated
by Nash, ‘Well of Moses’ (as in n. 19), part II, pp. 465–
67.
213. For these and their recent restoration see The
Retables of the Charterhouse of Champmol, ed. S. Jugie
and C. Tran-Bourdonneau, Dijon 2014.
214. Much has been made of a possible relation- ship
between de Baerze’s ﬁgure of St George on the
Cruciﬁxion retable, and Sluter’s lost St George for the
ducal oratory. The reality of any inﬂuence is difficult
to judge given the paucity of the fragments of the ﬁgure

that were recovered by Quarré in the 1950s; for these
see R. Prochno, in L’art à la cour de Bourgogne (as in n.
6), p. 190, no. 65. That the architectural form and
material of these retableswould have lookedextremely
innovative in the 1390s, however, is eloquently
demonstrated by Tomasi, ‘Matériaux’ (as in n. 156),
pp. 39–40.
215. The possible precedents for the tomb’s arcade in
earlier tombs have been much discussed, most notably
by Morganstern (as in n. 6); Schmidt (as in n. 12); and
Prochno, Kartause (as in n. 5), pp. 100–04.
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height (missing now in both cases), are all elements of design that reappear in
Sluter’s arcade.
Most signiﬁcantly, de Baerze’s retables provide a model for the vaulted threedimensional structures in which fully rounded ﬁgures could be placed, with hanging
bosses of a very similar form replacing columns to frame rather than separate the
scenes.This cloister-like construction has been seen as the tomb’s most innovative
feature; indeed it is these open arcades, creating a continuous space, allowing the
pleurants to be set in, and move through them, that have no precedent in earlier
surviving funerary monuments.216 They are however one of the most notable
features of de Baerze’s retables, where none of the scenes are separated by solid
divisions, but have instead open archways through which other scenes can be
glimpsed (Fig. 29), even if de Baerze’s ﬁgures tend not to move to the same degree
between the vaulted spaces. Moreover, on the tomb and the Cruciﬁxion retable in
particular the scale of the ﬁgures in relation to the arcades is strikingly similar,
with heads at times almost colliding with the architectural forms. The gesture of
the Magus removing his crown in the scene of the Adoration of the Magi, and its
awkward conjunction with a hanging capital (Fig. 32), makes a particularly revealing
comparison with the famous ﬁnal pleurant on the tomb, reaching up to remove his
hood, and his equally awkwardrelationshipwith the hanging capitalthere (Fig. 31).
Seen as a quotation from, or pointed visual reference to, Jacques de Baerze’s works,
the uneasy positioning of this ﬁnal pleurant and his gesture are now muchmore
explicable.
The timing of the arrival of the retables and their sculptor in Dijon in the autumn
of 1391 seems portentous as it coincided with the point at which work on Marville’s
project under Sluter’s aegis came to an end; it is possible, if impossible to prove,
that their advent was one of the catalysts for the decision to plan a new monument,
that would exploit micro-architecture in a similar manner.While after December
1391 Sluter’s team of carvers were moved onto other things, de Baerze, along with
his retables, remained in Dijon for nearly a year, well into the autumn of 1392,217
exactly the period when a new design for the tomb seems to have been formulated:
as we have seen, the purchase of compasses in the spring of 1392, and the
acquisition of materials for the (new) effigy in Paris by the duke in the autumn
of that year, indicate a planning phase was underway.218 What role de Baerze himself
might have had in this design process may seem an unconventional question, but
is worth considering; the purpose of his extended stay in Dijon has always been
somewhat mysterious.219 While there is no indication in the surviving documentary
216. The oft-cited similarities with the tomb of
Philippa of Hainault, argued at most length by
Morganstern (as in n. 6), pp. 176–78, seem in fact not
very close, and the comparison is hampered by the
reliance on the imaginative 19th-century reconstruction of this tomb by Gilbert Scott. In the extensive
search for precedents, some tombs that have deep
niches have been cited, or some that have funeral
processions, but none have the type of conception of
architecture seen in the retables and Philip’s tomb,

that opens up the space to allow movement and views
through from one to another.
217. For de Baerze’s trip to Dijon and his year-long
stay there see Nash, ‘Retables’ (as in n. 19), p. 27.
218. For the compasses see above, n. 163.
219. See Nash, ‘Retables’ (as in n. 19), pp. 29–30; and
Lindquist (as in n. 5), pp. 106–07, where further work
on the retables themselves is one possibility put
forward, and certainly must have occupied some of his
time during this year.
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record that he collaborated on or advised Sluter in the tomb’s creation, as a native
of the Netherlands who shared Sluter’s language and who had considerable
experience and expertise in innovative micro-architecture, a fruitful collaboration
between the two men is an attractive and plausible prospect; given de Baerze’s
expertise as a wood carver, it is even possible he provided wooden models for its
form.
That Jacques de Baerze might indeed have been involved in some manner in
the design of the arcade is given tantalising support from an unexpected source:
the early eighteenth-century artist Jacques-Philippe Gilquin (1680–1761). Gilquin’s
description of the tombs at Champmol, published in 1736, is the earliest and most
detailed account we have, and was produced by someone who knew the monastery,
and its history, intimately: best known now for his detailed drawings of the tombs
(see Fig. 18), Gilquin had lived all his life in Dijon. For his written account, he
drew extensively on the documentary record and he is remarkably accurate in what
he says about Champmol, its construction and decoration, the materials used, their
dates of acquisition, the artists who worked there and the ducal monuments.220
Indeed, there appears to be only one error in his account of Philip’s tomb—he
attributes its making to a collaboration between de Baerze and Sluter: ‘Accordingly,
220. Jacques-Philippe Gilquin, Explication des
tombeaux des ducs de Bourgogne qui sont à la Chartreuse
de Dijon, Nuits 1736.
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Sluter joined with Jacques de la Barse, one of the most famous craftsmen of his time,
to work together on the tomb’.221 Modern scholarship has ignored this apparent ‘slip’
and no one has ever considered why it might have been made.222 But it is plausible
that Gilquin had read a document, now lost, or was repeating an oral tradition passed
on by the monks; otherwise, it would seem odd that his description of the tombs and
the monastery, correct and evidently well-researched in every other part, would add
such a particular piece of information on no basis at all. It is surely signiﬁcant too that
Courtépée, who recorded the document concerning the spolia from Autun, and who
drew, like Gilquin, on the archives in Dijon, also claimed, independently from
Gilquin, that the tomb was the work of Sluter, his nephew Claux de Werve, and
Jacques de Baerze: ‘That of Philip the Bold is due to the chisel of the skillful Claus
Sluter, his nephew Claux de Vouzonne, and Jacques de la Barse’.223 Had he, too, seen
a now-lost document?
It is notable also that the name of Jean de Marville is never connected at any
point with the design of the tomb in the early historiographical record: not by
Gilquin, who sets out very clearly that Philip charged Sluter with the duty of making
the tomb; nor by Courtépée; nor by any other pre-revolutionary commentator like
Dom Plancher (1748);224 nor in the extensive notebooks of Louis Bénigne Baudot,
made at and after the Revolution.225 There appears, then, to have been no tradition
retained at Champmol of Marville’s involvement with the tomb.226 The most
obvious explanation for this is that he had no involvement with it, or at least not
with the tomb that was ﬁnally erected there. It was only in the mid-nineteenth
century that Marville’s name was brought into the story, initially in passing by
Jules Pinchart, and then extensively by Chrétian Dehaisnes in his Histoire de l’art
dans la Flandre, l’Artois et le Hainault avant le XVe siècle of 1886 and his publication
of extracts of the workshop accounts in the same year.227
221. ‘Dès-lors Sluter s’associa Jacques de la Barse, un
des plus fameux ouvriers de son temps, pour travailler
ensemble au Mausolée’. Ibid., p. 5.
222. The information that de Baerze was in part
responsible for the design of the tomb was repeated by
C. Févret de Saint-Mémin, Rapport fait à la Commission
départementale d’Antiquités de la Côte-d’Or sur les restes
des monuments de l’ancienne chartreuse de Dijon, Dijon
1832, p. 32, but has not been considered again since
then.
223. Courtépée (as in n. 62), p. 248: ‘Celui de
Philippe le Hardi est dû au ciseau de l’habile Claus
Sluter, de Claux de Vouzonne son neveu, & de Jacques
de la Barse’.The descriptions of Champmol given by
Courtépée (published in 1777) and Gilquin (published
in 1736) vary considerably in the details they chose and
the documents they knew, making it clear that one does
not simply draw on the other. Both base their
knowledge on the archives and their observations onsite, and presumably what they were told by the monks.
224. Dom Plancher, Histoire générale et particulaire
de Bourgogne,avec des notes,des dissertations et les preuves
justiﬁcatives, iii, Dijon 1748, pp. 404–05.

225. Baudot’s notebooks are not fully published, but
extensive extractsaretranscribed in Prochno,Kartause
(as in n. 5), pp. 359–64; and Baron, Jugie and Lafay (as
in n. 3), pp. 175–87.
226. The few, and very brief, earlier mentions of the
tombs by observers such as Georges Lengherand in
1486 ( J. Chipps-Smith, ‘The Chartreuse de Champmol
in 1486: The Earliest Visitor’s Account’, Gazette des
Beaux-arts, xcix, 1985, pp. 1–6), Félix Platter in 1557
(H. Boos, Thomas und Felix Platter, zur Sittengeschichte
des XVI. Jahrhunderts, Leipzig 1878,
p. 294) and Bernado Bizoni in 1606 (Diario di viaggio di
Vincenzo Giustiniani, ed. B. Agosti, Bologne 1995,
p. 123), do not mention any names connected with the
monuments’ making. The sculptor Michel Colombe,
writing to Margaret of Austria in 1511, did have a sense
of their authorship but extending only to Master Claux
(whether Sluter or de Werve is not clear) and
‘Antoniet’, Antoine de la Moiturier (who worked on
the tomb of John the Fearless); document in Vitry (as
in n. 101), pp. 487–90; for Moiturier’s work see above,
n. 105.
227. A. Pinchart, ‘Jacques de Gerines batteur de
cuivre du XVe siècle et ses oeuvres’, Bulletin des
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Repurposing and re-imagining
We are left, however, with two connected questions. What happened to Marville’s
ﬁrst tomb; and, why was it rejected by Philip and Sluter in the early 1390s to start
afresh, when such time and expense had already been spent? The ﬁrst question is
harder to answer than the second; but we might note that other patrons
commissioned more than one tomb during their lifetime, starting again in their later
years, as plans or priorities changed, or as new craftsmen offering new possibilities
came to hand, yet the physical remnants do not survive and there is little evidence
for how or if they were repurposed. Most notable among these patrons is Jean de
Berry, who appears to have had a tomb well underway at Poitiers in 1383, which
was superseded by that for his Ste Chapelle in Bourges in the 1390s.228
In the case of Marville’s tomb, it seems likely that the carved Dinant blocks must
have been sold on, easily repurposed for another tomb, or perhaps carved up into the
small thin plaques for the facing for the sides of the chest in Sluter’s version: whatever
happened to them, there were not enough spare pieces available to the sculptor by 1403,
when he purchased extra black marble from a local merchant to
make the cross insets in the lower base (Figs 17–19).229 The large block of spolia is more
problematic, especially if it was carved into an effigy of theduke. Conceivably, it could
have been broken up and re-carved for certain elements in Sluter’s tomb. The arcades,
made of marble, are constructed of small enough sections that it would have been
possible to fashion several from an effigy-sized ﬁgure. This seems, however, an
indecorous, expensive waste of a fully carved and polished, life-sized image of the duke
in a prestigious material, and a more likely scenario is that the ﬁgure was re-used for
another project. What that might have been is returned to below as it depends on why
Marville’s tomb was abandoned in the ﬁrst place.
There is a more tangible possibility for the repurposing of another part of
Marville’s project on-site at Champmol. In 1426 a canopy, described as ‘the
tabernacle that monsieur the duke Philip, God pardon him, had had made a long time
ago’, and that ‘has been for a long time in the house of Claux, sculptor for monsieur
the [present] duke of Burgundy’, was installed in the church at Champmol to create,
effectively, a sacrament house behind the high altar.230 The operation was a major
one and involved disassembling the structure in Claux de Werve’s
commissionsroyalesd’art et d’archéologie, v, 1866, p.135;
C. Dehaisnes, Histoire de l’art dans la Flandre, l’Artois
et le Hainault avant le XVe siècle, Lille 1886, pp. 510–16;
idem, Documents (as in n. 21), ii, pp. 599, 604, 621–23,
661–62. Dom Plancher (as in n. 224), p. 88, mentions
Marville but does not realise he is a sculptor, nor does
he tie him to the making of the tomb, noting just that he
was a varlet de chambre sent by the duke to Dinant to
acquire the stone.
228. For the documentation concerning work on this
ﬁrst tomb see Champeaux and Gauchery (as in
n. 48), p. 34. For the second tomb in Bourges see M.
Reeves, ‘Nostre sépulture et derrenière maison’: A

Reconsideration of the Tomb of Jean de Berry for the
Sainte-Chapelle at Bourges, its Inception, Revision and
Reconstruction’, in Revisiting the Monument. Fifty
Years Since Panofsky’sTomb Sculpture, ed. A. Adams and
J. Barker, Courtauld Books Online 2016, pp. 201–25.
229. See above and n. 182.
230. ‘… le tabernacle que monseigneur le duc
Philippe, que dieu pardoint, ﬁst pieça faire, et lequel
tabernacle a esté longtemps en l’ostel de Claux tailleur
d’images pour monseigneur le duc de Bourgogne’:
ADCO, B11675, fols 3r–4 r; transcribed in Prochno,
Kartause (as in n. 5), p. 347.
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workshop, cleaning it, and reassembling it in the church as part of a twenty foot tall
pillar into which was set a statue of the Virgin and a pulley system to gain access to a
vessel with the reserved sacrament placed at the top under the tabernacle.231 The
structure seems to have been still in existence, if damaged, at the Revolution, when
Baudot described it as a ‘gothic pyramid of very ﬁne workmanship’, which was ‘in
three pieces placed one on the other, of which the last terminates in a point and was
accompanied by ﬁve small pyramids that had already been removed and which were
around the higher one’.232 It has been posited in the literature that this re-used structure
from the sculpture workshop was in fact the canopy made by Sluter to go over the
statue of the Virgin on the tympanum of the portal, but it seems strange, if so, why it
was not erected there either earlier or in 1426, if its original purpose was still live and
unfulﬁlled.233 The document does not state that the structure was made by Claux
(Sluter or de Werve), just that it had been in Claux’s studio for a long time.The pointed
and unusual reference to Philip’s agency in its creation also seems at odds with it being
a canopy over a portal statue, but is explicable if it was part of the duke’s ﬁrst tomb.
Moreover, if this ‘tabernacle’ was indeed part of Marville’s project, perhaps rearranged or adapted, it having languished in the workshop and then put to service for
a different use makes more sense, as its original purpose for the abandoned tomb was
long since obsolete. While its form is somewhat difficult to envisage clearly from
either the payment accounts or Baudot’s description, there are elements, notably a
central taller ‘pyramide’ in three parts, and several smaller ones set around it, that
sound more like a description of Margaret of Artois’s tomb tabernacle at St Denis
(Fig. 8) than that of a crowning element to a statue.234 Moreover, the term ‘pyramide
gothique’ that Baudot used for the structure and its parts at Champmol is also used
by Félibien in the early eighteenth century to
describe Margaret’s tabernacle;235 the repurposing of that structure over the high altar at
St Denis in the nineteenth century hints at how Marville’s might have been similarly
adapted in Dijon in the ﬁfteenth.
231. For the document and its discussion see Morand
(as in n. 4), pp. 318–19; Prochno, Kartause (as in n. 5),
pp. 70–77, 347–48; and Lindquist (as in n. 5), pp. 105,
119; though it is not transcribed in full in any of these.
The tall pillar might suggest something thin, but that is
not necessarily the case: it certainly was more
substantial than a column, as it had to ﬁt the statue
within it (‘ung pillier … en quoy est mis l’ymaige de
Notre Dame derriere le grant autel’), not on top of it,
as well as the window and pulley system within it. The
tabernacle then surmounted the eucharistic vessel, not
the statue.
232. Baudot describes a ‘pyramide gothique d’un
travail très délicat … en trois morceaux, places les uns
sur les autres, et dont la dernier se termine en pointe,
elle était accompagnée de cinq petites pyramides qu’on
avait déjà enlevées et qui était autour de la plus haute’:
Dijon, Bibliothèque municipale MS 2081, fols 167 and
228; transcribed in Prochno, Kartause (as in n. 5), pp.
70–71.

233. Goodgal-Salem, review of Morand (as in n. 18),
pp. 38–39, points to visual evidence of a canopy
installed over the Virgin on the portal at some point
prior to the modern replacement there now. It is also
odd, if it was the portal canopy that was erected inside
the church, that Baudot made no mention of the angels
or of the ﬂying buttresses (arcs boutants) that the
accounts describe.
234. Baudot indicates that these sections had been
removed from the object (see n. 232), which certainly
suggests that they are independent spires, and not the
type of thing one might ﬁnd on a canopy over a statue.
235. ‘Elle se ﬁt faire un tombeau de marbre orné d’un
ouvrage de pierre porté sur huit espéces de colomnes &
terminé par une pyramide de bois [sic] d’un travail
gothique assez singulier’: Dom Michel Félibien,
Histoire de l’abbaye royale de Saint-Denys en France,
Paris 1706, p. 281.
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Why Marville’s tomb was rejected by the duke is also speculative, but that it
was is perhaps not in fact surprising, given the extent to which Philip seems to have
authorised or requested major changes at Champmol to signiﬁcant projects that
were of personal interest to him in the early 1390s. These included the portal,
reworked and expanded from late 1390 onwards;236 and the ducal oratory, which
was radically rebuilt in 1392, in part to improve its light and view, perhaps into
the choir.237 It is also easy to envisage why Sluter would have encouraged or even
suggested such a plan regarding the tomb, given the attitude he demonstrated
towards his predecessor’s work on the portal, where, it seems, he strove to eliminate
all traces of Marville’s ﬁrst project. Sluter’s ambition, seen there and in the
monumental Great Cross, must have extended to the duke’s sepulchre, the most
important element of the whole complex. Nevertheless, starting from scratch on a
project of this scale when so much time and money had already been spent requires
further explanation, and a ducal, or Carthusian, imperative (or both). There must
have been aspects of Marville’s design that were now in some way problematic
for the duke or the monks, or, at the least, were visually, spiritually or politically
less satisfying or apposite.
One compelling, if elusive, possibility is that the ﬁrst tomb might have been
intended to accommodate not only the duke but also the duchess, Margaret of
Flanders. Margaret had been closely involved with Champmol in its initial stages: she
had laid the foundation stone, with her son John the Fearless, in 1384, and overseen
the consecration ceremony in 1388; between 1384 and 1391 she is recorded as
certifying payments and gifts relating to the monastery and its artisans, and her
presence was visualised throughout the complex in the form of her arms, devices and
initials, not to mention her life-size ﬁgure accompanying the duke on the portal
(Fig. 22).238 Moreover, in the foundation charter for the monastery, Margaret, along with
her father Louis de Mâle, her grandmother Margaret of Artois (of the tomb in St Denis,
Figs 8–9) and of course Philip himself, are the only speciﬁcally named beneﬁciaries of
the endowment and its prayers.239 In view of all this it seems
236. Goodgal-Salem, ‘Transformation du portail’ (as
in n. 29); also C. de Mérindol, ‘Nouvelle obser- vations
sur la symbolique royale à la ﬁn du Moyen Age: le
couple de saint Jean-Baptiste et de sainte Catherine au
portail de l’église de la chartreuse de Champmol’,
Bulletin de la Société Nationale des Antiquaries de
France, 1988, pp. 288–302, who argues that this was
done to include saints chosen to reassert the royal
authority he had temporarily lost between 1388 and
1392; but John the Baptist, who presents Philip, also
has strong Carthusian associations.
237. The payments for the remodelling of the oratory
in Dec. 1392 specify that they were ‘pour ce que le jour
et lumiere des dites fourmes nestoit pas si a laventaige
de la veue en la dite chapelle comme il y avoit besoing’:
ADCO, B11672, fol. 50r.
238. Margaret’s involvement at Champmol is often
overlooked, as has been effectively pointed out by
Lindquist (as in n. 5), pp. 7–11, who is the ﬁrst to really

address her role. For the payments and gifts certiﬁed by
Margaret see ibid., pp. 100–01. Her arms, with Philip’s,
appeared most prominently on the doors of the church,
in the tiles of the oratory ﬂoor, on the painted lymandes
that hung in the choir, on the brass columns around the
altar held by angels, in the stained glass of the parlour,
and on the retables by Jacques de Baerze and Melchior
Broderlam; her‘M’with Philip’s ‘P’ appeared with
equal frequency and can still be seen today below the
Virgin on the portal, and in the punched decoration of
the de Baerze and Broderlam retables; one of her
emblems, the marguerite daisy, is found on tiles
excavated from the church.
239. The foundation charter is discussed by Lindquist
(as in n. 5), p. 22. She points out that the naming of such
beneﬁciaries in major endowments was highly
selective; she also notes that while Philip named only
Margaret’s ancestors here, in his will of 1386 he
named his own royal parents, and not
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puzzling that the duchess was not interred at Champmol with the duke, but instead
in Lille with her father and mother.240 Philip’s will does not mention Margaret’s
burial plans, with him or without him, but the tradition at St Denis and elsewhere
was to bury the wives of rulers with their husbands.241 Indeed, the monument
commissioned by Jeanne de Boulogne at the Ste Chapelle in Dijon, posited above
as a model for Marville’s structure, was also a double tomb, including effigies of
the queen and her ﬁrst husband.242 It is tempting to assume then that, originally,
Philip and Margaret had the same plan: in that case, the ﬁrst tomb by Marville would
have included the duchess, and a change of mind concerning her burial precipitated
a new monument.
If this is what happened, initially an attempt to reconﬁgure a double tomb to
a single one might have been made, which would help to explain why Sluter
effectively did nothing on it for the ﬁrst eighteen months of his tenure, followed by
a burst of workshop activity in 1391;243 he may not have been completing a project,
but attempting to adapt it. Carving new angels and pleurants, as he was at this
period, would make sense here, as removing one effigy would require re-siting
the other and re-conﬁguring the area around its head, replacing canopies perhaps
with angels or carving new, larger ones; and though we cannot know what form
the pleurants on the ﬁrst tomb took, if they represented Philip and Margaret’s
ancestors, those relating to Margaret might have had to be replaced. When this
presumably proved unsatisfactory, which is not entirely surprising, work onthe
tomb project came to a complete halt, only to restart in 1397 using new materials
which had been purchased in the intervening years. An analogous pattern is seen
on the portal, where Sluter initially tried to adapt Marville’s project but then started
again from scratch.
Such an about-face concerning Margaret’s burial might have occurred for
several reasons. One factor that may have loomed large following the death of
Louis de Mâle in 1384 was the inheritance of Flanders, and the ongoing challenge
in the subsequent years of ruling the two geographically distant territories.244
Burial choices were potentially powerful statements, and Margaret opting for a tomb
with her father, and in the northern capital, Lille, asserted her ﬁlial relationship
Margaret’s, as beneﬁciaries from the foundation of
Champmol. This change may be signiﬁcant for the
development of his ideas about his burial and that of
his wife.
240. For Margaret’s burial and the issue of her choice
to bewith her father Louis de Mâle in Lille rather than
at Champmol see M. Gaude-Ferragu, ‘Les devotions
princières à la ﬁn du Moyen Âge: les testaments des
ducs de Bourgogne et de leur famille (1386–1477)’,
Revue du Nord, lxxxvi, 2004, pp. 7–23; 10–11; M.
Gaude-Ferragu, D’or et de cendres. La mort et les
funéraillesdes princes dans le royaume de France au bas
Moyen Âge, Paris 2005, pp. 73–75; and Lindquist (as in
n. 5), pp. 22–23. Margaret was interred immediately at
Lille on her death, at Arras, in 1405. Her tomb, a triple
monument with her father and mother, was not started

until the 1450s under Philip the Good (see above, n.
108). It does seem however that Louis de Mâle’s plans
for his tomb in Flanders, under construction in the
1370s, had not then included his daughter.
241. Gaude-Ferragu, D’or et de cendres (as in n. 240),
pp. 71–75, discusses this practice and the few
exceptions to it.
242. For this commission see above, n. 87.
243. See above, pp. 36–38.
244. For Philip and Margaret’s relationships with the
Flemish territories in the period 1384–89 see Vaughan,
Philip the Bold (as in n. 92), pp. 168–87.The possible
political motivation for Margaret’s choice of burial in
Flanders is discussed by Lindquist (as in n. 5), pp. 22–
23.
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to its last (male) ruler, showing ducal favour to the region while demonstrating
physically and visually the Burgundian claim on Flanders. Dividing their bodies by
removing her from Champmol effectively doubled the spiritual beneﬁts, as well as
the much-needed political ones.245
It is also possible that a change in plan may have been precipitated as much
by Carthusian concerns, both on the part of Philip and the monks, as by political
imperatives.There are indications that, in his later years, Philip increasingly aspired
to spiritual and actual acceptance as a Carthusian: he intended, apparently
genuinely, to become a brother at Champmol; he was buried in a Carthusian robe,
and was given full Carthusian rites and privileges on his death.246 A monument
that included his wife would have been at odds with this allusion to his Carthusian
status. In this regard it may also be signiﬁcant that the epitaph around the tomb as
eventually built detailed his parentage and his titles but made no mention of his
marriage, despite the territories that came to him through it.247 A tomb with the
duke alone, in splendid isolation, may then have seemed more appropriate, and
decorous, for the emphatically all-male environment of the Carthusian house, from
the prior’s point of view as well as the duke’s. Lay burial in charterhouses was not
unknown at this date but remained controversial, and prominent monuments for
women were certainly resisted; it was not until well into the ﬁfteenth century that
double tombs representing married couples appeared in Carthusian monasteries.248
Such considerations may simply not have come into play when Philip’s ﬁrst
monument was instigated in 1380: its eventual location was not necessarily
deﬁnitively chosen, and the duke’s Carthusian ambitions were perhaps as yet
undeveloped. The Chartreuse itself had yet to be built, the monks and the prior of
the order had yet to be appointed, and their power and role in what would be their
monastery yet to be established or exercised.
245. This point about division and its political
usefulness, allowing the couple to be present in both
their Flemish and Burgundian territories,is made by
both Gaude-Ferragu, D’or et de cendres (as in n. 240),
p. 73; and Lindquist (as in n. 5), p. 23.
246. For this see Nash, ‘Well of Moses’ (as in n. 19),
part III, pp. 740–41; Lindquist (as in n. 5), pp. 191,
200. The mention in the Champmol accounts of work on
a room ‘que l’on espère estre pour mondit seigneur’ is,
signiﬁcantly, ﬁrst made in May 1391; ADCO B11672, fol.
9r; Monget (as in n. 5), i, p. 222, but with errors and no
document reference. I am very grateful to Ann Adams for
her suggestions regarding Philip’s Carthusian ambitions
in relation to the restart.
She discusses Philip’s choice to be buried without
Margaret in these terms in ‘Funerary Monuments of
Burgundian Duchesses. Location, Representation and
Meaning’, MA dissertation, Courtauld Institute of Art
2010, pp. 12–15.
247. For the text of the epitaph, recorded by many
early modern observers, see Baron, Jugie and Lafay (as
in n. 3), p. 22. I thank Ann Adams for pointing this
absence out to me. It is likely that the content of the

epitaph followed Philip’s wishes, even if its precise
wording would only have been ﬁnalised after his death,
under the aegis of his son.
248. For a discussion of lay burial at Charterhouses,
its implications and resistance in the late medieval
period see J. Luxford, ‘The Space of the Tomb in
Carthusian Consciousness’, in Ritual and Space in the
Middle Ages, ed. F. Andrews, Donington 2011, pp.
259–81. While female burials did occur in charterhouses in the late 14th century, tombs including lay
women with their husbands only seem to have been
erected in charterhouses from the 1440s onwards. That
for John the Fearless and Margaret of Bavaria at
Champmol may well have been the ﬁrst.The initial
plans for John’s tomb when he was still alive make no
mention of the duchess, but by the time Philip the Good
came to undertake his father’s monument in the 1440s,
such concerns over the presence of a female effigy may
have been irrelevant for the duke, and less acute for
the monks, who were by then much more removed
from the ambit of ducal power, their inﬂuence over
such decisions evidently waning.
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Somewhere in all this the presence of a new and evidentially inﬂuential prior,
Jean de Vaulx, elected in April 1389, just as Sluter took over as head of the sculpture
workshop, may be of signiﬁcance.249 He was clearly a man of some authority: capable
and held in high esteem, he was sent on diplomatic missions to Boniface IX in Rome
by Charles VI in 1393 and to Avignon by Philip in 1395; shortly after he was
appointed he secured a ﬂurry of exceptional, large donations and endowments from
the duke for the monastery, and he was particularly closely involved in the furnishing
of the church, certifying some of the most expensive or signiﬁcant works for the
choir.250 We have already seen that he was called to Paris by the duke to discuss things
pertaining to the church at Champmol in the autumn of 1392, at precisely the time of
the planning of the new tomb.251 It seems plausible, then, that if a double tomb had
been formulated in 1380, it might only have subsequently become problematic, as the
duke’s identiﬁcation with the Carthusians evolved, and as their inﬂuence on their
monastery developed and their rules were asserted, perhaps by their new and clearly
active prior.252
While a change of plan regarding the presence of the duchess could certainly have
necessitated a restart, it must be acknowledged that there is no documentary evidence at
all that Philip’s ﬁrst tomb project included a second effigy. It is always called simply
the ‘sepulture de mondit seigneur’, or similar. Nor does the evidence of the supplies of
black and white marble under Marville give us enough precision about the size of the
blocks to tell if a double tomb was indeed being planned— though they also do not rule
it out, and the necessary scale of such a monument would also make more sense of how
much time and money was expended on the
249. Jean de Vaulx is discussed by Morand (as in n.
4), pp. 76–77 and 93, who sees his role in relation to the
Great Cross as of particular signiﬁcance; she also notes
that the ends of Sluter’s and de Vaulx’s tenures
coincided closely as well as their start (de Vaulx abdicated in Feb. 1404, and Sluter entered the monastery of
St Etienne in Apr. 1404). The role of the priors and the
Carthusians more generally in decision making at
Champmol is discussed by Lindquist (as in n. 5), esp.
pp. 101–04, although she does not explore the role of
Jean de Vaulx.
250. For his diplomatic missions see Monget (as in
n. 5), i, pp. 254, 388; the trip to Rome is mentioned in
his obituary (ibid., pièce justiﬁcative no. 7); the trip to
Avignon is ADCO, B1502, fol. 62r; he went with a
varlet and two horses for 65 days. For the donations
andendowments, see Monget, i, pp. 215–16 and pièces
justiﬁcatives nos 30, 34 and 35; these include 2,660
then 2,200 francs for the outﬁtting of the church and
other parts of the monastery in May 1391, locked in a
chest with three keys, one kept by de Vaulx, one by his
procurator, the other by the keeper of the Champmol
accounts Amiot Arnault; the prior also secured a raft of
substantial beneﬁces to the relatives of several of the
monks in 1390; and when money was slow to appear
he could clearly convince the duke to act (see ibid,
pièce justiﬁcative 34). Regarding his interest in the

works for the choir, de Vaulx certiﬁed, for example, the
purchase of the two large ivory tableaux from Berthiot
Heliot for 500 francs, the silver gilt crosses and
liturgical objects for the main altar, and elements
relating to de Baerze’s retables.
251. See above at n. 160. In addition, another
Carthusian, Dom Gui de Cuiseaux, was paid in May
1391 for expenses for a mission he had taken on behalf
of the duke to the head of the Carthusian order at the
Grand Chartreuse; see Monget (as in n. 5), i, pp. 229–
30. The documents give no reason for this trip. Could it
have been related to the issue of whether the ﬁrst
(double?) tomb of Philip the Bold was appropriate for
the choir of the church at Champmol?
252. The ﬁrst statement regarding the burial place of
the duke is in his will of Sep. 1386,ADCO B309;
transcribed partially in Monget (as in n. 5), i, pp. 89–
93; and Prochno, Kartause (as in n. 5), pp. 348–49. It is
possible that before this a location at the Ste-Chapelle
in Dijon had been envisaged, which was speciﬁed as
where his body should be interred if the church at the
Chartreuse was not yet ready when he died. The
documents concerning the making of the tomb only
refer to its destination as being the Chartreuse from
1395, the ﬁrst instance being the order for Sluter to go
to Dinant for the black marble.
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project.253 Moreover, if we compare the documentary record for Philip’s tomb with
the extensive accounts recording the making of John the Fearless’s, which included
his wife, Margaret of Bavaria, from the very start, it is notable that the vast majority
of the (many) routine entries refer to it simply as the tomb of the duke (‘le sepulture de feu Monseigneur le duc Jehan’), with no mention of the duchess.254 Indeed,
it is possible to postulate a scenario where, if John’s tomb had been lost, along with
a handful of the more exceptional documents like the contract and letters to the
duke about its progress (exactly what we lack for Philip’s ﬁrst project), we would
not easily be able to intimate from the written record alone that John’s had been
planned as a double tomb either.
Although there is nothing in the documentary record to attest that Margaret
ever intended to be buried at Champmol, the timing of her interest in the new
church is suggestive: her initial, relatively intense involvement with the project,
charted from its inception in 1384, declines sharply in 1389 and then stops rather
abruptly after February 1391, afterwhich point she is neveragain recorded certifying payments or gifts for the workers there, in any of the extensive documentation
coveringthe nextﬁfteenyears of its construction. 255 Thatthiscorrespondswith the
appointment of the new, proactive, prior and the year in which Marville’s old tomb
appears to have been reworked seems more than coincidental. It may be added
that if Margaret of Flanders had been included in the ﬁrst project, her involvement
would make particular sense of the suggestion above that her grandmother’s
atypical architectural tomb in St Denis (Fig. 8) might have served as a model.256
The hypothesis of a double tomb has one more important implication, regarding
what became of the marble effigy—or, in this scenario, effigies—from
Marville’s project. If there were indeed ﬁgures of both Philip and Margaret
going spare, then there is a clear if speculative possibility for their repurposing.
Between May and December 1393, when the decision to restart the new tomb had
deﬁnitively been taken, certain carved imageswere carted from Sluter’sworkshop
to Margaret of Flanders’s own, much favoured chateau of Germolles, and work
was undertaken by masons to construct bases for them.257 These appear to have
253. Forwhat we know about these blocks see above,
in the section ‘The First Tomb’, subsection Materials;
for the total amount of work on the ﬁrst tomb and its
cost see below, Appx I (documents) and Appx III
(a) (summary).
254. The payment accounts for the tomb of John the
Fearless are extensive, and even more scattered than
Philip’s as they are split between the archives in Lille
and Dijon, and concerned three sculptors over 60
years. They have never been fully published but the
most extensive extracts are in Quarré, Jean dela
Huerta (as in n. 44); Chabeuf, ‘Tombeau de Jean sans
Peur’ (as in n. 105); and Bertrand (as in n. 21), vol. iii.
255. Of the 19-odd mentions of Margaret certify- ing
works or gifts or co-opting artisans to the site, all but
two occur in the period 1383–89; those two

come from 1391 and relate to one mandement, made on
26 Feb. (new style). Margaret’s retreat from the
Champmol records coincides rather strikingly also with
the election of Jean de Vaulx in the spring of 1389.
Lindquist (as in n. 5), pp. 100–01, cites all of the
relevant documents but does not remark on the limited
chronology of Margaret’s activity and interest.
256. For this suggestion see above at p. 24.
257. Margaret had acquired Germolles in 1381, and
spent considerable resources embellishing it. See P.
Beck(dir.), Vie de cour en Bourgogne à la ﬁn du Moyen
Age. Le Chateau de Germolles, Saint-Cyr-sur-Loire
2002, pp. 19–32; the ﬁgures were sent to Germolles in
the same boxes previously used to transport the ﬁgure
of the duchess for the portal and other ﬁgures to
Champmol; ADCO, B11672, fol. 74 r-v; document in
Prochno, Kartause (as in n. 5), p. 320.
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been ﬁgures of the duke and the duchess, since three years later, in 1396, two such
statues were incorporated into a larger scene set in the courtyard, near the entrance
to the chapel there with the addition of an elm tree and sheep, all carved under
Sluter’s direction.258 A ﬁfteenth-century description of the repair and protection of
this ensemble describes it with a ‘cloison des chappiteaulx qui sont entour et
dessus les ymaiges’,259 which ﬁts with it having been created from effigies from the
abandoned tomb, along with the canopies that would have framed their heads, and
the ﬂanking architectural elements that may have accompanied them (perhaps,
indeed,Van Eram’s ‘chappitaulx’?), but provided with new bases to allow them to
stand.260 That the document for their repair details the polychromy of the bases and
elements of the canopies and coats of arms, but not any re-painting of the ﬁgures
themselves, supports the possibility that they were carved from white marble; their
prestige is evident from the protection of the ensemble by a gilded lead roof and
painted wooden shutters.261 As there is no indication from the workshop accounts
at all that either Marville or Sluter carved, at any point, two extraneous ﬁgures of
the duke and the duchess (including, contrary to what is often assumed, for
Marville’s ﬁrst version of the portal), it is highly tempting to see the redundant
tomb effigies as the centre of this admittedly strange, somewhat hotchpotch, but
grand ensemble.262
Whatever the case as far as Margaret’s burial plans were concerned, by the end
of 1391, the idea of a new tomb, rather than a reconﬁgured version of the existing
monument, could have started to appeal to the duke for a host of other reasons. In
the early 1390s, Philip was in a very different political and ﬁnancial position than
he had been a decade earlier. Not only had he inherited Flanders; by 1386 he had
married or arranged the marriages of all of his children, in alliances that saw him
increase his reach and inﬂuence across Europe into Bavaria, Austria, Brabant and
Limburg. Just as signiﬁcantly, in 1388 he had had the regency of France taken
away when Charles VI came of age and removed his uncles from power.263 The
258. The blocks for these were roughed out by the
mason Jean de Rigny; see ADCO, Liasse B382; Monget
(as in n. 5), i, p. 408. For the Germolles group see P. M.
de Winter, ‘Jean de Marville, Claus Sluter et les statues
de Philippe le Hardi et Marguerite de Flandre au château
de Germolles’, Actes du 101e congrès national des
sociétés savantes.Archéologie militaire. Pays du Nord.
Lille 1976, Paris 1978, pp. 215–32; and Morand (as in n.
4), pp. 370–74; Beck (as in n. 257), pp. 31, 114–16.
259. ADCO, B4807, fol. 69r; extracts transcribed in
Beck (as in n. 257), p. 114.
260. Tombs with larger architectural canopies, of the
type posited here as models for Philip’s ﬁrst project,
were routinely also set with such smaller
baldachinsframingtheheads of theeffigies(see above,
Fig. 5 and p. 23; they are documented on the Ste
Chapelle tomb of Jeanne de Bourgogne, and visible in
the engraving of the tomb of Innocent VI in the Acta
Sanctorum (for an illustration see Gardner, as in n. 57,
ﬁg. 203).

261. The payments in 1466–67 for the lead, 600
leaves of tin and 1,500 of gold for this,the pigments for
its repainting, and its new shutters to protect it from
wind and rain are in ADCO, B4807, fols 69–74.
262. De Winter (as in n. 258) postulates that the
scene at Germolles was created with rejected ﬁgures
carved by Marville for the portal; but there is no
indication anywhere in the accounts that the ‘ymaiges
de monseigneur et de madame’ for the portal were ever
carved (see n. 33 above). By contrast the extensive work
on the tomb and the spolia supplied for it show that, at
the least, a life-sized ﬁgure of the duke was available
for such repurposing, even if that of the duchess
remains speculative.
263. See Vaughan, Philip the Bold (as in n. 92), pp.
92–107. This is brought home by the fact that of the ten
titles Philip could claim on his death in 1404 and that
were cast in copper gilt letters around his ﬁnished tomb,
only one wasstrictly his in 1380, while ninewere
available to him by 1391.
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monument he had commissioned in March 1380, in his late thirties, before his
brothers Charles V and Louis of Anjou, and his father in law Louis de Mâle had
died,264 may well not have matched with these more evolved, extensive and complex
ambitions, particularly towards the throne of France and its control, but also
towards his earthly commemoration.While in 1380 it may have seemed appropriate
to choose a tomb type that emphasised the continuity betweenthe Capetian and
Valois rulers of Burgundy, and between Margaret’s family and his own, there was
now more need and presumably more desire to exert and visualise his many new
titles (the lengthy itemising of which may not have even ﬁtted on or around the
old tomb, even if it could have been adapted and re-inscribed), his reach and status,
and particularly his regal credentials. Sluter’s new design related in material and
formal terms to those of the Valois kings at St Denis, as has often been noted, but
it also outdid them in terms of scale and magniﬁcence, particularly in relation to
the expense and sheer audacity of the vast black marble block on which the effigy
sat, its monolithic form and mirror-like ﬁnish given visual precedence by the
absence of any architectural elements or inscriptions on its surface.
Although the decision to start a new tomb and its initial planning stages may
have happened before the seismic events in France in the summer of 1392 (most
notably the onset of Charles VI’s madness), by the autumn of that year, when
Sluter and the prior Jean de Vaulx were called to Paris and the design for the new
tomb was presumably approved, these events had changed the political landscape
and Philip had seized back the regency.This was, however, a more unstable position,
in a more heated political situation, with more powerful rivals for his hold on the
government of France, than that of the shared regency in the early 1380s during
Charles VI’s minority.265 In sum, by the end of 1392 a different type of tomb, that
could demonstrate his proximity to the throne through its materials and form, must
have seemed even more important, and he had a sculptor who was capable of
fulﬁlling a more ambitious and innovative brief.
Philip’s decision to reject the old tomb, rather than to adapt it in some manner,
must also have been a response to the evolving state of the monastery at Champmol
itself, and a realisation of how his monument would sit within it. In the autumn of
1391, what the duke could have seen on site might well have helped convince him
of the unsuitability of the tomb that Marville and his team had produced, whose
tall structure may have now seemed out of line with the scale, form and sightlines
of the choir and the other projects completed or underway. By that point the vaults
of the church had been polychromed and hung with the lymandes painted
with the ducal arms by Jean de Beaumetz;266 a large proportion of the windows
had been glazed;267 the massive brass lectern, the angels on columns surrounding
264. The formal instigation of the project and the
order to Marville to make a tomb can be dated to a year
earlier than previously thought: Mar. 1380, not Mar.
1381; see n. 9 above.
265. Vaughan, Philipthe Bold (as in n. 92), pp. 40–45.
266. For these see Prochno, Kartause (as in n. 5), pp.
47–51; and Lindquist (as in n. 5), p. 29; for their

materials, Nash, ‘Pour couleurs’ (as in n. 19), pp. 112–
13.
267. Supplied by the verrier Jehan de Thioys in
1388–89, as the lengthy list of payments enumerate;
documents in Prochno, Kartause (as in n. 5), pp. 229–
301, 303, 307–08.
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the high altar and ﬁve brass candlesticks were in place;268 as were the elaborate,
highly-praised wooden stalls by Jean de Liège.269 The retables by Jacques de Baerze
had just arrived; and, crucially, the duke would have been able to experience the view
from the ducal oratory both on ground level and on high, because the second storey
was not only ﬁnished but alterations had been undertaken or were planned with its
sightlines in mind.270 The spatial and visual relationship his monument could have to
all of this would now have been clear, and was presumably found wanting, perhaps
by the prior as well as the duke: the architecture of Marville’s tomb, if it did indeed
take a form like that proposed here, would have certainly limited the view of any
effigy underneath its canopy, particularly from the oratory
above, while its soaring architecture may also have obscured the view of the high altar
from other points in the church, and the view across the choir from either side of the
stalls.271 In the early 1380s when Marville planned his tomb, its setting and surroundings
could barely have been imagined; the foundation stone of Champmol yet to be laid;
indeed, its location there may not at that point have even been deﬁnitely settled.272
Understanding the making of Philip the Bold’s funerary monument as a tale
of two tombs changes much that has been taken for granted about this work. A
whole swathe of documents that were thought to relate to the surviving monument
are no longer relevant; anything before 1392 was for an earlier, entirely different
project. However, the new narrative in which Philip commissioned two tombs,
abandoning one in favour of another, opens up a range of possibilities for the wider
interpretation of both.While Marville’sproject, designed in the early 1380s, hasleft
no known visible trace, the documents allow some deductions concerning its form:
it seems plausible that it evoked connections with the spectacular monument to
his wife’s grandmother recently erected in St Denis, and to the earlier Burgundian
dynasty in the tombs at the Ste Chapelle in Dijon, and was perhaps inspired too
by Philip’s experiences in London and Avignon; it may, indeed, have also been a
double tomb that included his wife. By contrast, Sluter’s design, formulated in the
early 1390s, would rival or even surpass those of the French kings at St Denis,
speaking to the duke’s identity in life as regent of France and in death as a member
of the Carthusian order. It relied for its impact on surface, on beautifully worked
materials and limited colour, as well, of course, as on the innovative arcade with
268. Installed by 1389; for these see Prochno,
Kartause (as in n. 5), pp. 64–67, 71–73; Lindquist (as
in n. 5), pp. 33–36.
269. A gift of Feb. 1389 of 100 francs to Jean de
Liège for these states that they are made ‘plus belles et
de plus fort et soubtil ouvraige qu’il ne les devoit faire’;
see Lindquist (as in n. 5), pp. 91–93; document in
Prochno, Kartause (as in n. 5), p. 308.
270. See nn. 157 and 237 above.
271. Lindquist (as in n. 5), pp. 101–04, considers the
issue of the view of the tomb from above, and in the
choir, but only in relation of course to Sluter’s version.
Her suggestion that a canopy at the head of Philip’s
effigy, of the type found in Charles V’s tomb, was not

used here because it would have obstructed views to the
high altar or of the duke’s effigy from above, ignores the
fact that these ubiquitous, horizontal tomb canopies,
very different from the enclosing tall tabernacle
structure proposed here for Marville’s project, were
typically fairly low, and where they still exist they frame
but do not obscure the view of the effigy, particularly
from above. Moreover the actual position of Philip’s
ﬁnal tomb in the choir and its lower height, neither of
which are recognised in the literature, negate any visual
issue in relation to the high altar.
272. See above, n. 252.
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its procession of three-dimensional mourners moving through it.While Marville’s
tomb was conceived when the Chartreuse was barely in the planning stages, Sluter’s
was designed with Champmol a tangible reality, its surroundings and its audience
active participants in its formulation. In the tomb of Philip the Bold as ﬁnally
erected at Champmol, the question of Marville’s role is now irrelevant. The new
narrative leaves him without a single surviving documented work to his name, but
it highlights the importance of Jacques de Baerze as a designer of extraordinary
micro-architecture, and as a potential collaborator with Sluter.The mystery of the
perceived lack of productivity of Marville’s workshop is solved: he and his team
produced an entire monument, carved from substantial quantities of Tonnerre
stone, black Dinant marble and white marble spolia. The equally puzzling
conundrum of the apparent lack of progress on the tomb project after 1391, that
has led to the entrenched perception that Sluter—and the duke—showed no interest
in it from that time on, has also been resolved: they did not ignore it; on the contrary,
it was of such importance that they started again from scratch.
While the documentary record analysed here may be exceptional in certain
respects, its reassessment reveals how the archives, even of canonical and wellstudied monuments, are far from being exhausted or understood. A close, ﬁne and
slow reading of the extended evidence—from the carters to thetoolmakers, the
labourers to the polishers; considering prices, processes, materials, quantities,
scale, and distance; assessing language and phrasing, repetition and exceptions,
the crossings out and the marginal annotations—and setting all that against alert
material observation, can build to transform a history that was presumed to be well
established and uncontroversial, if in fact unconvincing. It underlines how
important it is to take a fresh look at a documentary record of this sort, asking
different questions of it, placing conﬁdence in the terminology used by the
experienced, knowledgeableand cautious gensdescomptes. It also underlineshow
valuable the testimonies of early modern historians can be: we should not presume
that they are necessarily unreliable or fanciful; they were, after all, often privy to
information no longer available to us. In putting the details of this record under
the microscope, as Warburg urged us to, we have gone some way, perhaps, towards
transforming‘microscopicobservation … intomicrocosmicvision’, as he believed
his method could.273 God is, indeed, in the detail.We just have to look very closely.

Courtauld Institute of Art

273. ‘… daß mikroskopisches Beobachten doch noch
einmal zu mikromischem Schauen führen werde’:
London, Warburg Institute Archive, III.57.4.1

(previously III.120.1); again I thank Claudia Wedepohl
for her assistance; for the English translation see Stimilli
(as in n. 1), p. 151.
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Appendices I–IV
Appendices I and II present all known documents that mention materials, tools, labour, transport
and gifts for the making of both tombs for Philip the Bold; they also include a handful of
documents that, because of their context, are likely or demonstrably associated with the project,
and on two occasions entries are included because their relevance is that the tomb is not
mentioned.The records are presented chronologically as far as possible while keeping them
grouped within the relevant account books. The transcriptions provided here are my own. All the
documents are in the Archives départementales de la Côte d’Or (ADCO) unless otherwise
mentioned. Most have also been published elsewhere, some in more than one place; in addition
to their archive references (column 1) I have included references to either their ﬁrst or the most
full and accurate previous publication. The dates (column 2) have all been adjusted to new
style.The names of the merchants, craftsmen and women (column 3) are given as they appear in
the documents with the exception of the ducal sculptors whose names have been standardised in
the literature. Next to this (column 4) is a summary of what was paid for: the amount of time
worked (days or weeks), or the goods provided.The rate, the money of account used and the
amount paid is given in columns 6 and 7. For reasons of space, my transcriptions (column 5)
exclude for the most part the elements found in columns 2–4 and 6–7, as well as the standard
preambles and closing elements for each entry, but anything of any substance regarding work or
goods provided is included.
Appendix III summarises the time and costs documented on each project. Here the sums have been
converted into one money of account ( francs, gros and derniers) to create totals for each year; in
years when the workshop accounts are listed as missing, the items recorded are those appearing in
the Receiver General or Champmol accounts.
Appendix IV presents three previously unpublished documentary records relating to the tomb.
Note on coinage
fr. = francs, gr. = gros, d. = derniers; and liv. = livres, s. = sous (these are livres tournois unless
speciﬁed otherwise); there are 12 gros in a franc, 20 dernier in a gros, 20 sous in a livre, 12 derniers
in a sous. At this period 1 franc = 1 livre tournois.
References to previous transcriptions: abbreviations
Dehaisnes = C. Dehaisnes, Documents et éxtraits divers concernant l’histoire de l’art dans la Flandre,
l’Artois et le Hainaut avant le XVe siècle, 3 vols, Lille 1886
Drouot = H. Drouot, ‘L’atelier de Dijon et l’exécution du tombeau de Philippe le Hardi’, Revue Belge
d’archéologie et d’histoire de l’art, ii, 1932, pp. 11–35
Lieberman = M. Lieberman, ‘Autour de l’iconographie gersonienne. Le tombeau de Philippe le
Hardi’, Romania, lxxxv, 1964, pp. 49–100
Nash 2005 = S. Nash, ‘Claus Sluter’s “Well of Moses” for the Chartreuse de Champmol
Reconsidered’, part I, Burlington Magazine, cxlvii, 2005, pp. 798–809
Monget = C. Monget, La Chartreuse de Dijon d’après les documents des archives de Bourgogne, 3
vols, Montreuil-sur-Mer 1898–1905
Prost = B. Prost, Inventaire mobiliers et extraits des comptes des ducs de Bourgogne de la maison de
Valois 1363–1477, i–ii, Philippe le Hardi, Paris 1908–13
Quarré = P. Quarré, Claux de Werve et la sculpture bourguignonne dans la premier tiers du XVe
siècle, exhib. cat., Dijon 1976
Roggen 1934, 1937 = D. Roggen, ‘Hennequin de Marville en zijn atelier te Dijon’, Gentsche
Bijdragen tot de Kunstgeschiedenis, i, 1934, pp. 173–205; and ‘De Rekeningen betreffende het
Atelier van Klaas Sluter’, ibid., i, 1937, pp. 151–71
Citation principles
All abbreviations are expanded; accents are only added where they clarify meaning. Editorial notes
are given in italics and enclosed within square brackets.
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Appendix I
The ﬁrst tomb of Philip the Bold: documentary record
Document

Date (n.s.)

Paid to

Summary

New transcription of relevant passage

cost units

cost total

Collection Bourgogne, copy of extracts from Receiver General accounts for 1380
(1) Paris, BnF 29 Mar.
MS Bourgogne 1380
26, fol. 237 r
(Prost, ii, pp.
101–02)

Jean de
Marville

given leave to
hire assistants,
tools and other
things
necessary to
make a tomb
of ‘alabaster’

Marreville, Jean de, ymagier et valet de
chambre du duc de Bourgogne mon dit
seigneur le chargera de faire une sepulture
d’abastre pour luy a Dijon. Et comme il
n’auroit pu la faire seul et sans aydes, par
lettres de Meleun, 29 mars 1380,
Monditseigneur mande à Nicolas de
Fontenoy, son conseiller et gouverneur de
ses ﬁnances, de luy faire donner argent pour
les ouvriers qu’il occupera, tellement qu’ils
soient satisfaits chaque semaine de leur
salaire, et luy ordonne de plus de leur faire
donner pour cela les outils et autres choses
nécessaires à cet ouvrage

not
recorded

Autun Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov. 1383 to 31 Oct. 1384, Gervais Daire
(2) B2294, fol.
30v (see Appx
IV, doc. 1a)

mandement
8 Jun. 1383
certﬁed 15
Nov. 1383

Jean de
Marville

payment for
large block of
marble spolia

pour acheter une grande pierre d’albastre
bonne et ﬁne que l’on dit estre emmener a
Ostun de laquelle l’on peut avoir bon
marchie la quelle mondit seigneur a
entencion de avoir et faire traire pour mener
à Dijon pour faire sa sepulture

40 fr.

(3) B2294, fol.
30v (see Appx
IV, doc. 1b)

certiﬁed 23
Oct. 1385

Boisserant,
ouvrier de
bras

for ﬁnding the
block and
digging it out
of the ground

pour croter oster terre et cercher pour
trouver ladite pierre

45 fr. 3 gr.

Accounts of the Receiver General, 1 Jun. 1383 to 1 Jun. 1384, Amiot Arnaut
(4) B1461, fol.
160r
(Dehaisnes, ii,
p. 599)

mandement Jean de
11 Feb. 1384 Marville

salaries for
assistants for
making a
wooden
tabernacle
structure
(model for
tomb?)

A Jehan de Marville, ouvrier et vallet de
chambre de monseigneur en déduction de
plus grant somme en quoy mon dit seigneur
povoit estre tenuz a lui pour salaires de
plusieurs ouvriers qu’il a tenus en certaines
besoingnes, c’est assavoir un tabernacle de
boiz, ymaigez et estoffez qu’il a faiz a ses
despens de son mestier pour mon dit
seigneur paie a lui par mandement de mon
dit seigneur et quittance donne xi de fevrier
ccciiiixx et iii

100 fr.

Accounts of the Receiver General, 1 Jun. to 1384 to 1 Jun. 1385, Amiot Arnaut
(5) B1463, fol.
32 r (Monget, i,
p. 69)

mandement
10 Apr and
18 Apr 1385

Jean de
Marville

for going to
Dinant to
purchase
blocks and
transporting
them to Dijon

A Jehan de Manreville, ouvrier et vallet de
chambre de monseigneur ordonné par
mondit seigneur aler a Dynan et illec
acheter une grant et plusieurs petites
tombes de pierre dudit Dynant, pour mettre
sur le sépulcre de monseigneur. Auquel
Jehan mon dit seigneur a voulu estre baillieé
et délivré sur les fraiz et missions que en ce
conviendra faire, tant pour l’achat des dites /

340 fr.
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Accounts of the Receiver General, 1 Jun. to 1384 to 1 Jun. 1385, Amiot Arnaut (continued)
(5, continued)

tombes, comme pour aler audit lieu de
Dynant, et mener d’illec à Dijon les dites
tombes iiic xl frans dont il sera tenuz de
rendre comte si comme il appert par
mandement de mon dit seigneur fait sur ce
donne a Arras x d’avril après pasques
ccciiiixx et v. Pour ce par le dit mandement
et quittance du dit Jehan donnée xviii d’avril
ou dit an

Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov 1384 to 31 Oct. 1385, Jean d’Auxonne
(6) B4426, fols 1 Nov. 1384
to 31 Oct.
28 v–29 r
(Dehaisnes, ii, 1385
pp. 622–23)

Jean de
Marville

365 days, for
him, varlet
ouvrier, varlet
and a horse

A Jean de Manreville retenu par mons, son
varlet de chambre et son ouvrier pour
ouvrer de son mestier pour mondit seigneur
a dijon et ailleurs avec lui un varlet ouvrier
et un autre varlet et i chevaul … A lui pour
les despans et salaire de plusieurs ouvriers
qui ont ouvré en la sepulture et besoingne
de mon dit seigneur depuis le premier jour
de novembre mil cciiiixx et iiii jusques au
dernier jour d’octobre apres ensuivant …

8 gr. per day 243 fr. 6 s. 8
(4 fr. 8 gr.
d.
per week)

(7) B4426, fol. 1 Nov. 1384
29 r (Dehaisnes, to 31 Oct.
ii, p. 623)
1385

Philippot
Vanerem

52 weeks

A lui pour les despans et selaire de Philipot
Vaneram … quil a ouvré en la dicte
sepulture et le besoingne de mon dit seigneur
…

2 fr. per
week

104 fr.

(8) B4426, fol. 1 Mar. 1385
29 r (Dehaisnes, to 31 Oct.
ii, p. 623)
1385

Claus Sluter 33 weeks

A lui pour les despans et selaire de Claux
Celoistre … quil a ouvré en la dicte
sepulture et besoingne…

2 fr. per
week

66 fr.

(9) B4426, fol. 17 Apr. 1385 Gillequin
Tailleleu
29 r (Dehaisnes, to 20 Sep.
ii, p. 623)
1385

22 weeks

A lui pour le selaire et despans de Gillequin
Tailleleu…quil a ouvré en ladicte sepulture et
besoingne de mon dit seigneur…

2 fr. per
week

44 fr.

(10) B4426,
fol. 29 r
(Dehaisnes, ii,
p. 623)
(11) B4426,fol.
29 r-v
(Dehaisnes, ii,
p. 623)

17 Apr. 1385 Tassin, son
of Gillequin
to 20 Sep.
1385

22 weeks

A lui pour le selaire et despans de Tassin ﬁlz
duduit Gillequin … quil a ouvré en ladicte
sepulture et besoingne …

10 gr. per
week

18 fr. 4 gr.

16 Apr. 1385 Liefvin de
Hane
to 31 Oct.
1385

28 weeks

A lui pour le selaire et despans de Liefvin
de Hane … quil a ouvré en la dicte sepulture
et besoingne …

2 fr. per
week

56 fr.

(12) B4426,
fol. 29 v
(Dehaisnes, ii,
p. 623)

Mant,
16th Apr to
31 Oct. 1385 brother of
Lefvin

28 weeks

A lui pour le selaire et despans de Mant,
frère dudit Liefvin … quil a ouvré en la
sepulture et besoingne …

10 gr. per
week

23 fr. 8 gr.

(13, 14) B4426,
fol. 29 v
(Dehaisnes, ii,
p. 623)

23 May 1385 Hennequin
Vauclaire
to 31 Oct.
and his
1385
brother
Therrion

23 weeks each
(46 weeks
total)

A lui pour le selaire de despans de
Hennequin Vanclaire et de Therrion son
frére, qui ont ouvré continuelment en la
dicte sepulture et besoingne de mon dit
signeur …

15 gr. per
week each

57·5 fr.
(for both)
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Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov 1384 to 31 Oct. 1385, Jean d’Auxonne (continued)
(15) B4426,
fol. 29 v
(Dehaisnes, ii,
p. 623)

17 Aug. 1385 Thomassin,
dit Larmite
to 31 Oct.
1385

10 weeks

A lui pour le selaire et despanse de
Thomassin dit Larmite de x sepmaines quil
a ouvré continuelement en ladicte sepulture
et besoingnes de mondit seigneur …

1.5 fr. per
week

15 fr.

(16) B4426,
fol. 29 v
(Dehaisnes, ii,
p. 623)

2 Sep. 1385
to 31 Oct.
1385

Hennequin
Stienne
Bonclaire

8 weeks

A lui pour le salaire et despans de
Hennequin Stienne Bonclaire…quil a ouvré
en la dicte sepulchre et besoingne …

10 gr. per
week

6 fr. 8 gr.

(17) B4426,
fol. 42 r
(Dehaisnes, ii,
p. 623)

22 Dec.
1385
(quittance,
Marville)

Henry de
Langres,
serrurier

ironwork and
locks for ﬁve
chests to store
the ‘alabaster’,
nails for the
windows and
shutters in the
new spaces in
Marville’s
house to make
work areas for
his assistants

… pour la ferrure garnie de fraictiz et de
serrures de fer par luy faites et mises en v
arches lesquelles sont en l’ouvroir de Jehan
de Marville … pour mectre et garder des
pierres d’alebastre de la sepulture et
besoigne qu’il fait pour mon dit signeur …
Item pour un cent et demi de grans cloux
noirs pour clouer les paumelles de fer des
fenestres et huisseries des loiges que l’on a
faictes de nouvel en la maison où demeure
le dit Jehan de Marville à Dijon, pour faire
ouvreurs pour les ouvriers dudit Jehan qui
ouvrent en la dite sepulture et besoigne … et
pour iiii peulx demangés pour recouvrier les
souffloix de la forge dudit Marville qui
avoient esté mangiés de raz

4 fr. 4 gr. 17
d.

(18) B4426,
fol. 53 r-v
(Prost, ii, p.
253)

work done
in Aug. and
Oct. 1385,
certiﬁed 13
Dec. 1385

Jehan de
Gray,
coutellier

21 days making
tools (points
and chisels),
and for
charcoal for
tempering steel
for them and
for iron

.. tant a faire outilz pour Jehan de Marville
ouvrier et varlet de chambre de
monseigneur le duc et pour ses ouvriers
pour ouvrer en la sepulture et besoingne
qu’il fait pour mon dit seigneur come pour
conreer acier pour les diz utils chascune
journée au pris de ii gros i quart vaillent iii
francs xi gros v d t. Item pour forge et pour
l’aide dicelle et pour charbon pour onreer le
dit accier xxi gros v d t Item pour v livres et
demie de fer par lui baillées et mises en la
façon de x grans pieces de utilz c’est
assavoir poinssons et ciseaulx chascune livre
au pris de viii d t vaillent ii gros iiii d t. Item
pour le lorier de la forge ou il a fait lesdits x
grans pieces de utilz et pour charbon ii gros
…

6 fr. 14 d.

(19) B4426,
fol. 53v
(Drouot, p. 28
no. 7)

certiﬁed 9
Dec. 1385

Estienne
L’archier

5 wooden
chests, 3 made
of beech and 2
of oak for
storing the
blocks of
‘alabaster’

… pour v arches, c’est assavoir iii de foul et
ii de chasne par lui vandues et delivrées à
Jehan de Marville ouvrier et varlet de
chambre de monseigneur pour mectre et
garder les pierres d’alebastre de la sepulture
et besoingne qu’il fait pour mon dit seigneur
…

6·5 fr.
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Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov 1384 to 31 Oct. 1385, Jean d’Auxonne (continued)
(20) B4426,
fol. 53 v (Prost,
ii, p. 253)

Aug. to Sep.
1385,
certiﬁed 13
Dec. 1385

Guillaume
le Galoiz,
ouvrier de
bras
demourant
à Dijon

66 days
cuttting
‘alabaster’ and
stone (41 days
Guillaume, 25
days varlet)

…pour lui et son varlet.. tant pour aider a
sier l’alebastre et pierre pour la sepulture et
besoigne de monsigneur le duc comme pour
faire grief de perre pour mettre au sier le dit
alebastre … Et pour xxv journee de son
varlet faites avec lui ou dit terme pour aider
a sier le dit alebastre et pierre …

1 gr. per day 4 fr. 15 d.
(0·5 fr.) for
Guille and
15 d. per
day (4·5 gr.
per week)
for assistant

(21) B4426,
fols 53 v–54 r
(Prost, ii, p.
254)

certiﬁed 29
Jun. 1385

Martin le
charreton
and Penisse
Flouant de
Dole

50 aunes of
cloth to cover
the alabaster to
protect it from
ﬂies

C’est assavoir audit Martin pour xx aulnes
de toille ii fr. et i gros demi et au dit Penisse
pour xxx aulnes de toilles ii fr. xi gros la
quelle toille il ont vandués et delivrées à
Jehan de Marville ourvrier et varlet de
chambre de monseigneur le duc de
Bourgogne pour couvrir les pierres
d’alebastre de la sepulture et besoingne qu’il
fait pour mon dit seigneur, affin que les
mouches ne gastent le dit alebastre …

5 fr. 10 d.

(22) B4426,
fol. 54r
(Drouot, p. 26,
no. 1)

quittance
Saturday
after All
Saints 1384
(6 Nov.)

Philipot
Jacquot,
mason from
Troyes;
Jehan
Vacherie,
mason; and
Pierre, his
journeyman

quarrying,
moving and
squaring off 3
large and 7
smaller blocks
of stone in
Tonnerre that
has been
delivered to
Marville

A Philipot Jacquot masson de Troies que
5 fr. 7 gr.
stone 9 fr.
deuz lui estoit c’est assavoir pour iii
quartherons de pierres de Tonneurre de vii
8 gr. labour
piez ou environ de lonc et de large entre iii
ou ii piez iii frans ix gros et pour vii autres
pierres petites dudit lieu xxii gros viez
d’argent, pour le loaige de iiii chevaulx pour
v jours pour chascun jour xxxv deniers
tournois qui vaillent ii ﬂorins xi gros, et
pour les varles qui chargerent amenerent les
pierres dessus dites et esquarreront. Item
pour Jehan Vacherie et pour Pierre son
compaignon, massons, pour aider à chargier
et tailler les dictes pierres pour ii journees
chascun ii gros demie ensamble leurs
despens et furent vii charretons avec le dit
Philipot à chargier les dits pierres pour une
journee et pour les despans faiz a
Tourneurre pour iii jours iiii frans v solz
v d t. Item pour certains despans faiz le
dymanche devant la toussains de lan present,
vii gros. Item le dit jour pour despans faiz a
Painbelin le soir xiii gros demi. Item au
retour dudit lieu de Tonneurre audit pont v
gros, item au retour pour certains despans le
soir iiii gros demie. Et lesquelles pierres ont
este baillées a Jehan de Marville ouvrier et
varlet de chambre de mondit seigneur pour
mettre et convertir en la tombe et besoingne
qui fait pour monseigneur …

15 fr. 3 gr. 1
qrt

(23) B4426,
fol. 54 r (Prost,
ii, p. 254)

quittance
Saturday
after All
Saints 1384
(6 Nov.)

Philipot
Jacquot

3 more blocks
of Tonnerre
stone that have
been delivered
to Marville

A lui pour iii pierres de tourneurre chascune
de sept piez de lonc et iii piez de large
lesquelles ont esté bailiées à Jehan de
Marville ouvrier et varlet de chambre de
mon dit seigneur pour mectre et convertir

4·5 fr.
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Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov 1384 to 31 Oct. 1385, Jean d’Auxonne (continued)
(23, continued)
(24) B4426,
fol. 54 r-v
(Prost, ii, pp.
254–55)

en la tombe et besoingne qu’il fait pour
mon dit signeur …
certiﬁed 13
Dec 1384

Othenin
Vandeneaul
demourant
à Dijon

for 6 carts each
with 5 horses
for carting the
stone from
Tonnerre to
Dijon

… pour le charroy et voiture de six chars
chascun a v chavaulx qui ont charroier et
mener de tonneurre a dijon certain quantité
de pierre de faire certains ymaiges ou autres
choses et besoingnes que Jehan de Marville
ouvrier et varlet de chambre de monseigneur
le duc doit faire pour ycelli monseigneur …

20·5 fr.

Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov 1385 to 31 Oct. 1386 – missing
Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov 1386 to 31 Oct. 1387, Jean d’Auxonne
(25) B4429,
fol. 23r
(Roggen 1934,
p. 198)

1 Nov. 1386
to 28 Feb.
1387

(26) B4429,
fol. 23r
(Roggen 1934,
p. 198)

Jean de
Marville

365 days, for
him, varlet
ouvrier, varlet
and a horse

Jean de
Marville, to
his workers

[in the margin] Ouvraige par Jehan de
Manreville pour la sepulture de
Monseigneur. A lui pour ses diz gages …
ouquel temps a iiic lxv jours quil a affermé
en sa leautel avoir vacquer en la sepulture et
besoingne de mondit seigneur …

8 gr. per day 243 fr. 4 gr.

A lui pour ses despense et salaires de
plusieurs ouvriers qui ont ouvré en la
sepulture et besoigne de mon dit seigneur …
si comme il appert par les parties escriptes
en ii roles de parchemin, certiffication et
quittance dudit Marville escriptes en yceulx
…

(27) B4429,
fol. 23v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 198)

1 Nov. 1386
to 28 Feb.
1387

Philipot
Vaneram

17 weeks

… quil a ouvré en la dicte sepulture et
besoingne de mon dit seigneur

2 fr. per
week

34 fr.

(28) B4429,
fol. 23v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 198)

1 Nov. 1386
to 28 Feb.
1387

Claux de
Celestre
(Sluter)

17 weeks

… quil a ouvré en ladicte sepulture et
besoigne dudit monseigneur …

2 fr. per
week

34 fr.

(29) B4429,
fol. 23v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 199)

1 Nov. 1386
to 28 Feb.
1387

Gillequin
Tailleleu

17 weeks

… quil a ouvré en la sepulture et besoigne
dudit monseigneur …

2 fr. per
week

34 fr.

(30) B4429,
fol. 23v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 199)

1 Nov. 1386
to 28 Feb.
1387

Tassin, ﬁls
17 weeks
de Gillequin

… quil a ouvré en la dicte sepulture et
besoigne …

1 fr. per
week

17 fr.

(31) B4429,
fol. 23v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 199)

1 Nov. 1386
to 28 Feb.
1387

Thomassin
le Fevre

… quil a ouvré en la dicte sepulture et
besoigne …

1·5 fr. per
week

25 fr.

(32, 33) B4429,
fol. 23v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 199)

1 Nov. 1386
to 28 Feb.
1387

Jehanin
17 weeks each
Vausoire
(34 weeks
(Hennequin total)
Vauclaire) et
Therion son
frere

… qui ont ouvré en la dicte sepulture et
besoigne …

15 gr. per
week each

42·5 fr.

17 weeks
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Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov 1386 to 31 Oct. 1387, Jean d’Auxonne (continued)
(34) B4429,
fols 23v–24r
(Roggen 1934,
p. 199)

1 Nov. 1386
to 28 Feb.
1387

Mant de
Hane

17 weeks

… quil a ouvré en la dicte sepulture et
besoingne …

1 fr. per
week

17 fr.

(35) B4429,
fol. 24r
(Roggen 1934,
p. 199)

1 Nov. 1386
to 28 Feb.
1387

Hennequin
Stienne
Bonclaire

17 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture et
besoingne …

1 fr. per
week

17 fr.

(36) B4429,
fol. 24r
(Roggen 1934,
p. 199)

between
Nov. 1386
and Oct.
1387

Hennequin
de
Broussaille

10 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture et
besoigne dudit monseigneur …

1 fr. per
week

10 fr.

(37) B4429,
fol. 24r
(Roggen 1934,
p. 199)

1 Nov. 1386
to 28 Feb.
1387

Gillet
Boubet

17 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré es dictes sepulture et
besoingne …

1 fr. per
week

17 fr.

(38) B4429,
fol. 24r
(Roggen 1934,
p. 199)

1 Nov. 1386
to 28 Feb.
1387

Francequin 17 weeks
Vanbusegem

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture et
besoigne dudit monseigneur …

1 fr. per
week

17 fr.

(39) B4429,
fol. 24r
(Roggen 1934,
p. 199)

14 Jan. 1387
to 25 Feb.
1387

Jehan de
Senaque

6 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture et
besoigne …

1 fr. per
week

6 fr.

(40) B4429,
fol. 24r
(Roggen 1934,
p. 199)

1 Mar. 1387
to 9 Sep.
1387

Phelippot
Vaneram

27 weeks

… quil a ouvré en la dicte sepulture et
besoigne de mon dit seigneur …

2 fr. per
week

54 fr.

(41) B4429,
fol. 24r
(Roggen 1934,
pp. 199–200)

1 Mar. 1387
to 31 Oct.
1387

Claux de
Celoistre
(Sluter)

35 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture et
besoingne dudit mons …

2 fr. per
week

70 fr.

(42) B4429,
fol. 24r
(Roggen 1934,
p. 200)

1 Mar. 1387
to 31 Oct.
1387

Gillequin
Tailleleu

35 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture et
besoigne dudit monseigneur le duc avec les
autres ouvriers dudit Jehan de Marville …

2 fr. per
week

70 fr.

(43) B4429,
fol. 24r
(Roggen 1934,
p. 200)

1 Mar. 1387
to 31 Oct.
1387

Tassin
Tailleleu

35 weeks

… a ouvré en la dicte sepulture et besoingne
…

1 fr. per
week

35 fr.

(44) B4429,
fol. 24v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 200)

1 Mar. 1387
to 31 Oct.
1387

Thomassin
le Fevre

35 weeks

… quil a ouvré en la dite sepulture et
besoigne de monseigneur …

18 gr. per
week

52·5 fr.

(45) B4429,
fol. 24v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 200)

1 Mar. 1387
to 31 Oct.
1387

Therrion
Vaussoire

35 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulcre et
besoigne …

15 gr. per
week

43 fr. 9 gr.
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Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov 1386 to 31 Oct. 1387, Jean d’Auxonne (continued)
(46) B4429,
fol. 24v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 200)

1 Mar. 1387
to 14 Apr.
1387

Jehanin
Vaussoire

6 weeks 3 days

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture et
besoingne …

15 gr. per
week

8 fr. 0·5 gr.

(47) B4429,
fol. 24v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 200)

1 Mar. 1387
to 31 Oct.
1387

Mant de
Hane

35 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture et
besoingne …

1 fr. per
week

35 fr.

(48) B4429,
fol. 24v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 200)

1 Mar. 1387
to 14 Oct.
1387

Hennequin
Steinne
Bonclaire

32 weeks 4
days

… qu’il a ouvré en ladicte sepulture et
besoingne de mon dit seigneur …

1 fr. per
week

32 fr. 6 gr.
3 qrts

(49) B4429,
fol. 24v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 200)

1 Mar. 1387
to 31 Oct.
1387

Gillet
Boubet

35 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en ladicte sepulture et
besoigne de mon dit seigneur …

1 fr. per
week

35 fr.

(50) B4429,
fol. 24v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 200)

between 1
Mar. and 31
Oct. 1387

Hennequin
de
Broussaille

14 weeks

..qu’il a ouvré en ladicte sepulture et
besoigne de mon dit seigneur…

1 fr. per
week

14 fr.

(51) B4429,
fol. 24v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 200)

28 Aug.
1386 to 18
May 1387

Claux de
Haine,
tailleur
d’images

185 days (30
weeks
5 days)

A Claux de Haine ouvrier et tailleur
d’images le quel mon dit seigneur a ordonné
pour ouvrer de son mestier pour ses gaiges
qui sont de vi gros par jour c’est assavoir
pour ixxx et v jours qu’il a vacqué et ouvré
en la dicte sepulture et besoingne de mon
dit seigneur par lordinance dudit Jehan de
Marville

6 gr. per day
(3.5 fr. per
week)

92.5 fr.

(52) B4429,
fol. 25 r (Prost,
ii, p. 464)

between 1
Nov. 1386
and 31 Oct.
1387
certiﬁed 12
Dec. 1387

Guillaume
le Galoiz,
ouvrier de
bras, and his
compaignon

247 days (224
for Guillaume
and 23 for his
assistant),
cutting
‘alabaster’ and
other stone,
polishing
‘alabaster’

… pour lui et son compaignon … quil ont
vacquer tant à soyer aulebastre et autre
pierre pour la sepulture et besoingne de
mon dit seigneur, gresser et polir le dit
alebastre comme pour faire grief pour
mectre à syer ycellui …

1 gr. per day 20 fr. 7 gr.
(0.5 fr. per
week) for
both
Gauloiz and
journeyman

(53) B4429,
fol. 25 r (Prost,
ii, p. 464)

certiﬁcation
17 Dec.
1387

Jehan
Bourgois,
maceon

2 cartloads of
plaster, to join
and ﬁx
together ﬁrmly
the large pieces
of ‘alabaster’

… pour le voituraige et forestaige de deux
chers chargiés de plastre en pierre et
covenez de la plastière de Disise à Dijon, en
la maison dudit Marville pour sceller et faire
tenir sur les grans pieces de pierre
l’alebastre que le dit Marville et ses ouvriers
ouvrent et taillent pour la sepulture et
besoingne de mon dit seigneur

8 fr.

(54) B4429,
fol. 25 r (Prost,
ii, p. 464)

certiﬁcation
14 Dec.
1387

Perrenot de
Nuys,
sarreurier

metalwork,
locks, keys and
‘bandes’ for
chests to store
maconnerie of
the tomb

… pour la ferrure de iii arches et pour iii
serrures de fer garnies de clerfs mises en
ycelles dont il y a ii des dictes arches à
faulces bandes sur les jonaulx et l’autre
garnie de 2 fraictis, et la serrure d’icelle
garnie de sa bandede fer pour mectre et /

4 fr.
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Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov 1386 to 31 Oct. 1387, Jean d’Auxonne (continued)
garder en ycelle arche la maçonnerie de la
sepulture de mon dit seigneur. Et pour ii
sies par lui faites et délivrées audit Marville
pour sier alebastre pour ladicte sepulture …

(54, continued)

(55) B4429,
fol. 25 r (Prost,
ii, p. 465)

certiﬁcation
12 Dec.
1387

Thevenin
Jolie, fevre

for iron to
forge tools for
Marville and
his workers

… pour und enclinne de fer toute nuefue
pour mectre en la forge de l’ouvroir dudit
Jehan de Marville pour forger les utilz de lui
et de ses ouvriers qui oeuvrent en la
sepulture et besoigne de mon dit seigneur
comme pour refaire et racerer les marteaulx
et tenailles dudit Jehan et ses ouvriers pour
forger leurs utils pour ce paie a lui par la
quittance dudit Marville

4·5 fr.

(56) B4429,
fol. 25 r-v
(Prost, ii, p.
465)

between 3
Apr. 1387
and 31 Oct.
1387
certiﬁcation
12 Dec.
1387

Jehan de
Gray,
coustellier

for forging
steel, providing
charcoal,
wood, making
and supplying
tools

… tant au faire utilz pour ledit Marville
comme pour ouvrer acier à la forge et au
charbon dudit Jehan pour faire les diz utilz
au pris de ii gros i quart la journée vaillent
ix frans et pour ic et demi de manches de
bois par lui livrées pour emmanchier les
fourmeurs et autre fers dudit Jehan pour
ouvrer en la dicte sepulture vi gros. Et pour
ii petites scies a main quatre lames vi gros

10 fr.

(57) B4429,
fol. 25 v (Prost,
ii, p. 465)

certiﬁed
Marville 14
Dec. 1387

Estienne
Guibert,
archier, and
Jehan le
Pariset, his
journeyman

23 days, for
making a chest,
a tressel table
and other
things for a
trial assembly
of the tomb
parts

A Estienne Guibert archier tant en son nom
comme pour Jehan le Pariset archier son
compaignon qui dehuz leur estoient pour
xxiii journes par eulx faites tant pour faire
une table et une paire de tracteaulx pour
assembler et joindre sur ycelle la maconnier
de la dicte sepulture comme pour faire i
grant coffre en la maniere et du grant que la
dicte sepulture sera et une paire de longs
tracteaulx pour mettre sur yceulx le dit
coffre chascune journée au pris de ii gros
demi et pour faire plusieurs autres choses
contenues en la quittance dudit estienne
Pour ce paie a lui par la dicte quittance et
certifficacion dudit Marville donnée le xiiii
jour de decemb mil ccciiiixx et sept

Jehan
Bourgois,
maceon

for laying a
ﬂoor in the
upper story of
Marville’s
workshop for
drawing and
other things

… pour taillier et assesoir xii toises de
pavement de pierre d’Asniers ou solier
dessus la saule de la maison ou demeuere
ledit Jehan de Marville assise à Dijon de
costé de la maison de la Chambre des
Comptes de Monseigneur, pour faire les
traix dudit Jehan et autres choses a lui
necessaires pour la besoigne qu’il fait pour
monseigneur comme pour soigneir saublon
et chaux pour asseoir ledite pavement, la
pierre duquel esté donnée audit Jehan de
Marville au pris de xvi gros la toise …

(58) B4429 fol. certiﬁed
25 v (Prost, ii,
Marville 17
p. 465)
Dec. 1387

2·5 gr. per
day (15 gr.
per week)

8 fr. 11·5 gr.

12 fr.
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16 gr. per
chest

4 fr.

Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov. 1386 to 31 Oct. 1387, Jean d’Auxonne (continued)
(59) B4429,
fol. 25 v (Prost,
ii, p. 466)

certiﬁcation
16 Dec.
1387

Estienne
l’archier

for three large
chests to put
the maconnerie
of the tomb

… pour iii grans arches de chasne prinses de
lui par le dit Marville pour mectre et garder
la maçonnerie de la sepulture et besoigne de
mon dit seigneur chascune au pris de xvi
gros …

(60) B4429,
fol. 25 v (Prost,
ii, p. 466)

certiﬁcation
2 Apr. 1387

Jehan de
Gray,
coutellier

bellows for the
forge to make
tools

… pour une paire de soufflez de forge à
fevre, tous nuefs, par lui rendus assis
ensemble la perche et croisie pour lever et
baissier lesdiz soufflez, comme pour le
massonnaige de la dit forge, lesquelx soufflez
et forge sont mis en la forge de l’ouvreur
dudit Jehan de Marville en leu de ungs autre
sofflez et forge à orfevre qui estoient oudit
ouvreur, pour forgier les utilz dudit Jehan et
ses ouvriers qui ouvrent en la dict sepulture

10 fr.

(61) B4429,
fol. 32 r
(Drouot, p. 27,
no. 5)

certiﬁcation Oudot d’Iz
21 Sep. 1387 et a Nardin
le Greniet,
recouveurs

for rooﬁng to
extend
workshop
space into the
stables of Guy
de la Tremoille

A Oudot d’Iz et a Nardin le grenier,
recovreurs … ix toises de laine d’Auteville
par eulx livrée a Dijon en ostel ou demure
Jehan de Marville ouvrier et varlet de
chambre de mon dit seigneur pour mettre
ou toit des estaubles ou souloient gesir les
chavaulx de messire Guy de la Tremoille
seigneur de Suilly esquelles sont les
ouvriersdudit Jean et autres qui ouvrent en
la sepulture et besoigne de mon dit seigneur
vi gros la toise iiii fr. demie. Et pour
plusieurs autres choses contenu en leur
quittance …

15 fr. 1 gr.

Accounts of the Receiver General for the duchy and county of Burgundy, 1 Jun. 1386 to 1 Jun. 1387, Oudot Douay
(62) B1465, fol.
105 v
(Dehaisnes, ii,
p. 632)

mandement
3 Aug. 1386
quittance 17
May 1387

Nicolas de
Hans
(Claux de
Haine),
tailleur
d’ymages

gift for going to
Dijon

pour don a lui fait par monseigneur ceste
foiz de grace especial en recompensacion
des missions et despens qu’il ﬁst à suivre
mondit seigneur de Tournay à Gand et pour
aler dudit Gand à Dijon pour faire pour
mondit seigneur certains ymages de pierre
que il ﬁst du commandement et ordonnace
dudit monseigneur

20 fr.

Accounts of the Receiver General of all ﬁnances, 22 Jan. 1387 to 31 Jan. 1388, Pierre du Celier
(63) B1467, fol. mandement Marville’s
65 r (Drouot, p. 17 Oct. 1387 workers
29, no. 12)

gift of wine for
workers when
duke visits to
view tomb

Aus ouvriers de Marville, varlet de chambre
de monseigneur, pour don à eulx fait par le
dit monseigneur, quant il ala veoir l’ouvrage
que iceulx ouvriers font en la tombe
d’icellui monseigneur en l’ostel du dit
Marville, pour le vin donné aus diz ouvriers

30 fr.

Dijon Bailliage Accounts, 1 Nov. 1387 to 31 Oct. 1388, Jean d’Auxonne
(64) B4431, fol.
26r (Roggen
1934, p. 201)
(see Fig. 3)

Jehan de
Marville

payments
[Accounts headed by:] Ouvrages faiz par
speciﬁed for
Jehan de Marreville pour la sepulture de
this year as only mon dit Seigneur
for the tomb

243 fr. 4 gr.
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Dijon Bailliage Accounts, 1 Nov. 1387 to 31 Oct. 1388, Jean d’Auxonne (continued)
(65) B4431, fol. 1 Nov. 1387
to 30 Apr.
26r (Roggen
1934, p. 201)
1388

Jehan de
Marville

181 days

A luy pour ses gaiges … quil a affirme en sa
loyalte avoir vacque en la sepulture de mon dit
seigneur

120 fr. 8 gr.

(66) B4431, fol. 1 May 1388
to 31 Aug.
26r (Roggen
1934, p. 201)
1388

Jehan de
Marville

123 days

A lui pour ses dis gages

82 fr.

(67) B4431, fol. 1 Sep. 1388
to 31 Oct.
26r (Roggen
1934, p. 201)
1388

Jehan de
Marville

61 days

A lui pour ses diz gages

40 fr. 8 gr.

(68) B4431, fol.
26r-v (Roggen
1934, p. 201)

Jehan de
Marville, for
his workers

(69) B4431, fol. 1 Nov. 1387
to 24 Apr.
26v (Roggen
1934, p. 201)
1388

Claux
Celoistre
(Sluter)

25 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la sepulture de
monseigneur …

2 fr. per
week

50 fr.

(70) B4431, fol. 1 Nov. 1387
to 24 Apr.
26v (Roggen
1934, p. 201)
1388

Gillequin
Tailleleu

25 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture de
monseigneur …

2 fr. per
week

50 fr.

(71) B4431, fol. 1 Nov. 1387
to 24 Apr.
26v (Roggen
1934, p. 201)
1388

Tassin
Tailleleu

25 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture …

1 fr. per
week

25 fr.

(72) B4431, fol. 1 Nov. 1387
to 24 Apr.
26v (Roggen
1934, p. 201)
1388

Thierrion
Vanssoire

25 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture …

15 gr. per
week

31 fr.

(73) B4431, fol. 1 Nov. 1387
to 24 Apr.
26v (Roggen
1934, p. 202)
1388

Mant de
Haine

25 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture …

1 fr. per
week

25 fr.

(74) B4431, fol. 1 Nov. 1387
to 24 Apr.
26v (Roggen
1934, p. 202)
1388

25 weeks
Hennequin
de Broissalle

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture …

1 fr. per
week

25 fr.

(75) B4431, fol. between
Nov. 1387
27r (Roggen
and Apr.
1934, p. 202)
1388

Thommassin 2 weeks
Fevre

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture …

18 gr. per
week

3 fr.

(76) B4431, fol. between
Nov. 1387
27r (Roggen
and Apr.
1934, p. 202)
1388

Gillet
Bonnet

2 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la sepulture …

1 fr. per
week

2 fr.

(77) B4431, fol. 25 Apr. 1388 Gillequin
to 29 Aug.
Tailleleu
27r (Roggen
1934, p. 202)
1388

18 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en ladicte sepulture de mon
dit seigneur …

2 fr. per
week

36 fr.

(77) B4431, fol. 25 Apr. 1388 Gillequin
to 29 Aug.
Tailleleu
27r (Roggen
1934, p. 202)
1388

18 weeks

… qu’il a ouvre en ladicte sepulture de mon
dit seigneur …

2 fr. per
week

36 fr.

Claux de
(78) B4431, fol. between 25
Celoistre
Apr. 1388
27r (Roggen
and 29 Aug. (Sluter)
1934, p. 202)
1388

10 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture…

2 fr. per
week

20 fr.

A lui pour les despense et salaires de
plusieurs ouvriers qui ont ouvré en la
sepulture de mon dit seigneur … Si comme
il appert par les parties escripts en iii rolles
de parchemin …
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Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov. 1387 to 31 Oct. 1388, Jean d’Auxonne (continued)
(79) B4431, fol. between 25
Leivin de
Hane
Apr. 1388
27r (Roggen
and 29 Aug.
1934, p. 202)
1388

12 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture…

2 ﬂorins (1
fr. 8 gr.) per
week

20 fr.

(80) B4431,
fol. 27r
(Roggen 1934,
p. 202)

between 25
Perrin le
Mire
Apr. 1388
and 29 Aug.
1388

12 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré ou temps dessus dit en la
dicte sepulture

2 ﬂorins (1
fr. 8 gr.) per
week

20 fr.

Mant de
(81) B4431, fol. between 25
Haine
Apr. 1388
27r (Roggen
and 29 Aug.
1934, p. 202)
1388

12 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture ou
temps dessus dit

1 fr. per
week

12 fr.

(82) B4431, fol. 25 Apr. 1388 Hennequin
de
to 29 Aug.
27r (Roggen
Broisselles
1934, p. 202)
1388

18 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture ou
temps dessus dit …

1 fr. per
week

18 fr.

(83) B4431, fol. 20 Apr. 1388 Jacqueline le 19 weeks
polisseuresse
to 1 Sep.
27r (Roggen
1934, p. 202)
1388

… lesquelles elle a ouvré a polir les pierres
ouvrées de la dicte sepulture …

15 gr. per
week

23 fr. 9 gr.

(84) B4431, fol. 20 Apr. 1388 Guillemin le
to 1 Sep.
Clerc,
27r (Roggen
1934, p. 202)
polisseur
1388

19 weeks

… qu il a ouvré a polir en la dite sepulture
…

15 gr. per
week

23 fr. 9 gr.

(85) B4431,
fol. 27v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 202)

25 Apr. 1388 Thassin
to 29 Aug.
Tailleleu
1388

18 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture …

1 fr. per
week

18 fr.

(86) B4431,
fol. 27v
(Roggen 1934,
pp. 202–03)

30 Aug.
1388 to 31
Oct. 1388

Gillequin
Tailleleu

9 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dite sepulture …

1 fr. per
week

18 fr.

(87) B4431,
fol. 27v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 203)

30 Aug.
1388 to 31
Oct. 1388

Hennequin
de
Broissaille

9 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dite sepulture …

1 fr. per
week

9 fr.

(88) B4431, fol. 30 Aug.
1388 to 31
27v (Roggen
1934, p. 203)
Oct. 1388

Tassin
Tailleleu

9 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dite sepulture…

1 fr. per
week

9 fr.

(89) B4431,
fol. 27v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 203)

30 Aug.
1388 to 31
Oct. 1388

Guillemin le
Polisseur

9 weeks

… il a ouvré a polir en la dicte sepulture…

15 gr. per
week

11 fr. 1 qrt

(90) B4431,
fol. 27v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 203)

30 Aug.
1388 to 31
Oct. 1388

Jacqueline,
polisseresse

9 weeks

… qu’elle a ouvré à polir les pierres ouvrées
de la dite sepulture

15 gr. per
week

11 fr. 1 qrt

1 gr. per day
Galois, 15 d.
per day
varlet

3 fr. 3 gr.
5 d.

(91) B4431, fol. between 1
Guillaume
Nov. 1387to le Galois
27v (Roggen
24 Apr. 1388 ouvrier de
1934, p. 203)
bras, and
varlet

42 days (31
… tant au scier alebastre et autre pierre
days Galois, 11 pour la sepulture et besoigne de mondit
seigneur le duc comme au faire griez pour
days varlet)
metttre au schier ledite alabastre….et pour
xi journées d’un vallet qui lui a aidie a schier
dudit alebastre
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Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov. 1387 to 31 Oct. 1388, Jean d’Auxonne (continued)
(92) B4431,
fol. 27v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 203)

between 25
Apr. 1388
and 31 Aug.
1388

Guillaume
le Gaulois
ouvrier de
bras, and
varlet

81 days (73
… tant à schier alebastre pour la sepulture
days Gaulois, 8 de mondit seigneur le duc comme pour
days varlet)
aider à polir l’alebastre ouvré d’icelle
sepulture … et pour huit journees de son
vallet faictes avec lui..a schier ledit alebastre
…

1 gr. per day
Gallois, 15
d. per day
varlet

6 fr. 7 gr.

(93) B4431, fol. between 1
Sep. and 31
27v (Roggen
Oct. 1388
1934, p. 203)

Guillaume
le Galois
ouvrier de
bras, and
varlet

40 days (35
Galois 5 days
compagnon)

1 gr. per day
Galois 15 d.
per day
varlet

3 fr. 2 gr.
15 d.

… tant à schier alebastre pour la sepulture
de mondit seigneur comme a polir des
pierres ouvrées de la dicte sepulture … Et
pour v journees de son compagnon qui a lui
aidie à scier ledit alebastre ou temps dessus
dit …

Accounts of the Receiver General of all ﬁnances, 1 Feb. to 29 May 1389, Pierre du Cellier
(94) B1475, fol. mandement
81v (Dehaisnes, 18 May
1388;
ii, p. 665);
quittance 3
Apr. 1389

Jean de
Marville

For pigments
to polish the
tomb and for
bringing
polishers from
Paris

A Jehan de Marville ouvrier et vallet de
chambre de monseigneur pour emploier et
convertir en certennes couleurs pour polir
une tumbe que monseigneur fait faire pour
lui en sa ville de Dijon, et pour faire aler
certains ouvriers pollisseurs de Paris audit
Dijon pour ce fere par mandement de
mondit seigneur …

60 fr.

A Jehan de Marville ouvrier et vallet de
chambre de monseigneur pour tourner,
convertir et employer en certaines couleurs
pour polir une tumbe qu’il fait pour mon dit
seigneur. Et pour faire venir certains ouvrier
s pollisseurs de Paris a Dijon pour ce paye a
lui par mandement de mondit seigneur et
quittance dudit Jehan de Marreville donne
le iii jour d’avril apres pasques mil ccciiiixx
et viii …

repeated with
slight variation
in B4434, fol.
20r

Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov. 1388 to 31 Oct. 1389, Jean d’Auxonne
(95) B4433,
fols 28v–29r
(Roggen 1934,
pp. 203–04)

1 Nov. 1388
to 31 Dec.
1389

Jean de
Marville

63 days

A lui pour ses gaiges … [no mention of what
for]

42 fr.

(96) B4433,
fols 28v–29r
(Roggen 1934,
pp. 203–04)

3 Jan. 1389
to 1 May
1389

Jean de
Marville

119 days

A lui pour ses gaiges … ou quel temps … il
afferme avoir ouvré et vacqué en la
sepulture de mon dit seigneur …

79 fr. 4 gr.

(97) B4433,
fols 28v–29r
(Roggen 1934,
pp. 203–04)

quittance 2
Jul. 1389

Jean de
Marville
and his
workers

unspeciﬁed
number of days

A lui tant sur les diz gaiges comme sur les
ouvriers qui on ouvré en la sepulture de
mondit seigneur …

62 fr.

(98) B4433,
fol. 29r
(Roggen 1934,
p. 204)

1 Nov 1388
to 29 May
1389

Jean de
Marville, to
his workers

A lui pour les despense et salaires de
plusieurs ouvriers qui ont ouvré en la
sepulture de mondit seigneur … si comme il
appert par les parties escript en ii roles de
parchemin … Et premierment …
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… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture …

2 fr. per
week

18 fr.

New transcription of relevant passage

Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov. 1388 to 31 Oct. 1389, Jean d’Auxonne (continued)
(99) B4433,
fol. 29r
(Roggen 1934,
p. 204)

1 Nov 1388
to 2 Jan
1389

Gillequin
Tailleleu

(100) B4433,
fol. 29r
(Roggen 1934
p. 204)

1 Nov 1388
to 2 Jan
1389

9 weeks
Hennequin
de Brossaille

… qu’il a ouvré en la dite sepulture de
monseigneur …

1 fr. per
week

9 fr.

(101) B4433,
fol. 29r
(Roggen 1934,
p. 204)

1 Nov 1388
to 2 Jan
1389

Tassin de
Tailleleu

9 weeks

… il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture …

1 fr. per
week

9 fr.

(102) B4433,
fol. 29r
(Roggen 1934,
p. 204)

1 Nov 1388
to 2 Jan
1389

Guillaume
le Clerc,
polisseur

9 weeks

… qu’il a ouvré en la dicte sepulture ou
temps dessus dit …

15 gr. per
week

11 fr. 1 qrt

(103) B4433,
fol. 29v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 204)

1 Nov 1388
to 2 Jan
1389

Jacqueline,
polisseresse

9 weeks

… qu’elle a ouvré ou temps dessus dit à
15 gr. per
polir les pierres ouvrées de la dicte sepulture week
…

11 fr. 1 qrt

(104) B4433,
fol. 29v
(Roggen 1934,
pp. 204–05)

3 Jan. 1389
to 31 May
1389

Gillequin
Tailleleu

17 weeks

… il a ouvré en ladit sepulture de mon dit
seigneur …

2 fr. per
week

34 fr.

(105) B4433,
fol. 29v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 205)

3 Jan. 1389
to 31 May
1389

Tassin de
Tailleu

17 weeks

… il a ouvré en ladicte sepulture au temps
dessus dit …

1 fr. per
week

17 fr.

(106) B4433,
fol. 29v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 205)

3 Jan. 1389
to 31 May
1389

Guillaume
le Clerc,
polisseur

17 weeks

… il a ouvré continuellement ou temps
dessus dit à aider à polir les pierres
d’alebastre ouvrées de la dicte sepulture …

15 gr. per
week

11 fr. 3 gr.

(107) B4433,
fol. 29v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 205)

3 Jan. 1389
to 31 May
1389

Jacqueline
d’Orliens,
polisseresse

17 weeks

… elle a ouvré ontinuellement ou temps
dessus dit a aider a pollir les pierres
d’alebastre ouvrees de la dicte sepulture …

15 gr. per
week

11 fr. 3 gr.

(108) B4433,
fol. 29v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 205)

1 Nov. 1388
to 2 Jan.
1389

Guillaume
le Galois
and varlet

34 days (32
days Galois, 2
days varlet)

… tant à scier alabastre pour la dicte
sepulture de monseigneur le duc comme a
polir des pierres ouvrées d’alebastre de la
dicte sepulture … et pour ii journées de son
vallet qui lui a aidié à scier dudit alebastre …

1 gr. per day 33·5 gr.
Gallois, 15 d.
per day
varlet

(109) B4433,
fol. 29v
(Roggen 1934,
p. 205)

3 Jan. 1389
to 1 May
1389

Guillaume
le Galois

51 days

par lesquelles il a ouvré continuelment tant
à polir les pierres d’alabastre ouvrées de la
dicte sepulture de monseigneur comme a
scier alabastre pour ycelle sepulture …

1 gr. per day

[Marville dies by 21 Jul. 1389]
[Sluter takes over 23 Jul. 1389]

9 weeks

4 fr. 3 gr.
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Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov. 1389 to 31 Oct. 1390, Jean d’Auxonne
(110) B4434,
fols 20r–21r
(Roggen 1937,
pp. 152–53)

23 Jul. 1389
to 31 Oct.
1390

(111) B4434,
fol. 21r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 153)

certiﬁcation
21 Mar.
1390

(112) B4434,
fol. 21r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 153)

certiﬁcation
1 Jul. 1390

(113) B4434,
fols 21v–22r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 154)

Claux
Celustre
(Sluter)

Sluter takes
over as head,
on the same
terms as
Marville

[No mention of tomb in long letter of
appointment; Sluter paid for 464 days from
23 Jul. 1389 for:]

Phelippe
Vaneram

for 13 alabaster
‘chappiteaulx
pendens’,
delivered to
Sluter

A Phelippe Vaneram qui dehuz lui estoient
pour la taille de xiii chappiteaulx pendens
de pierre d’alebastre qu’il a taillées et
assovys et yceulx delivrés audit Claux pour
la sepulture de mon dit seigneur au pris de
iii frans chacun chapiteaul …

3 fr. per
chappiteaul

39 fr.

Phelippe
Vaneram

for 3 alabaster
‘chappitaulx’,
delivered to
Sluter

… pour la taille de iii chappiteaulx de pierre
d’alebastre qu’il a tailliez et assovys et
delivrez audit Claux pour la dicte sepulture
de mon dit seigneur au pris de iii frans
chacun chappiteaul …

3 fr. per
chappiteaul

9 fr.

24 Apr. to
Marclart,
25 Jun. 1390 ouvrier
d’imaiges

9 weeks

… par les quelles il a ouvré continuelment
avec ledit Claux en la sepulture de mon dit
seigneur …

13·5 gr. per
week

10 fr. 1·5 gr.

(114) B4434,
fol. 22 r (Prost,
ii, p. 596)

certiﬁed 12
Aug. 1390

Jehan le
Maresthault
de Pollans

for an anvil for
making tools

… pour une enclume qu’il a reffaicte pour le
dit Claux pour forgier ses utilz pour ouvrer en
la sepulture et besoingnes de mon dit seigneur
…

13·5 gr.

(115) B4434,
fol. 22 r (Prost,
ii, p. 604)

certiﬁed 27
Oct. 1389

Jehan de
Gray,
coutellier

for two pounds
of steel and a
hammer

… pour ii livres d’acier et un marteaul par
lui faiz et delivrez audit Claux pour ouvrer
en la sepulture et besoignes de mon dit
seigneur …

5 gr.

… en sa conscience et par son serment avoir
vacqué et ouvré de son mestier es ymaiges et
autres besoingnes qu’il fait pour mon dit
seigneur …

Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov. 1390 to 31 Oct. 1391, Jean de Fontenes
(116) B4435,
fols 26v–27v
(unpublished)

1 Nov. 1390
to 31 Dec.
1390 1 Jan.
1391 to 31
Mar. 1391

Claux Sluter 61 days + 91
days, but with
no mention of
the tomb

[Tomb not mentioned as part of Sluter’s duties
for ﬁrst 5 months of this accounting year:]

(117) B4435,
fol. 27v
(unpublished)

1 Apr. to 30
Apr. 1391

Sluter

30 days

… par lequel temps il afferme en sa loyalte
avoir ouvré et vacqué en la sepulture et
autres besoingnes de mon dit seigneur …

20 fr.

(118) B4435,
fol. 27v
(unpublished)

1 May to 31
May 1391

Sluter

31 days

… par lequel temps il afferme en sa loyalte
et par son serment avoir ouvré et vacqué
continuelment en la sepulture et autre
besoingnes de mondit seigneur …

20 fr. 8 gr.

… par lequel temps il afferme en sa loyalte
et par son serment avoir vacqué et ouvré
continuelment es ymaiges et autres
besoignes de mon dit seigneur … … par
lequel temps il afferme en sa conscience
avoir ouvré de son mestier et vacque en la
besoingne de mon dit seigneur …
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Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov. 1390 to 31 Oct. 1391, Jean de Fontenes (continued)
(119) B4435,
fol. 27v
(unpublished)

1 Jun. to 30
Sep. 1391

Sluter

122 days

… par lequel temps il afferme en sa loyalte
avoir ouvré et vacqué continuelment en la
sepulture et autres besoingnes de mon dit
seigneur …

81 fr. 4 gr.

(120) B4435,
fol. 27v
(unpublished)

1 Oct. to 31
Oct. 1391

Sluter

31 days

… par lequel temps il afferme en sa loyalte
avoir ouvré continuelment en la sepulture et
besoingne de mondit seigneur …

20 fr. 8 gr.

(121) B4435,
fol. 28r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 155)

1 Jan. 1391
to 30 Apr.
1391

François
Marate,
ouvryer
d’imaiges

96 days

… qu’il a ouvré continuelment avec le dit
Claux en la sepulture et autres besoingnes
qu’il fait faire pour mondit seigneur…

3 gr. 3·5 d.
per day

(122) B4435,
fol. 28r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 155)

1 May 1391
to 30 Jun.
1391

Francois
Marate

45 days

… qu’il a ouvré continuellement avec ledit
Claux en la sepulture et besoigne qu’il fait
pour mon dit seigneur …

3 gr. 8 d. per 12 fr. 9 gr.
day

(123) B4435,
fol. 28r
(Roggen 1937,
pp. 155–56)

1 Jul. 1391
to 16 Jul.
1391

Francois
Marate

13 days

… qu’il a ouvré continuellement de son
mestier avec ledit Claux en la sepulture et
besoingne qu’il fait pour mon dit seigneur
…

(124) B4435,
fol. 28v
(Roggen 1937,
p. 156)

2 Nov. 1390 Hennequin
de Prindale,
to 31 Dec.
ouvrier
1390
d’imaiges

8 weeks 4 days

… il a ouvré continuelment de son mestier
avec ledit Claux en la sepulture, ymaiges et
autres besoingnes qu’il fait pour mon dit
seigneur …

2 fr. per
week

17 fr. 1¾ gr.

(125) B4435,
fol. 28v
(Roggen 1937,
p. 156)

1 May 1391
to 30 Jun.
1391

Hennequin
de Prindale

45 days

… il a ouvré continuelment en son mestier
avec ledit Claux en la sepulture et
besoingnes de mon dit seigneur …

4 gr. 12 d.
per day

17 fr. 3 gr.

(126) B4435,
fol. 28v
(Roggen 1937,
p. 156)

1 Jul. to 31
Oct. 1391

Hennequin
de Prindale

92 days

… il a ouvré continuellement de son mestier
avec ledit Claux Celustre ymagier de mon
dit seigneur en la sepulture et autres
besoingnes de mondit seigneur …

4 gr. 3·5 d.
per day

32 fr.

(127) B4435,
fol. 28v
(Roggen 1937,
p. 156)

23 Nov.
1390 to 31
Dec 1390

Pierre
Beaulneveu,
ouvryer
d'ymaiges

5 weeks 3 days

… il a ouvré continuellement de son mestier 27 gr. per
avec le dit Claux en la sepulture, ymaiges et week
autres besoingnes de mon dit seigneur …

12 fr. 3·5 gr.

(128) B4435,
fol. 29r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 157)

certiﬁed 3
Jan. 1391

Pierre
Beaulneveu

alabaster for
angels and
pleurants

… pour plusieurs pieces d’alebastre et
grenoble prinses et achetes de lui à Dijon
par ledit Claux pour faire angelez et plorans
pour la sepulture de mondit seigneur …

14 fr.

(129) B4435,
fol. 29r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 157)

1 Jan. 1391
to 30 Apr.
1391

Vuillequin
de Semont,
ouvrier
d’imaiges

96 days

… qu’il a ouvré continuelment avec le dit
Claux en la sepulture et autres besoingnes
qu’il fait pour mon dit seigneur …

(130) B4435,
fol. 29r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 157)

1 May 1391
to 31 Oct.
1391

Vuillequin
de Semont

137 days

… qu’il a ouvré continuelment avec le dit
Claux en la sepulture et besoingnes mon dit
seigneur …

25·5 fr.

3 fr.

3 gr. 4·5 d.
per day

25·5 fr.

36 fr. 9 gr.
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Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov. 1390 to 31 Oct. 1391, Jean de Fontenes (continued)
(131) B4435,
fol. 29v
(Roggen 1937,
p. 158)

certiﬁed 3
Jan. 1391

Guiot
Poissonnier,
espicier

dogﬁsh skin

8 gr.

… pour deux peaulx de chien de mer
prinses et achettes de lui par ledit Claux
pour ouvrer d’icelles en la sepulture,
ymaiges et autres besoingnes qu’il fait pour
mondit seigneur …

Dijon Bailliage accounts. 1 Nov. 1391 to 30 Jun. 1392, Jean de Fontenes
(132) B4437,
fol. 15 v
(unpublished)

1 Nov. 1391
to 31 Dec.
1391

Claus Sluter 61 days

… par lequel temps il afferme en sa loyaulte
avoir ouvré et vacqué continuelment en la
sepulture et autres besoingnes de mon dit
seigneur …

(133) B4437,
fol. 16r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 158)

1 Nov. 1391
to 31 Dec.
1391

Hennequin
de Prindale,
ouvrier
dymaiges

40 days

… il a ouvré continuelment de son mestier
avec le dit Claux en la sepulture et autres
besoingnes de mon dit seigneur …

(134) B4437,
fol. 16r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 158)

1 Nov. 1391
to 31 Dec.
1391

Villequin
Semont,
ouvrier
dymaiges

40 days

… il a ouvré continuelment de son mestier
avec le dit Claux en la sepulture et autres
besoingnes de mon dit seigneur …

40 fr. 8 gr.

4 gr. 16 d.
per day

[No more work recorded on ﬁrst tomb after 31 Dec. 1391]

* A summary of the information given in Appendix I is provided below in Appendix III (a)

16 fr.

12 fr.
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Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov. 1391 to 28 Feb. 1392, Jean de Fontenes
(1) B4437, fol. certiﬁed 15
16 v (Monget, i, Mar. 1392
p. 238)

Jehan de
Gray,
coutellier

two iron
compasses and
other tools

A Jehan de Gray coutellir demeurant à Dijon
qui deuz lui estoient pour deux compas de
fer par lui fait et delivrez audit Claux et
pour forger et reffaire plusieurs fers pour le
dit Claux en ceste presente année pour
ouvrer en la sepulture et autres besoingnes
qu’il fait pour mon dit seigneur …

2 fr.

Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov. 1392 to 31 Oct. 1392, Guillaume Chenily
(2) B4440, fol.
31r (Dehaisnes,
ii, pp. 699–
700)

15 Nov.
1392

Ponchet
Carne,
varlet of
Robert
Loisel,
tumbier et
ymagier,
Paris

for polishing
up 6 pieces of
‘alabaster’ and
moving two
blocks

A Poncelet Carne varlet de Robert Loisel,
tumbier et ymaigeur demourant à Paris qui
deuz lui estoient pour avoir poli vi pierres
d’allebastre et pour avoir tourner ii cartiers
de la dite albastre pour ce paie a lui pour et
en nom dudit Robert son maistre par sa
quittance et certiffication dudit Claux escript
au doz …

8 s. parisis

Accounts of the Receiver General of all ﬁnances, 7 Jun. 1392 to 23 Apr. 1393, Josset de Halles
(3) B1495, fol.
51 r (Monget, i,
p. 239)

19 Dec.
1392

Claus Sluter,
ouvrier
d’ymaiges et
varlet de
chambre

gift from duke
timing relates
to trip to Paris
to acquire
‘alabaster’

A Claux Sluter ouvrier d’ymaiges et varlet
de chambre de monseigneur pour don a luy
fait par mondit seigneur pour causes des
bon et agreables services qu’il luy a fais et
pour aider a avoir une robe …

30 fr.

Liasse receipts and certiﬁcations: sculptors, masons etc.
(4) B382
Liasse
(Dehaisnes, ii,
p. 695)

27 Dec.
1392

certiﬁcation
by Sluter of
delivery of
‘alabaster’
block to him in
Paris from
Christoﬂe de la
Mer

Je Claux Slustre ouvrier d’ymaiges de
monseigneur le duc de Bourgogne, certiﬁe
par ces presentes que, le xxvii jour de
decembre mil ccciiiixx et douze, Christoffe
de la Mer, marchant genevoiz demourant à
Paris m’a delivré audit Paris, present Josset
de Halle, tresorier de mon dit seigneur, une
pierre d’alebastre que mondit seigneur a fait
prendre et acheter de luy pour ycelle mener
en Bourgogne pour faire un ymaige pour sa
sepulture tesmoing mon scel mis a ceste
presente certiffication l’an et jour dessuz diz

Accounts of the Receiver General of all ﬁnances, 1 Aug. 1394 to 1 Feb. 1395, Josset de Halles
(5) B1501, fol.
66 v
(Dehaisnes, ii,
p. 719)

mandement Christoﬂe
of the duke, de la Mer,
22 Jan. 1393 merchant of
Genoa

payment for
the block of
‘alabaster’

A Christoﬂe de la Mer merchant genevois
demourant à Paris qui deuz luy estoient
pour la vendue et delivrance d’une pierre
d’alebastre laquele mon didt seigneur a fait
prendre et achatter de luy pour en faire un
ymaige pour sa sepulture que Claux Sluter
son ouvrier d’ymaiges fait en son pays de
Bourgogne pour ce paie a luy par
mandement dudit monseigneur donné à
Paris …

300 fr.
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Accounts of the Receiver General of all ﬁnances, 23 Apr. 1393 to 31 Jul. 1394, Josset de Halles
(6) B1500, fol.
148v
(Dehaisnes, ii,
pp. 710–11)

certiﬁcation Guiot de
30 Apr. 1393 Bois,
voiturier par
terre

transport of
‘alabaster’
block from
Paris to Dijon

… pour avoir ammener de Paris a Dijon une
grant pierre d’alebastre pour monseigneur
pour faire sa volenté par mandement dudit
monseigneur donné à Boulongne sur la mer
darrier jour d’avril mccciiiixx et xiii
certiffication de Claux de Slustre ouvrier
d’entailleure de mondit seigneur à Dijon …

31 fr.

Liasse receipts and certiﬁcations: sculptors, masons etc.
(7) B382
Liasse
(Dehaisnes, ii,
p. 705)

certiﬁcation
7 May 1393

certiﬁcation by
Sluter of
payment for
transport of
‘alabaster’
block from
Paris to Dijon

Je Claus Sluter, ouvrier d’ymages de
monseigneur le duc de Bourgogne, certiffie
par ces presentes, que Guiot du Boys,
voitturier par terre a mené de Paris à Dijon,
ou mois de mars dairrain passé, une grande
pierre d’allebastre, laquelle j’ay receue de
luy. En tesmoing de ce, j’ay mis mon scel à
ceste présente certifficacion, le vii jour de
may, l’an mil trois cent quatre vint et treze.

Dijon Bailliage accounts for 1394–95: missing
Dijon Bailliage accounts for 1395–96: missing
Dijon Bailliage accounts for 1396–97: missing
Accounts of the Receiver General of all ﬁnances, 26 Jan. to 31 Dec. 1395, Pierre de Montbertaut
(8) B1503, fol.
29 v
(Dehaisnes, ii,
p. 726)

31 Jul. and 1
Sep. 1395

Claus Sluter to go to Dinant
to purchase
blocks of stone

A Claus Sluter varlet de chambre et ouvrier
d’entretaillerie de mon dit seigneur au quel
mon dit seigneur par ses lettres données a
Paris le premier jour de septembre mil
ccciiiixx xv a ordonné estre bailliés et
delivrés pour aler à Dynant ou Liège pour
acheter des pierres pour faire et entaillier sa
sepulture la quelle il entent faire mettre aux
chartreux de Champmol par lui fondés lez
Dijon pour ce par les dittes lettres de
recepte dudit Claux données le derrenier
jour de juillet oudit an iiiixx xv

(9) B1463 bis,
fol. 159 v
(Monget, i, p.
269)

7 Aug. 1395

Claus Sluter
for Henri
Bourcher,
ouvrier de
verriers

Par le second compte particulier de Claux
Sluter ouvrier de tailleure d’ymaiges et
varlet de chambre de monseigneur de
certains deniers par lui receuz pour les
despenses à aller à Malines et à Dinant en
l’eveschie du Liege par l’ordonnance de
mon dit seigneur pour en yceulx lieux faire
certainnes marchandises de verre et de
pierres de marbre pour convertir en l’eglise
des Chartreux fondez en Champmol lez
Dijon …

for going to
Malines and to
Dinant to
purchase glass
and blocks of
marble

[no payment here to Sluter; the 20 nobles
entered is to Henri Bourcher, glassmaker, for 168
ft of glass bought from him]

180 fr.
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Accounts of the Receiver General of all ﬁnances, 1 Feb. 1398 to 31 Jan. 1399, Jean des Pouillettes
(10) B1514,
fol. 64 v
(Dehaisnes, ii,
p. 768)

Claus
31 Aug.
1397, receipt Selustre
mandement
10 Sep. 1398

for purchasing
the blocks of
marble from
Dinant and
related
expenses

A Claus Selustre varlet de chambre dudit
Seigneur et son ouvrier d’entailleure auqel a
esté baillié et delivré du commandement et
ordonnance d’icellui seigneur la somme de
vic iiiixx ii fr.pour mettre tourner convertir
et emploier tant en achat de certainnes
pierres de marbre que ycellui seigneur avoit
fait achatter à Dinant pour faire sa sepulture
et ycelle mettre en l’eglise des Chartreux de
Champmol empres Dijon comme pour
plusieurs hostilz et autres frais missions et
voitures a ce necessaires si qu’il appert …

682 fr.

Accounts of the Receiver General for the duchy and county of Burgundy, 1 May 1398 to 30 Apr. 1399, Joceran Frepier
(11) B1515,
fol. 56 v
(Drouot, p. 32,
no. 23)

31 Aug.
1397

Claux Sluter gift for services
and sourcing
and bringing
large blocks of
black marble
from Dinant to
Dijon

A Claux Sluter varlet de chambre de mon
dit seigneur et son ouvrier d’entailleur
dymaiges de pierre pour don a lui fait par
mondit seigneur de grace especial pour les
bons et aggreables services quil lui a faiz,
fait de jour en jour et espere que il face ou
temps avenir. Et aussi pour en
recompensation de certains frais et despens
quil lui a convenu faire extraordinairement
ou voyage de dignant ou il a nagaires este
par lordonnance de mondit seigneur querir
et faire amener à Dijon certainne quantite
de grans pierres de marbre noir pour faire la
sepulture dudit monseigneur par
mandement dicelle seigneur …

100 fr.

Dijon Bailliage accounts, Nov. 1397 to Oct. 1398, Guillaume Chenily (includes some payments back into summer 1397)
(12) B4446,
fol. 22v
(Roggen 1937,
p. 163)

15 Jun. 1397 Antoine
Cotelle de
to 6 Feb.
Namur,
1398
ouvrier de
maconnerie

(13) B4446,
fol. 22v
(Roggen 1937,
p. 163)

1 Jul. 1397
to 13 Jun.
1398

(14) B4446,
fols 22v–23r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 164)

1 Jul. 1397
to 13 Jun.
1398

33 weeks 5 days
on alabaster
and (black)
marble bases

… par lequel temps il a ouvré continuelment
avec ledit Claux es soubbasses de marbre et
d’alebastre de la sepulture de mon dit
seigneur audit Dijon …

1 fr. per
week

33 fr. 14 s.
4 d.

Lambillion
Humbert de
Namur,
ouvrier de
taillier
pierres de
marbre

49 weeks 3
days on (black)
marble bases

…par lequel temps il a ouvré continuelment
de son mestier à Dijon avec le dit Claux es
basses de marbre de la dicte sepulture…

1.5 fr. per
week

74 fr. 1 gr.
14·5 d.

Gilles de
Senef,
ouvrier de
taillier
pierres de
mabre

49 weeks 3
days on (black)
marble bases

…par lequel temps il a ouvré continuelment
de son mestier à Dijon avec ledit Claux es
basses de marbre de la dicte sepulture …

1.5 fr. per
week

74 fr. 1 gr.
14·5 d.
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Dijon Bailliage accounts, Nov. 1397 to Oct. 1398, Guillaume Chenily (continued)
(15) B4446,
fol. 23r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 164)

no date

Jehan
Legier,
ouvrier de
bras

12·5 days
cutting (black)
marble

…qu’il a ouvré par l’ordenance de ledit
Claux à soyer et resser certaines pierres de
marbre pour ladite sepulture …

10 gr. 1 qrt

(16) B4446,
fol. 23r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 164)

no date

Jehan de
Gray,
coutellier

223 new tools,
of iron and
steel, 390
repaired or
sharpened, for
working on
(black) marble
of tomb

… pour xxiiii fers neufs, v raspes, vi mailles
de buz, iiii syes à rasser xxx autres fers neufs
et pour avoir rappareillé xxx fermoirs, tout
pour ouvrer en pierre, vi fr. Et pour xxvi
fermoirs d’acier ii syes et ii rapes, vixx iiii
marteaulx à v et à viii pointes et iiic lx
pointes acerées pour ciseaux et poinsons,
tout pour ouvrer en pierres de marbre pour
la dicte sepulture v frans demi …

11·5 fr.

(17) B4446,
fol. 23r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 164)

Sep. 1398

Hugue
Cheniey de
Selongey,
ouvrier de
bras

8 days cutting
(black) marble

…par l’ordenance de ledit Claux à soyer
aucunes pierres de marbre pour la dicte
sepulture …

(18) B4446,
fol. 23r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 164)

no date

Guillemot
d’Aubigny,
fevre

sharpening 520
chisels, punch
and hammer
points and
providing 18
new chisels

…pour rapointer et aguiser par l’ordenance
dudit Claux vc xx poinctes de ciseaux
poinssons et de marteaux et viii gros pour avoir
baillié et delivrez xviii ciseaux neufs pour
ouvrer es ouvrages dessus diz [i.e., works for
the tomb mentioned directly above]

2 fr. 8 gr.

(19) B4446,
fol. 23r-v
(Roggen 1937,
p. 164)

no date

Jehan
Perrenin,
fevre

sharpening 850
chisel, punch
and hammer
points

pour avoir rapointe et aguisie par
l’orderenance dudit Claux viiic l points de
ciseaux, poincons et de marceaux pour
ouvrer esdiz ouvraiges [presumably tomb, as
follows directly on from the entries relating to it]

3 fr.

(20) B4446,
fol. 23v
(Roggen 1937,
p. 165)

no date

Henry
Perrot
bourgois de
Malines

selling on of
steel, for some
part of the
operation of
moving the
blocks

…pour plusieurs clouhes [or cloiches?]
d’acier qu’il a vendues audit Claux au
proffit de mon dit seigneur pour mettre ses
tombes et sepultures en l’eglise dudit
Champmol

3 fr. 4·5 gr.

1 gr. per day

8 gr.

Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov. 1398 to 31 Oct. 1399, Guillaume Chenily
(21) B4447,
fol. 23r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 165)

before 30
Nov. 1398

Jehan de
Salins

61 days cutting
blocks

…par lesquelx il a vacqué à Dijon en l’ostel
où demore Claux Scluter … a aider resser
certaines pierres pour la sepulture de mon
dit seigneur …

16 days at 1 4 fr. 1·75 gr.
gr. per day,
45 days at
15 d. per day

(22) B4447,
fol. 23r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 165)

25 Oct. to
14 Dec.
1398

Jacquemin
Franquete,
ouvrier de
bras

36 daysmoving
alabaster and
other blocks
under cover
and setting
them in place

…par lui faictes en l’ostel ou demore à
Dijon Claus Scluter … tant pour aider à
mectre à l’essoute pierres d’alebastre et
autres, pour ce qu’elles ne agellessent et
pour aider assesoir pierres d’alebastre et
autres pour la sepulture et autres besoingnes
que fait le dit Claux pour mon dit Seigneur,
comme pour nettoier les ouvreurs dudit
Claux …

15 d. per day 2 fr. 3 gr.
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Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov. 1398 to 31 Oct. 1399, Guillaume Chenily (continued)
(23) B4447,
fol. 23r-v
(Roggen 1937,
p. 165)

25 Oct. to
14 Dec.
1398

(24) B4447,
fol. 23v
(Roggen 1937,
pp. 165–66)

Perrenot
Sebillote de
Pontoiller,
ouvrier de
bras

10 daysmoving
under cover
and cutting
alabaster and
other stone

…par lui faictes en l’ostel où demore Claux
Scluter … tant pour aider à mectre a l’essoute
pierres d’alebastre e autres pour ce que elles
ne agellessent et pour aider à resser pierres
d’alebastre et autres pour le sepulture et
autres besoignes que fait ledit claux …
comme pour aider a nettoeir les ouvreurs
dudit Claux …

15 d. per day 7·5 gr.

15 Jun. to 21 Jehanin
Jul. 1399
Arviet
tailleur de
pierre

5 weeks
polishing
(black) marble
bases of tomb

…il a ouvré continuelment avec Claux
Scluter … à gresser et poli es basses de
marbre de la sepulture que fait le dit Claux
pour mon dit seigneur …

1 fr. per
week

(25) B4447,
fol. 24r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 166)

Aug. 1399

Gilles de
Dinant,
tailleur de
pierre

6 days,
unspeciﬁed

… qu’il a ouvrées ou mois d’aoust avec
Claux Sclutre ouvrier et varlet de chambre de
mondit seigneur et autres besoignes qu’il fait
pour mondit seigneur [possibly the Dinant
marble]

1 fr.

(26) B4447,
fol. 24r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 167)

no date

Jacquet le
14 lb of emery
Roy, mercier powder for
polishing
(black) marble
bases

… xiiii livres de aymery prises et achetées de
lui le dit prix par Claux Selustre … pour
gresser et poly les basses de mabre de la
sepulture de mondit seigneur que fait le dit
claux, pour ce, par sa quittance …

2 fr. 4 gr.

(27) B4447,
fol. 24v
(Roggen 1937,
p. 168)

no date

Jehan de
Fransans

…par l’ordennance dudit Claux pour scier
des pierres de mabre pour la sepulture de
mon dit seigneur …

10 days sawing
blocks of
(black) marble

5 fr.

1 gr. per day

10 gr.

Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov. 1399 to 31 Oct. 1400, Guillaume Chenily
(28) B4449,
fol. 20r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 169)

28 Jan. to 31
Mar. 1400

Theirry
Gheellex de
Brucelles,
tailleur de
pierre

9 weeks on the …pour sa pene et salaire d’avoir ouvré à
(black) marble Dijon avec ledit Claux … es espondes de
sides
mabre de la sepulture de mondit seigneur et
aux autres besoignes que fait ledit Claux
pour icelli monseigneur …

1 fr. 4 gr.
per week

12 fr.

(29) B4449,
fol. 20r
(Roggen 1937,
p. 169)

Oct. 1399

Monnot
Sautereaul

12 days sawing …demourant à Dijon pour son salaire de xii
(black) marble journées a vacqué en l’ostel ou demoure
ledit Claux ou mois d’octobre nagueres
blocks
passé à soyer certainnes pierres de mabre
pour la sepulture de mondit seigneur

1 gr. 1 qrt
per day

15 gr.

(30) B4449,
fol. 20v
(Roggen 1937,
p. 170)

delivered
between 23
Oct. 1399
and 31 Mar.
1400

Jehan de
Gray
coutellier

for a stone,
‘meule’ for
polishing and
various tools

…pour meule prise de lui par ledit Claux
pour polir et gresser pierres de mabre pour
la sepulture de mon dit seigneur et pour
avoir reffaites et refforgies pointes de
marteulx, cyseaulx et poinsons dudit Claux
et de ses ouvriers pour ouvrer en ladite
sepulture et besoingnes de mon dit seigneur
comme pour xxviii fourmeurs par lui fais en
la dictes sepulture et besoignes et auxy pour
avoir redenter deux sciyes a soyer pierres et
pour unes molete de fer par lui faictes par
ledit Claux pour ouvrer en sa dicte forge …

3 fr. 1 gr.
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Dijon Bailliage accounts, 1 Nov. 1400 to 31 Oct. 1401, Guillaume Chenily
(31) B4450,
fol. 28r
(see AppxIV,
doc. 2)

1 Apr. to 31
Oct. 1400

(32) B4450,
fol. 28r
(see AppxIV,
doc. 2)

1 Nov. 1400
to 31 Oct.
1401

(33) B4450,
fol. 29v
(Roggen 1937,
p. 171)

no date

Claux Sluter 7 months, 214
days

365 days

Thevenin de steel for tools
Sens

…avoir vacque continuellement ou fait et
besoignes de la sepulture et ymaiges
ducelles pour mondit seigneur

142 fr. 8 gr
(122 fr. 8 gr.
plus 20 fr.
from
previous
account)

…vacque continuellement es ouvrages
dessusdis [i.e., the tomb and its ‘ymaiges
ducelles’]

243 fr. 4 gr.

…pour la vendue et deliverance d’un baulon
d’acier par lui vendus et deliverez audit
Claux Scluter pour ycellui mectre et
convertir en l’ouvraige de pluseurs utils
necessaires pour le fait et sepulture de mon
dit seigneur …

6·5 fr.

Dijon Bailliage accounts from 1 Nov. 1401 onwards: missing
Accounts of the Receiver General for all ﬁnances, 22 Mar. 1402 to 30 Sep. 1403, Jean Chousat
(34) B1532,
fol. 337r
(see Appx IV,
doc. 3)

undertaken
Jul. 1402,
quittance 9
Aug. 1403

Nicholas le
Gaulois and
Jacquinot
Angniart

bringing the
block of black
marble from
from Vireysous-Bar to
Dijon

…pour avoir mene et conduit à leurs frais
despenses et perilz depuis Virey soubs bar
sur Seine jusques aus Chartreux de
Champmol lès Dijon, une tombe de
maulbre noir aiant environ xii piez de long
et viii piez de large …

276 fr.

Accounts of the Receiver General for the duchy and county of Burgundy, 6 Aug. 1402 to 5 Aug. 1403
(35) B1534, fol.
63v (Monget, i,
p. 269, but
with no
transcription)

mandement Claus Sluter
27 Aug.
1402, letters
12 Mar.
1403

reiteration of
payment (see
above, doc. 8)
and an extra
gift, for
acquiring glass
for Champmol

De Claux Sluter varlet de chambre de
monseigneur le duc de Bourgongne et son
tailleur d’ymaiges de pierre parce qu’il peut
et pourra devoir a monsieur de la somme de
ix xx frans qui fut baillée audit Claux ou
moys de juillet milccciiiixx et xv par Pierre
de Monbertaut tresorier de mon dit
seigneur pour aller à Dynant ou Liège par
l’ordonnonce d’icellui monseigneur achetter
des pierres de marbre pour la sepulture de
mon dit seigneur. Et aussi pour faire les
merchandise de certaines verriers de voirre
pour convertir es chartreux de Dijon la
somme de cent escuz dor. De laquelle il a
baillie audit receveur un mandement de don
de mondit a lui faitle xxviii d’aoust mil cccc
et deux. par lettres dudit Guillaume
[Chenily] faicte xii mars mil cccc et deux
[i.e., 1403 n.s.] dessus diz lediz 100 ecus

100 ecus
(but only for
acquisition
of the glass)
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Accounts for the construction of the Chartreuse de Champmol, 1 Jan. to 31 Dec. 1402, Amiot Arnaut
(36) B11673,
fol. 134r-v
(Prochno, p.
341)

19 Nov.
1402

Amiot
Arnault
(discharging
payments)

for expenses
surrounding
the delivery of
the large
marble slab to
Champmol,
including
making a hole
in the wall of
the chancel

Pour derniers paiez par ledit Amiot tant
pour descharger une grant tumbe de marbre
noir que monseigneur a fait amener de
Dynant jusques audit Champmol pour faire
sa sepulture illec comme pour faire un
grantpertruis ou mur du crepon de l’eglise
desdiz chartreux pour mettre par ycelle
pertruis dedens le cuer de la dicte eglise la
tumbe dessus dite et mener des ledit
Champmol jusques en l’ostel de la chambre
des comptes de mon dit seigneur a Dijon un
grant chariot sur lequel l’en a amené dès
Virey-soubz-Bar jusque audit Champmol la
tumbe que dessus, remaçonné et estouppé
le petruis dessus dit, charpenté et mis a
point iii grosses pieces de merien sur
lesquelles l’en a assis la dite tumbe et fait
plusieurs autres choses necessaires audit
Champmol pour le fait d’icelle tumbe, les
parties declerées et contenues en un role de
parchemin

31 liv. 2 s.
8 d.

(37) B11673,
fol. 134 v
(Monget, i, p.
342)

30 Dec.
1402

Amiot le
Cordier and
Girart le
Cordier

ropes to move
the block

… pour la vendue et deliverance de ii
grosses cordes par lui vendues et deliverées
audit Champmol pour tourner et virier la
tumbe dessus dicte oultre et par dessus
autres cordes baillées pour semblable cause
par Girart le Cordier chascun corde
contenu xii toises de long et pesans iiiixx
[i.e., 80] livre au pris de viii d la livre

(38) B11673,
fols 120v–121r
(Monget, i, p.
342)

between 4
Mar. and 24
Dec. 1402

Perronte
Barbisey,
merchant

chalk to repair
hole made in
the chancel

… pour la vendue et deliverance de six vins
et dix emines de chaulx … [for several works
involvingthemonastery’sbuildings]… Et avoir
estouppé et remaconné un grant pertuis qui
avoit esté fait ou crepon de la dite eglise
pour y bouter par ycellui pertuis la tumbe
de mon dit seigneur …

[cost not
itemised]

(39) B11673,
fol. 129 r
(Monget, i, p.
343)

certiﬁed 20
Nov. 1402

Bertelemy le pot for holding
tools for those
Gentilz,
working on the
serrurier
block

…Et pour deux fretis et une serrure de fer mis
en un estrin pour mettre les ciseaux et utilz de
cellui qui taille la tumbe pour mon dit seigneur
…

5 s.

8 d. per lb

53 s. 4 d.

Accounts for the construction of the Chartreuse de Champmol, 1 Jan. to 31 Dec. 1403, Amiot Arnaut
(40) B11673,
fol. 117 r
(Prochno, p.
339, Nash
2005, p. 803)

28 Jan. 1403
(but entered
into 1402
account
year)

Huguenin le delivery of 6
Gousset,
blocks of
perrier
limestone for
the Great
Cross and the
tomb; in fact
all 6 were used
for the Cross
as a marginal
note attests

…pour la traicte, forestaige et charroy de vi
grosses pieces de pierre de la pierriere dudit
Asnières par lui vendues et delvrés à Dijon
en l’ostel ouquel demeure Claux Sluter
ouvrier de mon dit seigneur tant pour faire
ymaiges pour le piller et terrrasse de la croix
…comme pour la sepulture dudit
monseigneur illec.
[And in margin:] dictus Claux asseruit ad
burellum viii marcii mccccii quod dicte vi /

33 s. 4 d.
each block

[cost: 10 liv.,
but none used
for tomb in
the end as
noted]
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Accounts for the construction of the Chartreuse de Champmol, 1 Jan. to 31 Dec. 1403, Amiot Arnaut (continued)
(40, continued)

magne lapide delibarte fuerunt in hospitio
suo pro faciendo iii prophetas et alias
necessitates pro ponendo in cruce
cartusiensum

(41) B11673,
fol. 139r
(Prochno, p.
341)

quittance 14
Feb. 1403.

black marble
Jacquet le
Roy, mercier for lower base
of the tomb

…pour la vendue et deliverance d’une table
de marbre noir, par lui vendue et delivrée
pour faire une soubzbasse pour la sepulture
de mondit seigneur en l’eglise desdiz
chartreux

20 fr.

(42) B11673,
fol. 151 r
(Prochno, p.
342)

certiﬁcation Jehan le
25 Feb. 1403 Lorrain de
Nuefchastel
en Lorraine,
nattier

cloths to
clean/buff the
block and to
set it on, and
straw seats for
those working
on it

…pour la vendue et deliverance de certaines
nattes prinses et achatees de lui tant pour
froter la tumbe de monseigneur qui est
audiz chartreux comme pour asseoir sur
lesdites nattes ladite tumbe et aussi pour
certains sieiges d’estrain par lui fais pour
assesoir sur yceulx les ouvriers qui ont frotte
et mis a point ycelle…

17 gr.

(43) B11673,
fol. 152r
(Prochno, p.
343)

20 Oct.
1403

Perrin
Bourgoiz,
tanneur

28 sheepskins
to make a
cover for the
block

…pour la vendue et deliverance de xxviii
peaulx de moutons tannez pour faire une
couverture pour couvrir la tumbe de
monseigneur audit Champmol la quelle est
polié pour ce que l’en n’y royast neant et
aussi pour ce que les chiens ne montassent
dessus aﬁn qu’il n’y gastassent neant. Et
pour la facon de la dite couverture par
marchié a lui fait …

70 s.

(44) B11673,
fol. 140 r
(Prochno, p.
341)

quittance 2
Dec. 1403

Ponissot
d’Arboiz,
perrier

4 large pieces
of stone for the
base

…Et pour iiii grans pieces de pierre contenant
chaschun v piez demi de long, iiii piez de
large et i pie d’espes pour faire
l’embassement de pierre pour la tumbe de
monseigneur …

2 fr. per
piece

8 fr.

(45) B11673,
fol. 146 v
(Prochno, p.
342)

between 20
Dec. 1402
and 8 Dec.
1403

Berthelmi le
Gentile,
serrurier

iron brackets
for the chest
of the tomb

… pour ii chenilles neuves de fer et pour la
croissement de plusieurs autres chenilles
agrandies, pour le coffre de la tumbe de
monsegneur pesans ix livre …

12 d. per lb

9 s.

Accounts for the construction of the Chartreuse de Champmol, 1 Jan. 1404 to 30 Jun. 1404, Amiot Arnaut
(46) B11673,
fol. 157v
(Prochno, p.
343)

27 Apr.
1404

Parisot
Chandeau
and Jacquet
Pepon,
macons

cutting,
polishing and
marbling of the
4 large pieces
of Resne stone

…pour la taille, polisseure et mabreure de
4 fr. per
block
iiii grans pierres de la pierriere de Resne
chascun contenant environ v piez de long et
iii et demi de large par eulx taillées poliés et
marbrés pour faire les soubsbasses de la
tumbe faite pour la sepulture de
monseigneur sur lesquelle pierres les basses
de marbre que l’on a faictes pour la dite
tumbe seront assises. Et lesquelles iiii grans
pierres ilz ont taillees poliés et mabrées par
l’ordenance et devis de Claux Slustre ouvrier
et tailleur d’ymaiges de mondit seigneur
lesquelles iiii grans pierres sont en l’eglise
dudit champmol prez de la grande porte…

16 fr.
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Accounts for the construction of the Chartreuse de Champmol, 1 Jan. 1404 to 30 Jun. 1404, Amiot Arnaut (continued)
(47) B11673,
fol. 159v
(Prochno, p.
344)

mandement
1 Nov. 1403,
from
agreement
27 Aug.
1403,
quittance 1
Feb. 1404

Claux Sluter
varlet de
chambre et
ouvrier de
taille de
monseigneur

(48) B11673,
fol. 160v
(Monget, i, p.
370)

undated,
paid by
before end
Amiot,
of Apr. 1404 recipient(s)
unspeciﬁed

for glass from
Malines and
the black
marble from
Dinant

… pour l’achat de huit vins et huit [i.e., 168]
pieces de voirre par lui achetez pour ledit
monseigneur en la ville de Malines pour
convertir en l’eglise desdiz chartreux et en
plusieurs pierres de marbre quil a aussi
achatées à Dinant pour la sepulture de feu
monseigneur cuy dieu pardoint. Paié a lui
pa mandement dudit feu monseigneur
donne a Arras le dernier jour de novembre
cccc et iii cedule extraite de ladite chambre
donne XXVII d’aoust mil CCCC III et
quittance donne le premier jour de fevrier
CCCC et III [i.e., 1404 n.s.] tout rendu
acourt avec les livres de ce present compt
lxxiiii frans ii gros demie

76 fr. 2·5 gr.
[but for the
glass as well
as the
marble]

unspeciﬁed
work on the
black slab for
the top of the
tomb

Pour autres derniers paiez par le dit Amiot
pour le fait de la tumbe de monseigneur
mise en l’eglise des diz chartreux les parties
contenues en un livre de papier veriffie par
ledit Regnaudot de Janley en absence dudit
maistre Jehan Bourgoiz …

127 fr. 4 gr.

[Philip the Bold dies at Halle, 27 Apr. 1404 and is succeeded as Duke of Burgundy by his son, John the Fearless]
BnF, Collection Bourgogne, copy of letters to Guillaume Chenily, Receiver General
(49) MS 58,
fol. 51 r-v
(Lieberman,
1964, p. 77)

11 Jul. 1404

Claux Sluter contracted to
complete the
tomb: the
effigy, the two
large angels
holding the
helm, the lion
at his feet, 40
pleurants
similar to the
two already
made, and 54
small angels,
all outstanding;
no liability for
any damage to
large marble
block currently
in the church

luter, valet de Chambre et tailleur d’ymaiges
du duc de Bourgogne mondit seigneur par
lettres de Messigny xi juillet 1404, mande à
Guillaume Chenilly receveur general de ses
ﬁnances en Bourgogne qu’il a traitté par ses
gens avec ledit Claux pour achever la
sepulture du duc deffunt, son pere,
commencée en l’eglise des chartreuse les
Champmol lez Dijon, pour l’ymage ou sa
representation qui y doit estre mise avec
deux grands anges qui tiendront un heaume
ou bassinet a tour son timbre, un lion aux
pieds, laquelle representation sera armée, ou
en habit royal, selon qu’il jugera, suivant son
agreement, le plus convenable,
accompagnée de 40 ymages pleurants,
semblables aux deux qui sont dejà faittes,
54 angelots d’albastre, etc que ledit Claux
s’est engagé de ﬁnir à ses frais et depens
dans 4 ans, en fournissant tout ce qui sera
necessaire pour cela generalement outre les
provisions de matiere et d’outils qui y sont
dejà, lesquels luy resteront à la ﬁn de
l’ouvrage, moyenant qu’il luy donnera pour
Scela pour ses gages desdits 4 ans 960 l qui
luy seront payez de quart d’an, outre ses
gages de 8 gros par jour depuis la mort du /

960 liv.
Sluter’s
wages for 4
years, 2,000
liv. for
expenses,
materials,
assistants
etc.

2,960 fr.
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BnF, Collection Bourgogne, copy of letters to Guillaume Chenily, Receiver General (continued)
(49, continued)

feu duc son pere jusqu’au dit jour xi juillet
et 2000 frans d’or pour tous frais qu’il fera
pour ce, tant en fourniture de matiere,
outils, ouvriers qu’en autres choses
quelxconques, savoir chacun d’yceux 4 ans
500 frans qui luy seront tellement payez
qu’au deffaut ledit ouvrage ne soit
nullement retardé et qu’il ne puisse point
l’alleguer au bout desdits 4 ans si la dicte
sepulture n’estoit point ﬁnie, auqel cas s’il
alleguoit, il s’est engage de donner lesdits 8
gros par jour de gages pour tout le tems
qu’il mettra a l’achever. De plus qu’il a été
convenû avec luy que si la grande piece de
marbre qui est en l’eglise desdits chartreux
venoit à se rompre ou endommager en
aucune maniere en la travaillant ou en la
placant, il n’en repondroit de rien, a moins
que ce ne fut par sa faute propre evidement
et en outre qu’il aura sa demure ou il est
logé actuellement jusqua ce qu’il ait achevé
l’ouvrage, avec l’exemption de tout payment
et de touts aydes et subventions qui se
leveront durant ledit tems à Dijon pour
quelque raison que ce soit. C’est pourquoy
il luy enjoint de le payer exactement aux
termes et de la maniere que dessus est dit,
de facon que tout s’execute pontuellement,
ainsy qu’il a ésté convenu de part et d’autre
etc

[Sluter dies at some point between Sep. 1405 and Jan. 1406]
Accounts of the Receiver General for the duchy and county of Burgundy, 6 Aug. 1402 to 5 Aug. 1403, Guillaume Chenily; with
additions dating to 1406
(50) B1534,
fol. 63 r
(Quarré, pp.
22–23, no. 5)

11 Feb.
1406,
appears as
an addition
to 1402–03
accounts

Claux de
Werve,
tailleur
d’ymaiges

enlisted to
complete tomb
on same basis
as Sluter

Memoire que par une certiffication de
Guillaume Chenilly receveur general etc.,
mise en la ﬁn des lettres rendues par ce
present compte, appert que ledit Chenilly a
receu caution de iic francs de Claux de
Vuiwerve, nagueres retenu par monseigneur
son tailleur d’ymaige en lieu de feu Claux
Selustre dernierement trespassé comme par
lettres sur ce faites pourra apparoir par
lesquelles ledit Claux promet de bien et tout
loialment parfaire et assouvir la sepulture de
feu monseigneur tout selon le contenu du
marche fait a feu ledit Claux Selustre …

200 fr.
(forwarding
part of the
2,960 fr.
allocated to
Sluter: see
doc. 49)
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Accounts of the Receiver General for all ﬁnances, 1 Feb. 1409 to 1 Feb. 1410, Jean de Noident
(51) B1558,
fol. 47 v
(Monget, ii,
pp. 17–18)

24 May
1409

Philippe
Josquin, the
duke’s garde
de joyaux/
‘valetons’

tip to the
‘valetons’
working on the
‘tumbe’ when
the duke visited

Et que ledit Phelippe bailla compte par le
commandement de mon dit seigneur aux
valetons qui ouvroient en la tumbe de feu
mons. le Duc qui dieu pardoint le jour que
mon dit seigneur la fut veoir

2 fr. 5 s.

(52) B1558,
fol. 47 v
(Quarré, p. 23,
no. 7)

6 Jun. 1409

Martin
Porée,
confesseur;
and Claux
de Werve’s
varlets

tip to assistants
working on the
‘sepulture’ on
the visit of the
duke

au confesseur de monditseigneur qu’il bailla
aux varlez de Claux qui fait la sepulture de
feu monseigneur de Bourgoigne cui dieu
pardoit ausquels monditseigneur l’avait
donné le jour qu’il fut veoir ladite sepulture

22 s. 6 d.

Jehan
Malouel,
paintre de
monseigneur

gold, azur and
assistants to
‘parfaire’ the
tomb

…pour or, azur, peines d’ouvriers pour
pafaire de son mestier la sepulture de feu
mons cui dieu pardoint …

33 fr. 15 s.

(53) B1560, fol. mandement
173 v (Monget, 5 Jun. 1410
ii, p. 22)
[also entered in
B1558, fol. 153v,
28 Feb. 1409, but
crossed out]

Accounts for the construction of the Chartreuse de Champmol, 1 Apr. 1409 to 31 Mar. 1410, Amiot Arnaut
(54) B11673,
fol. 201 r-v
(Prochno, p.
347)

quittance 22
Mar. 1410

Yonet le Roy
and
Bertholomi
le Gentil,
serruriers

iron posts to
create an
enclosure to
protect the
tomb

…pour iiii maistres pillers de fer garnis de
trepiers pour reposer et mectre en pierre a
plonc lesquelx poisent vc xliii livres de fer, et
sont faiz pour mettre autour de la tumbe de
monseigneur cui dieu pardoint qu’est auxdiz
chartreux, pour faire une cloison autour la
dite tumbe affin que l’on ne gaste et despiece
les ymages et ouvraiges d’anviron …

67 fr. 10·5
gr.

Accounts of the Receiver General for the duchy and county of Burgundy, 1 Jan. 1411 to 31 Mar. 1411, Regnault de Choisy
(55) B1569,
fols 112r–113r
(Lieberman,
pp. 78–79)

mandement Claux de
12 Jan. 1411 Werve,
tailleur
d’ymages et
varlet de
chambre

ﬁnal payment
authorised on
completion of
tomb, if done
within a month

La somme de six cens cinquante frans
deux gros restans a lui paier de la somme de
iiim vic xii frans qu’il devoit avoir, tant pour
ses frais et missions qu’il a convenu faire
pour parfaire et asseoir la sepulture de feu
mon tres redoubte seigneur monseigneur le
duc Phelippe dont dieu ait l’ame comme
pour les gaiges de feu Claux Sluter son
oncle et de lui depuis le trespassement de
feu mon di seigneur jusques au dernier jour
de decembre mil cccc et dix … par lequelle
le dit Claux devoit entiriement estre paie
de ladite somme de vic l frans ii gros … si
tost que ledit Claux auroit parfaicte et
assise icelle sepulture, et laquelle il promist
que dedans ung mois ensuivant le jour de
la dicte deliberation ou environ elle seroit
parfaicte et assise, et que depuis le derrenier
jour de decembre passé il ne prenderoit
ou demanderoit sesdis gaiges ou cas que
l’on ne lui feroit fault en son dit paiement
que l’on permist faire par la maniere /

650 fr. 2 gr.
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Appendix II - The second tomb of Philip the Bold (continued)*
Document

Date (n.s.)

Paid to

Summary

New transcription of relevant passage

cost units

cost total

Accounts of the Receiver General for the duchy and county of Burgundy, 1 Jan. 1411 to 31 Mar. 1411, Regnault de Choisy (continued)
dessusdicte … Et veue et oye la certiffication
des dites gens du conseil et des comptes sur
la perfection et accomplissement d’icelle
sepulture eust esté mandé par madame la
duchesse par ses lettres patents donnes a
Rouvre le xii jour de janvier mil ccc et dix
[i.e., 1411 n.s.] aus dites gens d’iceulx
Comptes par rapportant icelles lettres de
ma dite dame avec les lettres de mon dit
seigneur faites sur les traictié et marchandise
faiz tant audit feu Claux Sluter comme
audit Claux de Werve, de parfaire et asseoir
la dite sepulture la dicte deliberation
escripte et signe comme desssus surledit
paiement de la dicte reste de vic l fr. ii gros
et la certiffication sur la perfeccion d’icelle
sepulture dont dessus est faicte mencion,
ensemble quictance d’icelle Claux de Werve
de la dicte somme desdiz vic l frans ii gros et
pour l’accomplissement pour paiement
desdis iiim vic xii frans …

(55, continued)

(56) B1569, fol. 21 Mar.
96 r (Quarré, p. 1412
25, no. 11)

Claux de
Werve

gift; timing
suggests this is
related to work
completing
tomb

pour don a lui fait pour les bons services par
lui fais a mondit seigneur et autrement par
son mandement donne a Paris le xxi jour de
mars mil cccc et unze veriﬁee comme dessus
sur laquelle somme de cent francs ne lui a
est paie seulement que xx fr …

100 fr., of
which 20
paid here

Accounts of the Receiver General for all ﬁnances, 17 Apr. 1411 to 30 Apr. 1412, Robert de Bailleux
(57) B1570, fol. 25 Mar.
192 r (Quarré,
1412
p. 25, no. 12)

Claux de
Werve,
tailleur
d’ymaiges et
varlet de
chambre

for going with
speed from
Paris to Dijon
to ﬁnish the
tomb

…tant pour soy deffrayer de la ville de Paris
ou il avoit grant piece seiourne par le
commandement et ordonnance de mon dit
seigneur, comme pour ce que mon dit
seigneur l’avoit envoié hastivement de Paris
à Dijon pour achever et parfaire la sepulture
de feu monseigneur le duc pere de mon dit
seigneur dont dieux ait l’ame …

* A summary of the information given in Appendix II is provided below in Appendix III (b)

20 fr.
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Appendix III (a)
The ﬁrst tomb of Philip the Bold: cost and time summary
Time and costs under Marville (29 Mar. 1380 to his death by 21 Jul. 1389)
dates (Appx
documents)

Marville’s
time

1380 to
Oct. 1384
(Appx I, docs
1–4)

workshop accounts missing

Nov. 1384 to
Oct. 1385
(Appx I, docs
5–24)

52 weeks

Nov. 1385 to
Oct. 1386

workshop accounts missing

Nov. 1386 to
Oct. 1387
(Appx I, docs
25–63)

52 weeks

Marville’s
wages

workshop
time

workshop
wages

materials

tools and
equipment

tips

other

cost total

100 fr.

85 fr. 3 gr.
(marble spolia)

185 fr. 3 gr.

395 fr. 2 gr.
15 d.

380 fr. 3 gr. 5 d. 22 fr. 1 d.
(Dinant marble; (chests,
Tonnere stone)
tools, cloth)

1,040 fr.
10 gr. 1 d.

243 fr. 4 gr. 600 weeks
1 day

833 fr. 5 gr.
5 d.

8 fr.
(plaster)

Nov. 1387 to 52 weeks
Oct. 1388
(Appx I, docs
64–94)

243 fr. 4 gr. 364 weeks
1 day

473 fr. 1 gr.

60 fr.
(‘couleurs’ for
polishing)

Nov. 1388 to
Jul. 1389
(Appx I, docs
95–109)

34 weeks
4 days

183 fr. 4 gr. 127 weeks
1 day

139 fr. 10 d.

Totals:
Marville

190 weeks
4 days

913 fr. 4 gr. 1,351 weeks 1,940 fr.
9 gr.
3 days

243 fr. 4 gr. 260 weeks

45 fr. 5 gr.
50 fr.
10 d. (chests,
table, tools)

27 fr. 1 gr.
(extension;
tracing
floor)

1,207 fr.
3 gr. 15 d.

776 fr. 5 gr.

322 fr. 4 gr.
10 d.

533 fr. 6 gr. 5 d.

67 fr. 5 gr.
11 d.

50 fr.

27 fr. 1 gr.

3,532 fr.
2 gr. 6 d.

Time and costs under Sluter (23 Jul. 1389, when he took over, to 31 Dec. 1391)
dates (Appx
documents)

Sluter’s
time

Sluter’s
wages

Jul. 1389 to
Oct. 1390
(Appx I, docs
110–15)

workshop
time

workshop
wages

9 weeks

10 fr. 1 gr.
10 d.

Nov. 1390 to
Oct. 1391
(Appx I, docs
116–31)

214 days
(30 weeks
4 days)

142 fr. 8 gr. 101 weeks
3 days

182 fr. 2 gr.
5 d.

Nov. to Dec.
1391
(Appx I, docs
132–34)

61 days
(8 weeks
5 days)

40 fr. 8 gr.

28 fr.

Totals:
Sluter

39 weeks
2 days

183 fr. 4 gr. 123 weeks
5 days

80 days
(13 weeks
2 days)

Total recorded expenditure on ﬁrst tomb

materials

tools and
equipment
18 gr. 10 d.
(anvil, steel)

14 fr.
(alabaster)

220 fr. 3 gr. 14 fr.
15 d.

tips

other

cost total

48 fr.
(‘chappiteaulx’)

59 fr. 8 gr.

339 fr. 6 gr.
5 d.

8 gr.
(dogﬁsh
skin)

68 fr. 8 gr.

2 fr. 2 gr.
10 d.

48 fr.

467 fr. 10 gr.
5 d.

4,000 fr.
11 d.
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Appendix III (b)
The second tomb of Philip the Bold: cost and time summary
Time and costs under Sluter until the death of Philip the Bold (1392 to 27 Apr. 1404)
dates (Appx
documents)

Sluter’s
time

Sluter’s
wages

workshop
time

workshop
wages

materials

Jan. to Oct. 1392
(Appx II, doc. 1)

tools and
equipment

tips

other

2 fr.

2 fr.
(compasses)

Nov. 1392 to
Oct. 1393
(Appx II, docs
2–7)

30 fr.

331 fr.
(alabaster)

cost total

8 sous
parisis
(alabaster)

361 fr. 6 gr.

Nov. 1393 to
Oct. 1394
Nov. 1394 to
workshop accounts missing
Oct. 1395
(Appx II, doc. 8)
Nov. 1395 to
Oct. 1396

workshop accounts missing

Nov. 1396 to
Oct. 1397
(Appx II, docs
10–11)

workshop accounts missing

180 fr.
(Dinant marble)

682 fr.
(Dinant marble)

Nov. 1397 to
Oct. 1398
(Appx II, docs
12–20)

136 weeks
1·5 days
from Jun.
1397

183 fr. 7
gr. 13 d.

Nov. 1398 to
Oct. 1399 (Appx
II, docs 21–27)

25 weeks
3 days

13 fr. 10 gr. 2 fr. 4 gr.
(emery powder)
5 d.

11 weeks

13 fr. 3 gr.

Nov. 1399 to
Oct. 1400
(Appx II, docs
28–31)

214 days

142 fr. 8
gr.

Nov. 1400 to
365 days
Oct. 1401 (Appx
II, docs 32–33)

243 fr. 4
gr.

180 fr.

100 fr.

782 fr.

20 fr. 6 gr.
10 d.
(tools)

204 fr. 4 gr.
16 d.

15 fr. 4 gr.
5 d.
3 fr. 1 gr.
(polishing
stone, tools)

159 fr.

6 fr. 6 gr.
(steel for
tools)

249 fr.
10 gr.

1 Jan. to 31 Dec.
1402
(Appx II, docs
34–39)

workshop accounts missing

276 fr.
(Dinant marble)

2 fr. 11 gr.
4 d.
(ropes, tools)

31 fr. 2 gr. 310 fr. 1 gr.
8 d. (hole 12 d.
in choir
wall)

1 Jan. to 31 Dec.
1403 (Appx II,
docs 41–45)

workshop accounts missing

28 fr. 9 gr.
(stone, marble)

1 fr. 5 gr.
(cloths, seats)

3 fr. 6 gr.
(covers for
marble)

1 Jan. to 27 Apr. workshop accounts missing
1404 (Appx II,
docs 46, 48)

16 fr.

Time and costs
82 weeks
to death of
5 days
Philip the Bold
on 27 Apr. 1404

226 fr.
1,499 fr. 5 gr.
11 gr. 11 d. 14 d.

386 fr.

172 weeks
4·5 days

33 fr. 4 gr.
8 d.

127 fr. 4 gr. 143 fr. 4 gr.
(work on
black slab)
36 fr. 5 gr.
14 d.

130 fr.

162 fr. 6 gr. 2,441 fr.
8 d.
9 gr. 1 d.
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Appendix III (b) - The second tomb of Philip the Bold: summary (continued)
Time and costs under Sluter after the death of Philip the Bold ( Jul. 1404 to Sluter’s death by Jan. 1406)
dates (Appx
documents)

Sluter’s
time

Sluter’s
wages

workshop
time

Jul. 1404
(Appx II, doc.
49)

Sluter
contracted
by John the
Fearless

960 fr.
(over 4
years: Jul.
1404 to
Jun. 1408)

2,000 fr. (over 4 years: wages, materials and tools)

workshop
wages

materials

tools and
equipment

tips

other

cost total
2,960 fr.

Time and costs under Claus de Werve (Feb. 1406, when he took over, to Mar. 1412)
dates (Appx
documents)

de Werve’s
time

Feb. 1406 to
Jun. 1408
(contract
renewal to end
dates) (Appx II,
doc. 50)

contract renewed under same terms with de Werve

Aug. 1404 to
Apr. 1409

no accounts relating to tomb apart from renewal of contract with de Werve (see previous entry)

de Werve’s
wages

workshop
time

workshop
wages

materials

Mar. and Jun.
1410 (Appx II,
docs 53–54)

other

650 fr. 2 gr.

1,610 fr.
2 gr.

cost total

3 fr. 4 gr.
10 d.
67 fr. 10 gr.
10 d.
(iron railings
around
tomb)

33 fr. 9 gr. (Jean Malouel,
polychromy)

101 fr. 7 gr.
10 d.

650 fr. 2 gr.

Mar. 1412
(Appx II, doc.
57)
Time and costs
after Philip’s
death in 1404

tips

3 fr. 4 gr.
10 d.

May and Jun.
1409 (Appx II,
docs 51–52)

Jan. 1411
(Appx II, docs
55–56)

tools and
equipment

2,033 fr. 9 gr.

120 fr.

120 fr.

123 fr.
67 fr. 10 gr.
3 gr. 6d. 10 d.

3,835 fr. 2 gr.

Total recorded expenditure on second tomb

Appendix III (a, b) - The two tombs of Philip the Bold: summary of total costs

6,276 fr.
11 gr. 1 d.
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Appendix IV
Previously unpublished documents on the two tombs of Philip the Bold*
(1) (Fig. 33). Payments relating to the spolia from Autun

PHOTOGAPH: S. NASH

Autun Bailliage accounts for 1383–84
Dijon, Archives départmentales de la Côte d’Or, B2294, fol. 30v

33. Dijon, Archives départmentales de la Côte d’Or, B2294, fol. 30 v

(1a) (upper text): to Jean de Marville (mandement June 1383, quittance January 1384; n.s.)
A Jehan de Menreville ouvrier et vallet de chamber de monseigneur le duc de Bourgogne pour
acheter une grande pier re d’albastre bonne et ﬁne que l’on dit estre emmener a Ostun de laquelle
3 l’on peut avoir bon marchie la quelle mondit seigneur a entencion de avoir et faire traire pour
mener à Dijon pour faire sa sepulture si comme il appert par mandement de mon dit seigneur
5 donne le viii jour de joing mccciiiixx et iii ver iffie par monsieur Nicolas de Fontenay conseillieur
et gouveneur des ﬁnances de mon dit seigneur adiere sur ce a Amiot Arnault general receveur
7 de ses ﬁnances lequel Amiot a mande au receveur d’Ostun qu’il acomplisse le conte mis en
ycellui par ses lettres acranchiez audit mandement soubs son songnet donne le xv jour de
9 novembre mccciiiixx et iii. Et quittance dudit Menreville donne le xvi jour de janvier l’an dessus
dit pour ce
[in the right margin:] xl frans 10
[In the left margin at about line 3:] Loquatur et videtur litterarum
[In the left margin, beginning at about line 9:] Super deinde Jo. [Marville] qualiter nos apportet de
emptus dicte petre nec per honeste ipsam
1

* Principles of transcription: I have added punctuation
where appropriate and scribal abbreviations are

expanded with italics. Editorial notes are given in
italics and enclosed within square brackets.

2
4
6
8
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Appendix IV - Previously unpublished documents (continued)
(1b) (lower text): To various labourers working under Marville and Boisserant,
for ﬁnding and digging out the stone, October 1385
Item pour plusieurs ouvriers de bras mis en oeuvre par le dit Menreville et pour ouvrier
Boisserant son comis a ce en plusieurs et darrains journees pour croter oster terre et cercher
3 pour trouver ladite pier re les nommes les par ties les journees et les sepmaines ou celles ont
este faictes escriptes en ung role de parchemin veriﬁe et certiffie du dit menreville par sa lettre
5 donne le xxiiii d’octobre m ccc iiiixx et v pour ce par vertu du mandement de mon dit seigneur
rendu en la partie precedent.
[in the right margin:] xlv frans iii gros demie
1

2
4
6

(2) (Fig. 34). Payment to Claus Sluter for working on the tomb and its images, 1400–01

PHOTOGAPH: S. NASH

Dijon Bailliage accounts for 1400–01
Dijon, Archives départmentales de la Côte d’Or, B4450, fol. 28v

34. Dijon, Archives départmentales de la Côte d’Or, B4450, fol. 28 v
1 A Claux Scluter ouvrier dymaiges et varlet de chambre de Mondit seigneur de Bourgogne pour

ses gaiges qui sont de viii gros par jour pour ung varlet ouvrier, ung autre varlet avec lui, et ung
cheval, commil est plus à plain contenu es comptes precedens de la dicte recepte [the following
text has been crossed out:] C’est assavoir pour vii mois entiers commancens le premier jour d’avril
5 mil CCC iiiixx xix [1400 n.s.] et ﬁni le derr ier jour d’octobre mil quartre cens suivangt tout
inclux ouquel temps pour iiC xiiii jours entiers par lequel temps il afferme en sa loyalte et con
7 science avoir vacque continuelement au fait et besoigne de la sepulture et ymaiges ducelles
pour mondit Seigneur, pour ce par sa quictance donnee le xie jour de janvier mil cccc et ung
9 [1402 n.s.].
[in the right margin:] viixx ii francs viii gros

2

3

4
6
8

[In the left margin, beginning at about line 4:] Loquatur qualiter debere quittanciam. Reddidit quo
portare in loco suo
[the corrected manuscript continues:]
la somme de vixx ii frans viii gros qui lui avoient este royez ou comte precedent par deffaut 10
11 de quictance et est deue de reste audit Claux de l’annee ﬁnie dernier jour d’octobre mil CCCC
pour ce
[in the right margin:] vixx ii frans viii gros 12
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Appendix IV - Previously unpublished documents (continued)
(3)(Fig. 35). To Nicholas le Galois and Jacquinot Angniart, for transporting the largest black
marble block from Virey-sous-Bar ( July 1402; letters patent and quittance August 1403)

PHOTOGAPH: S. NASH

Accounts of the Receiver General for all ﬁnances, 22 March 1402 to 30 September 1403,
Dijon, Archives départmentales de la Côte d’Or, B1532, fol. 337r (second paragraph)

35. Dijon, Archives départmentales de la Côte d’Or, B1532, fol. 337 r
1A

Nicolas le Gaulois et a Jacquinot Angniart ausquelz a estre paie par ledite comis du
commandement et ordonnance de mon dit Seigneur la somme de iiC lxxvi francs pour avoir 2
3 mene et conduit a leurs frais despenses et perilz depuis Virey soubz bar sur Seine jusques
aus Chartreux de Champmol les Dijon, une tombe de maulbre noir aiant environ xii piez
4
5 de long et viii piez de large ou mois de juillet mil iiiic et deux par marchie fait avec eulz par
feu Pier re Vine[?] jadis maistre d’ostel dudit seigneur par l’ordonnance de Joceran Frepier et
6
7 pour dudit auquel ycelluis l’avoir comande et encharge de faire menu la dite tombe audit lieu
des Chartreux si comme il appar t plus a plain par les lettres patentes dudit Seigneur sur ce
8
9 faites donnees a Meleun le ix jour aoust l’an mil cccc et trois cy rend avec quittance desudits
voiturers. Et certiﬁcation dudit feu Pier re Vine sur le marchie fait au dis voiturers pour ce
10
11
[in the right margin:] iiC lxxvi francs.

